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ABSTRACT 
The U.S. colleges and universities offering non-sectarian educational programs in Jewish 
Studies rely on the support of their   academic libraries for research materials and library 
services. For college libraries which use Library of Congress Classification scheme, it is 
a common practice to integrate “studies” resources into their general library collections. 
Since Jewish Studies sources span a vast number of subjects within all major disciplines, 
shelving integration leads to the dispersion of all relevant sources and such dispersion in 
turn leads to a variety of problems for library professionals and library users. For 
collection development librarians the problems range from lack of information about 
collection’s size, strengths or weaknesses, and for library users interested in browsing the 
collection, dispersion of subjects creates a major roadblock. This practical guide aims at 
providing a solution to such problems. By identifying   all relevant Library of Congress 
call numbers and the corresponding Library of Congress subject headings, the guide 
offers a simplified access to Jewish Studies sources in general library collections. It is 
arranged by four major discipline: Arts & Humanities, Social Sciences, Sciences, and 
General Works & Bibliographies. Within each discipline,   specific LC call number 
ranges and corresponding subjects are listed. The subjects are further subdivided and 
precisely identified. The guide will assist collection development librarians, library 
liaisons, grants and fundraising professionals and especially the Jewish Studies faculty 
and students, in identifying and locating relevant sources. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
United States colleges and universities are witnessing not only a rise in new  
interdisciplinary studies such as Global Studies, Gender Studies, Asian American 
Studies, or Neuroscience but they are also seeing an increase in popularity of long 
established programs such as Jewish Studies.  According to the information about Jewish 
Studies programs posted on the Association for Jewish Studies website, there are now 
over two hundred U.S. colleges and universities offering either study programs or 
undergraduate and graduate degrees in Jewish Studies. (AJS, 2013). 
 
 All academic college departments, whether they are offering courses in traditional 
disciplines such as literature, history, or philosophy, or as part of the interdisciplinary 
programs such as Jewish Studies, require a strong support from academic libraries. Such 
support must consider the research needs of the teaching faculty, the needs of 
undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in related courses, and the mandates 
imposed on such programs by various accrediting institutions.  
 
Bopp and Smith (2011), in their introductory  text on reference services intended 
primarily for beginning graduate library and information science students, succinctly  
identify collections, organization, and service as the “ three basic functions (libraries 
perform) in order to fill the information needs of their communities. Each of these 
functions is extremely detailed and highly complex, yet all of the activities of the library 
can be reduced to one of these three factors” (pp.4-5). Therefore acquiring content across 
various disciplines, assuring orderly arrangement of materials, providing easy access to  
the collection, and offering reference services to users, becomes of utmost importance to  
the library and the institution it serves.   
 
DISCUSSION 
 
A common practice within the non-sectarian, U.S. academic libraries is to utilize the 
Library of Congress (LC) Classification system for organizing their libraries’ collections. 
Within the libraries which follow this practice, interdisciplinary studies collections are 
often integrated into their general library collection.  Since Jewish Studies sources span a 
vast number of subjects in all major disciplines, shelving integration under the   LC 
subject arrangement umbrella leads to the dispersion of all relevant sources throughout 
the entire LC classification scheme. Such dispersion in turn, leads to a variety of 
problems for library professionals and library users. 
 
Problems with the use of this popular system are noted independently by Chan (1999) 
and Elazar (1997). In her introduction to A Guide to the Library of Congress 
Classification, Chan points out that the “LC Classification was never intended as an 
embodiment of a pervasive philosophical system for classifying knowledge per se. 
Instead, it was originally designed and developed for a purely practical purpose, the 
effective organization of the Library’s own collection – as it existed at the time and as it 
was expected to grow” (1999, p. 14). She adds that the original assumption “that the 
library serving the United States Congress would possess an extensive collection in 
history and the social sciences” and therefore these “are given a larger amount of space 
within the notational structure than are the classes for natural sciences and technology” 
(1999, p.26). Similarly, other classes demonstrate some inconsistencies in the 
organization of major subjects.   Chan points to Language and Literature Class P: 
“classification of literature differs from classification in other subjects in that languages 
and forms take precedence over topic” (1999, p.353). 
 
 Similar views were expressed by the authors of the Elazar Classification System for use 
by Judaica libraries. They  note that the use of Library of Congress classification system 
“consist(s) of call numbers for the classification of Judaica materials in locations 
throughout the general system wherever they fit into the general scheme” and it “serves 
to scatter Judaica materials throughout a general collection” (Elazar, 1997, p.2).   
 
Within the libraries which do not maintain separate and independent Jewish Studies 
library collections, it is not uncommon for collection development responsibilities to be 
dispersed among the subject bibliographers.  In such libraries, public service librarians 
often   hold the titles of “liaisons” or “coordinators”, and are responsible for overseeing 
the growth and service of such collections. In many instances they lack the necessary 
book funds, and must depend on their colleagues for cooperation in acquiring and paying 
for Jewish Studies library materials. The following examples can shed light on this 
process: a Jewish Studies coordinator interested in acquiring a book about the history of 
medieval Jewry, will forward a request to purchase such a book to the history 
bibliographer, but a purchase request for a book about the representation of Jews in 
Spanish literature will have to be referred to the Spanish language and literature 
bibliographer. The subject bibliographers on the other hand, will have to consider the 
needs of their primary users, the cost of such books vs. available funds, and whether the 
specific purchase meets the collection development criteria of their disciplines. In all 
such situations, subjective factors might also interfere with the process. Success in 
convincing subject bibliographers to assist with building Jewish Studies collection often 
rests on the quality of a work relationship between the Jewish Studies coordinator and the 
subject bibliographers. Of utmost importance in establishing and maintaining a good 
relationship is clear communication, mutual respect for each other’s roles, and the 
understanding of the common goals.     
 
Gregory (2011), in her chapter on the future of collection development, refers to two 
points which are especially relevant to studies collections; “more emphasis on assessing 
the collections, (and) more outreach publicizing collections” (p.204). It is therefore 
imperative for liaisons or coordinators to be aware of, and to support their users’ library 
needs. To that end the Jewish Studies librarians must seek   information about 
collection’s size, and be able to analyze collection’s strengths and weaknesses. 
Unfortunately, the dispersion of Jewish Studies subjects within the LC classification 
system, along with shelving integration in academic libraries, present a major roadblock 
in gathering such information. 
   
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The traditional academic library users, faculty and students,   either browse library stack 
collections or use a library catalog for locating specific library books. The online public 
access catalog (OPAC) allows them to easily locate a needed source by title, author, 
subject, or keyword with ease. However, users who are interested in a comprehensive 
search of a specific discipline, find that OPAC’s search limitations often lead to a tedious 
and cumbersome process.  
  
In the past, librarians responsible for interdisciplinary studies relied on the use of 
library’s shelf lists in tracking collections with significant subject integration. Arranged 
in order of books’ call numbers, a shelf list represented an exact shelving location of 
every book in the library’s collection.  Browsing a shelf list allowed librarians to identify 
approximate size of the collection and helped them to ascertain the quality of the 
collection. However, as college libraries discontinued the use and maintenance of such 
files, the shelf list ceased to function as a useful tool.   
  
In addressing the librarians’ collection assessment needs as well as college users’ 
interests in browsing library collections, it became obvious that what was lacking was a 
“user friendly” guide to all relevant Jewish Studies areas within the LC Classification 
System. By pointing to the specific Library of Congress call numbers along with the 
corresponding subject headings, such a finding aide would be able to assist the academic 
library users and the librarians with public service and collection development 
responsibilities. 
 
 To create such a guide, I used Classification Web (http://classificationweb.net), a 
database developed by LC CDS to enable access to LC Classification Schedule and LC 
Subject Headings (Hayward 2012).  This subscription based resource links both of these 
tools, and it allows one to search by keyword, index and caption terms. However, due to 
its complexity and cost, the database is primarily used in technical services departments 
and as a learning tool within the library and information science graduate curriculum.  
 
Prior to searching Classification Web, a literature search on the topic of Jewish Studies 
collection development was completed. The two databases consulted were ProQuest’s 
Library and Information Science Abstracts (LISA), and EBSCO’s Library & Information 
Science Source. The search results   identified references to articles dealing with Jewish 
Studies subject headings but unfortunately the intended audience tended to be technical 
services, rather than public services librarians. 
 
Of greater assistance was Galron-Goldschlager’s (2000) guide to Jewish Studies subject 
headings.  A focus on the terms the author listed in his work as “see references”, 
“broader” and “related”, brought to view the extensive distribution of the LC subject 
headings.  
 
The next step was to compile an extensive list of subject terms, identify the terms’ 
common roots, as in ex., Jew, Jew-ry, Jew-s, or Jew-ish and search the Classification 
Web for truncated terms. The database was further mined with these terms as “caption”, 
“index” and “keyword” terms. The extracted classification numbers for all the terms 
obtained via this method were gathered and analyzed for duplication. A list of 
classification numbers along and the corresponding subject headings was then created.  
 
 In progressing with the project, the extent of the comprehensiveness of the work needed 
to be reevaluated. Having identified public service librarians, along with faculty and 
students,   in non-sectarian college libraries as the intended audience, a balanced 
 presentation of all subjects was required. With that in mind, a decision was made that the 
coverage of two subject areas, Judaism and Law, both of which receive extremely 
detailed analysis within the LC Classification Scheme, will be covered in less detail here.  
 
The very specific “stand alone” class of “BM”,   representing the subject of Judaism, is 
readily available, is self- explanatory and easy to browse without additional assistance 
from this guide. However, the opposite is true of law within the “K” class. The extreme 
specificity of LC’s coverage of this subject makes it a less useful tool for the academic 
users. Since it is more common for the law libraries rather than the college libraries to be 
interested in the exactness of the subject headings within the law discipline, the mining of 
the “K” class was made more general and focused on the needs of general academic 
library users.   
 
Once all the relevant LC class numbers and their subject headings were extracted, the list 
was organized in the order of LC classification scheme. To further assist the users 
interested in locating information within the  broad academic  disciplines such as  Arts & 
Humanities, Social Sciences, Sciences, and General Works & Bibliographies,  a general  
outline of corresponding classification numbers and subjects  was also created.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The appended, detailed guide is the end result of the project. It presents prospective users 
with a variety of benefits which range from offering a simplified access to all relevant LC 
classification numbers and the corresponding subject headings, closing the existing 
bibliographic gap within the areas of Jewish Studies and Library and Information Studies, 
to providing an easy solution for busy academic librarians in guiding users to relevant 
resources and for promoting collection strengths to the Jewish Studies faculty.  
 
Additionally, this practical guide can assist librarians during the accreditation process by 
helping them to identify the size and strengths of the collection. And finally, it has the 
potential to serve as a standard public relations tool for library directors, Jewish Studies 
directors, or development personnel interested in identifying specific areas in need of 
funding either from private donors, or when seeking grants or private endowments.  
 
In the concluding chapter of Interdisciplinarity & Academic Libraries, which focuses on 
the future of interdisciplinary studies, Gibson (2012) points out that in order for libraries 
to “become an essential partner in research processes, in curriculum design and 
development, such partnerships depend on a firm grounding in how the libraries can add 
value in the knowledge creation process and sustain attention in a fragmented academy 
and among researchers...who want information delivered to them with little interaction, 
and in the most readily usable format for them” (Gibson, 2012, p.216). He summarizes 
that the eventually, with the “advent of RDA and the shift from older taxonomies such as 
LCSH” (p.216), interdisciplinary information will become more accessible to library 
users. That’s very encouraging but that’s in the future. Until such time, created guide has 
the potential to fulfill the mission referred to by Gibson and cited above. This guide 
 therefore, will easily assist all academic library users in discovering and identifying 
sources within one of the major areas of interdisciplinary studies – The Jewish Studies.  
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A GUIDE TO LC CLASSIFICATION SCHEME FOR JEWISH STUDIES 
 
 
 
GENERAL OUTLINE 
 
ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
 
 
M -- MUSIC AND BOOKS ON MUSIC  
M1495-2199  MUSIC-VOCAL MUSIC 
ML1-3930    LITERATURE ON MUSIC  
 
 
N -- FINE ARTS  
N1-9211   VISUAL ARTS 
NA1-9428   ARCHITECTURE 
NB1-1952   SCULPTURE 
NC1-1940   DRAWING. DESIGN. ILLUSTRATION 
ND25-3416   PAINTING 
NK1-9990  DECORATIVE ARTS. APPLIED ARTS. DECORATION AND 
ORNAMENT 
NX1-820    ARTS IN GENERAL 
 
 
 P-- LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE  
P1-1091   PHILOLOGY. LINGUISTICS  
PA201-899    GREEK LITERATURE 
PA6000-6971   ROMAN LITERATURE 
PC601-872   ROMANIAN LANGUAGE  
PC1073-1977   ITALIAN LANGUAGE 
PC2700-3761   DIALECTS OF FRANCE 
PC4073-4977   SPANISH LANGUAGE 
PC5043-5498   PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE 
PE1-3729     ENGLISH PHILOLOGY AND LANGUAGE 
PG560-585   YUGOSLAV LITERATURE 
PG601-716    CHURCH SLAVIC LITERATURE 
PG1000-1146   BULGARIAN LITERATURE 
PG1400-1749   SERBO-CROATIAN LITERATURE 
PG2899.2-3698  RUSSIAN LITERATURE 
PG3900-3987  UKRAINIAN LITERATURE 
PG5000-5146   CZECH LITERATURE 
PG5400-5546   SLOVAK LITERATURE 
PG7001-7446   POLISH LITERATURE 
PH3001-3445   HUNGARIAN LITERATURE 
PJ3001-3097    SEMITIC PHILOLOGY AND LITERATURE 
PJ4101-4109   WEST SEMITIC LANGUAGES   
PJ4101-4109   WEST SEMITIC LANGUAGES   
PJ4121-4129   NORTHWEST SEMITIC LANGUAGES . NORTH SEMITIC 
PJ4131-4139   CANAANITE 
PJ4501-4541   HEBREW PHILOLOGY    
PJ4543-4996   HEBREW LANGUAGE (BIBLICAL AND MODERN) 
PJ5001-5060   HEBREW LITERATURE 
PJ5061-5192   OTHER LANGUAGES USED BY JEWS 
PJ5111-5119   YIDDISH (JUDEO-GERMAN)  
PJ5201-5329.5  ARAMAIC    
PJ7501-7677   ARABIC LITERATURE 
PL2250-3208     CHINESE LITERATURE 
PN45-57  LITERATURE (GENERAL) .THEORY. PHILOSOPHY. 
ESTHETICS 
PN441-1009.5   LITERATURE (GENERAL). LITERARY HISTORY 
PN1560-1590   THE PERFORMING ARTS. SHOW BUSINESS 
PN1600-3307.2  DRAMA 
PN3311-3503   PROSE. PROSE FICTION   
PN4001-4500.2  ORATORY 
PN4699-5650     JOURNALISM 
PN6010-6790     COLLECTIONS OF GENERAL LITERATURE 
PQ1-3999   FRENCH LITERATURE 
PQ4001-5999   ITALIAN LITERATURE 
PQ6001-8929   SPANISH LITERATURE 
PQ9000-9999   PORTUGUESE LITERATURE 
 PR1-9680   ENGLISH LITERATURE 
PS1-3626   AMERICAN LITERATURE 
PT1-4897   GERMAN LITERATURE 
PT5001-5980   DUTCH LITERATURE 
PT7601-8260   DANISH LITERATURE 
PT9201-9999   SWEDISH LITERATURE 
 
 
 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 
 
B -- PHILOSOPHY. PSYCHOLOGY. RELIGION    
B1-5802    PHILOSOPHY (GENERAL)  
BF1-990   PSYCHOLOGY  
BF1001-1389   PARAPSYCHOLOGY 
BF1403.2-1999  OCCULT SCIENCES 
BJ1-1725     ETHICS 
BJ1801-2195   ETIQUETTE  
BL1-2790     RELIGIONS 
BM1-990     JUDAISM  
BP1-253   ISLAM 
BP300-388    BAHAI FAITH 
BP600-610     OTHER BELIEFS AND MOVEMENTS 
BQ1-9800    BUDDHISM 
BR1-1725    CHRISTIANITY 
BS1-2970   THE BIBLE 
BT1-1480    DOCTRINAL THEOLOGY 
BV1-5099   PRACTICAL THEOLOGY 
BX1-9999   CHRISTIAN DENOMINATIONS 
 
 
C -- AUXILIARY SCIENCES OF HISTORY  
CB3-481   HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION 
CD921-4280   ARCHIVES 
CD5001-6471  SEALS 
CE1-97   CALENDAR 
CJ1-6661   NUMISMATICS 
CN1-1355   INSCRIPTIONS  
CR1-6305   HERALDRY 
CS1-3090   GENEALOGY 
CT21-9999    BIOGRAPHY 
 
 
D -- HISTORY: GENERAL AND OLD WORLD  
D1-2027    HISTORY (GENERAL) 
 DK1-949.5    HISTORY OF RUSSIA. SOVIET UNION. FORMER SOVIET  
REPUBLICS  
DS41-66   HISTORY OF ASIA - MIDDLE EAST 
DS80-90   HISTORY OF ASIA – LEBANON 
DS101-151   HISTORY OF ASIA - ISRAEL (PALESTINE). THE JEWS p46 
DS801-897   HISTORY OF ASIA –JAPAN 
DT43-154   HISTORY OF AFRICA - EGYPT 
 
 
E -- HISTORY: AMERICA  
E11-143   AMERICA  
E151-883   UNITED STATES 
 
 
F-- HISTORY: AMERICA  
F1001-1140   BRITISH AMERICA 
F1201-3799   LATIN AMERICA. SPANISH AMERICA 
 
 
G -- GEOGRAPHY. ANTHROPOLOGY. RECREATION  
G1-922   GEOGRAPHY 
G1000-3122   ATLASES 
G3180-9980   MAPS 
GA101-1776   CARTOGRAPHY 
GB3-5030   PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
GF1-900   HUMAN ECOLOGY. ANTHROPOGEOGRAPHY  
GN1-890   ANTHROPOLOGY 
GR1-950   FOLKLORE  
GT1-7070   MANNERS AND CUSTOMS  
GV1-1860   RECREATION. LEISURE  
 
 
H -- SOCIAL SCIENCES  
HC1-1085.2   ECONOMIC HISTORY AND CONDITIONS 
HD28-9999   INDUSTRIES. LAND USE. LABOR  
HE1-9900   TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 
HF1-6182   COMMERCE 
HN1-995  SOCIAL HISTORY AND CONDITIONS. SOCIAL PROBLEMS. 
SOCIAL REFORM 
HQ1-2044   THE FAMILY. MARRIAGE. WOMEN 
HS1-3371   SOCIETIES: SECRET, BENEVOLENT, ETC 
HV1-9960   SOCIAL PATHOLOGY. SOCIAL AND PUBLIC WELFARE.  
   CRIMINOLOGY 
HX1-970.72   SOCIALISM. COMMUNISM. UTOPIAS. ANARCHISM 
 
 
 J -- POLITICAL SCIENCE  
J1-981   GENERAL LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE PAPERS 
JC11-607  POLITICAL THEORY. THE STATE. THEORIES OF THE 
STATE 
JQ1-1852  POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS AND PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION-ASIA  
JS3-8500   LOCAL GOVERNMENT. MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT  
JV6001-9480  EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION. INTERNATIONAL 
MIGRATION 
JX1-6650   INTERNATIONAL LAW  
JZ2-6530   INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
 
 
K -- LAW  
KB2-4855  RELIGIOUS LAW IN GENERAL. COMPARATIVE 
RELIGIOUS LAW. JURISPRUDENCE 
KBM1-4855   JEWISH LAW. HALAKAH  
KBP1-4860    ISLAMIC LAW. SHARĪAH 
KBR2-4090   HISTORY OF CANON LAW 
KBU2-4820   LAW OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC LAW. THE HOLY SEE  
KD1-9500.24   LAW OF ENGLAND AND WALES 
KEO1-1199.5   LAW OF CANADA (ONTARIO)  
KF1-9827   UNITED STATES (GENERAL) 
KJ1-4999   HISTORY OF LAW (EUROPE)   
KJA0-4999    ROMAN LAW 
KJV1-9158.2   LAW OF FRANCE 
KK1-9799.33   LAW OF GERMANY 
KMK1-4890   LAW OF ASIA: ISRAEL   
KML1-490   LAW OF ASIA: JERUSALEM  
KZ2-7500   LAW OF NATIONS  
 
 
L -- EDUCATION  
L1-991  EDUCATION (GENERAL) 
LA1-2396   HISTORY OF EDUCATION 
LB1-3640   THEORY AND PRACTICE OF EDUCATION 
LC1-6691   SPECIAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATION 
LG1-961   INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTIONS   
 
 
SCIENCES 
 
 
Q -- SCIENCE  
Q1-390   SCIENCE (GENERAL)   
QB1-991   ASTRONOMY  
 QE1-996.5   GEOLOGY 
QH1-278.5   NATURAL HISTORY (GENERAL)  
QK1-989   BOTANY 
QL1-991   ZOOLOGY 
 
 
R -- MEDICINE  
R1-920   MEDICINE (GENERAL)   
RA1-1270   PUBLIC ASPECTS OF MEDICINE  
RC1-1245   INTERNAL MEDICINE  
RD1-811   SURGERY 
 
 
S -- AGRICULTURE  
S1-972   AGRICULTURE (GENERAL) 
SB1-1110   PLANT CULTURE 
 
 
T -- TECHNOLOGY  
TX1-1110   HOME ECONOMICS  
 
 
 
 
GENERAL WORKS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, LIBRARY SCIENCE  
 
 
 
A -- GENERAL WORKS  
AC1-1100      COLLECTIONS  
AE1-90     ENCYCLOPEDIAS  
AG1-600    DICTIONARIES, OTHER GENERAL REFERENCE WORKS  
AP1-271      GENERAL PERIODICALS 
AY30-1730    ALMANACS  
 
 
 
Z -- BIBLIOGRAPHY. LIBRARY SCIENCE.  INFORMATION RESOURCES  
Z4-115.5   BOOKS (GENERAL). WRITING. PALEOGRAPHY 
Z664.2-718.85  LIBRARY SCIENCE. INFORMATION SCIENCE 
Z1001-1121   GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Z1201-4980   NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Z5051-7999   SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
 
 
 A 
GENERAL WORKS 
 
 
AC1-1100  COLLECTIONS  
 
AC101-102 Hebrew collections of monographs, essays, etc.   
 
AC103-104 Yiddish collections of monographs, essays, etc.    
 
AC200 Collections for Jewish readers 
 
 
AE1-90  ENCYCLOPEDIAS  
 
AE30 Hebrew encyclopedias    
 
AE88 Yiddish  encyclopedias   
 
 
AG1-600  DICTIONARIES AND OTHER GENERAL REFERENCE WORKS  
 
AG30 Hebrew dictionaries  
 
AG88 Yiddish dictionaries 
 
AG130 Hebrew general works  
 
AG188 Yiddish general works  
 
 
AP1-271  GENERAL PERIODICALS 
 
AP91 Hebrew and Yiddish periodicals for Jewish readers   
 
AP92 English periodicals for Jewish readers  
 
AP93 Periodicals for Jewish readers in other languages 
 
AP221-223 Juvenile periodicals for Jewish readers 
 
 
AY30-1730 ALMANACS 
 
AY78.J5  United States-Jewish Almanacs  
 
 AY78.Y58 United States-Yiddish Almanacs  
 
AY808.J5 Austria, (1800--) - Jewish Almanacs   
 
AY858.J4 Germany, (1800--) -Jewish Almanacs 
 
AY1183 Israel - Almanacs   
 
 
 
B 
PHILOSOPHY.  PSYCHOLOGY.  RELIGION 
 
 
 
B1-5802 PHILOSOPHY (GENERAL) 
 
B147.C68 Ancient (600 B.C.-430 A.D.)- Assyria-Babylonia-Cosmology 
 
B154 - 157 Ancient (600 B.C.-430 A.D.)-Judaism 
 
B154 General works   
 
B155-157 Before Christian era  
 
B157.C65 Jewish Cosmology  
   
 
B755 - 759 Medieval (430-1450) - Jewish philosophers 
 
B755 General works    
 
B757.A-Z Special topics 
 
B757.E72 Eschatology    
B757.F7 Free will    
B757.G7 God    
B757.L38 Law    
B757.P45 Philosopher-kings    
B757.P7 Prophecies    
B757.P8 Psychology    
B757.S8 Space   
 
B759 Individual philosophers  
 
B759.A2-.A24      Abraham ben David, ha-Levi, ca. 1110-ca. 1180 
 B759.A333-.A3334  Albelda, Moses ben Jacob, 15th/16th cent.  
B759.A5-.A54    Avicebron, 11th cent.  
B759.B53-.B534    Ben Shem Tov, Joseph, ca. 1400-ca. 1460  
B759.C4-.C44    Chasdai ben Abraham Crescas, 1340-ca. 1410  
B759.D44-.D444  Delmedigo, Elijah ben Moses Abba, ca. 1460-1497  
B759.D53-.D534  Dhamārī, Manṣur Suleiman, 15th cent.  
B759.E56-.E564  Enoch ben Solomon al-Ḳusṭanṭini, fl. 1370  
B759.F3-.F34      Falaquera, Shem Tov ben Joseph, ca. 1225-ca. 1295  
B759.H53-.H534  Hillel ben Samuel, ca. 1220-ca. 1295  
B759.I2-.I24     Ibn Aknin, Joseph, ca. 1150-1220 
B759.I253-.I2534  Ibn Ezra, Abraham ben Meïr, 1092-1167  
B759.I255-.I2554  Ibn Ezra, Moses, ca. 1060-ca. 1139  
B759.I257-.I2574  Ibn Kammūnah, Sad ibn Manṣūr, 13th cent.  
B759.I26-.I264      Ibn Malkah, Judah ben Nissim, 14th cent.  
B759.I2697-.I26974  Ibn Shem Tov,  Joseph ben Shem Tov, 15th cent.  
B759.I28-.I284       Ibn Zarza, Samuel, 14th cent.  
B759.I8-.I84          Israeli, Isaac, ca. 832-ca. 932  
B759.J43-.J434    Jedaiah ben Abraham Bedersi, ca. 1270-ca. 1340  
B759.J5-.J54       Joseph ben Jacob Ibn Ẓaddik, 1075-1149  
B759.L4-.L44       Levi ben Gershom, 1288-1344  
B759.M3-.M34       Maimonides, Moses, 1135-1204  
B759.M64-.M644  Moses, of Narbonne, d. 1362  
B759.S2-.S24       Saadia ben Joseph, 882-942  
B759.Z47-.Z474    Zerahiah ben Isaac ben Shealtiel, 13th cent.  
  
 
B2018 - 5059 Modern (1450/1600- ) - By country 
 
B2018.J83 France. Diderot, Denis,- Judaism. Jews 
 
B2949.J84 Germany. Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich,- Judaism 
 
B3318.J83 Germany. Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm,- Judaism 
 
B3999.J8 Netherlands. Spinoza, Benedictus de,- Judaism 
 
B4378.A52 Denmark.  Kierkegaard, Søren - Antisemitism 
 
B5055 - 5059 Israel 
 
 B5058.A-Z Special topics  
 
B5059.A-Z Individual philosophers 
   
 
B5800 - 5802 Modern (1450/1600- ) - Judaism 
  
B5800 History 
 
B5802.A-Z Special topics 
 
B5802.A89 Autonomy    
B5802.G46 Genocide    
B5802.M48 Metaphysics    
B5802.N65 Nonbeing    
B5802.P67 Postmodernism    
B5802.P78 Psychoanalysis   
 
 
 
 
 
BF1-990 PSYCHOLOGY  
 
BF432.J4 Intelligence testing-Jews 
 
 
BF1001-1389 PARAPSYCHOLOGY    
 
BF1099.B5 Dreaming-Biblical dreams 
 
BF1311.D38 Communication with discarnate spirits-David, King of Israel 
 
 
BF1403.2-1999 OCCULT SCIENCES      
 
BF1623.C2 Cabala. Cabalistic works 
 
BF1714.J4 Jewish Astrology  
 
 
BJ1-1725  ETHICS 
 
BJ1279 -1287 Jewish ethics 
 
BJ1279 Collected works  
 
BJ1280 General works 
 
BJ1281-1285 By period 
 
BJ1281 Ancient. Pre-Christian   
   
BJ1282 Medieval    
 
BJ1283 Modern Through 1800    
 
BJ1284 Modern 1801-1900  
   
BJ1285 Modern 1901-2000  
   
BJ1285.2 Modern 2001- 
 
BJ1285.5.A-Z Special movements 
 
BJ1285.5.M8 Musar movement    
 
BJ1286.A-Z Special topics 
 
BJ1286.A6  Altruism    
BJ1286.A64  Anger    
BJ1286.A88  Autopsy    
BJ1286.C5  Charity    
BJ1286.C66  Conscience    
BJ1286.F67  Forgiveness    
BJ1286.G64  Golden rule    
BJ1286.G73  Gratitude    
BJ1286.H85  Humanitarianism    
BJ1286.H87  Humility    
BJ1286.K5  Kindness    
BJ1286.L3  Law    
BJ1286.L54  Life    
BJ1286.O73  Oral communication    
BJ1286.P38  Patience    
BJ1286.R4  Reconciliation    
BJ1286.R47  Respect for others    
BJ1286.S33  Secrecy    
BJ1286.S44  Self-respect    
BJ1286.S55  Silence    
BJ1286.T7  Truthfulness and falsehood   
BJ1286.W59-.Z89  Wills, Ethical  
 
BJ1287.A-Z Ethical philosophers 
  
BJ1287.A15-.A154 Aboab, Isaac, 14th cent.    
BJ1287.M6-.M64 Moses ben Maimon, 1135-1204    
 
 
 BJ1801-2195 ETIQUETTE 
 
BJ2019.5.J4   Jewish etiquette. Synagogue etiquette  
 
BJ2078.B3     Bar mitzvahs, Bat mitzvahs etiquette  
 
 
BL1-2790  RELIGIONS 
 
BL475 Messiahs 
 
BL1566.J8 Zoroastrianism -  Relation to Judaism 
 
BL1600 - 1695 Semitic religions 
 
BL1605.A-Z Special topics 
 
BL1605.A5 Anat    
BL1605.A7 Asherah    
BL1605.G63 Gods    
BL1605.N3 Names   
BL1605.P7 Prophets    
 
BL1615-1616 Sumerian  
 
BL1620-1625 Assyro-Babylonian  
 
BL1640-1645 Syrian. Palestinian. Samaritan   
 
BL1650 Hebrew 
 
BL1660-1665 Phoenician, Carthaginian, etc      
 
BL1670-1672 Canaanite  
 
BL1680-1687.2 Arabian (except Islam)    
 
 
BL2340 - 2345 History and principles of religion - Syria and Palestine 
 
BL2340 General works    
 
BL2345.A-Z By province, region, city, etc. 
 
 
BM1-990  JUDAISM 
  
BM1  Periodicals. Serials  
  
BM11 Yearbooks 
 
BM21  Societies. Associations 
 
BM30  Congresses. Conferences 
 
 
BM40 - 45 Collected works 
 
BM42 Addresses, essays, lectures    
 
BM43 Extracts from several authors    
 
BM44 Pamphlet collections  
 
BM45 Individual authors    
 
 
BM50  Dictionaries. Encyclopedias    
 
BM51 Questions and answers    
 
BM52 Pictorial works    
 
BM55 - 65 Directories  
   
BM70 - 135 Study and teaching  
 
BM70-71 General  
 
BM75-85.A-Z By region or country 
 
BM88  Biography 
 
BM90-95.A-Z By school 
 
BM100 - 135 Religious education of the young. Sabbath schools 
 
BM105 Textbooks 
 
BM109 Special types of schools 
 
BM110 Individual schools. By place 
  
BM125 Entertainments, exercises, etc. 
 
BM127 Entertainments, exercises, etc.—Special days 
 
BM135 Social life, recreation, etc., in the synagogue. Camps 
 
 
BM150 - 160 History - General works 
 
BM165 - 176 History To 70 A.D. 
 
BM173 Addresses, essays, lectures  
   
BM175.A-Z Specific movements, sects, etc.  
 
BM175.E8 Essenes. Isiyim.   
BM175.H36 Hasideans. Hasidim (Talmudic era).  
BM175.P4 Pharisees. Perushim.    
BM175.Q6 Qumran community. Kat Midbar Yehudah.     
BM175.S2 Sadducees. Zedukim. Tsadoḳim.  
BM175.T5 Therapeutae    
BM175.Z3 Zadokites. Benei Zadok.  
BM175.Z4 Zealots (Party).  
 
BM176  586 B.C.- 70 A. D. 
 
BM177  History,  70 – 500 A.D. 
 
BM180 - 185 History,  500 -1500 A.D 
 
BM180 General works 
 
BM182 Ashkenazim. Sephardim 
 
BM185-185.4 Karaites 
  
BM190 - 195.2 History, 1500 A.D - 
 
BM190 General Works 
 
BM193 1500-1800   
  
BM194  Haskalah (ca.1780-ca.1880) 
    
BM195 1800-1948  
    
BM195.2 1948-  
 
 
BM196 - 199 History, 1500- Specific movements, sects, etc. 
 
BM196 General works 
 
BM197 Reform Judaism. Progressive Judaism   
 
BM197.5 Conservative Judaism    
 
BM197.6 Orthodox Judaism   
  
BM197.7 Reconstructionist Judaism   
  
BM197.8 Humanistic Judaism  
 
BM198 Hasidism. Hasidim. General works. Through 1994   
 
BM198.2 Hasidism. Hasidim. General works 1995-   
  
BM198.3 History    
 
BM198.4.A-Z By region or country   
  
BM198.5-198.56 By sect   
 
BM198.5 Belz 
 
BM198.52  Bratslav  
   
BM198.53 Guardian-of-the-Faithful  
   
BM198.54 Habad. Lubavitch   
  
BM198.55 Satmar    
 
BM198.56.A-Z Other sects  
 
BM198.8 Mitnaggedim.   
 
BM199.A-Z Other specific movements, sects, etc.  
   
 
BM201 - 449 History - By region or country 
  
BM201 America 
 
BM203 North America – General Works 
 
BM205-225 United States 
 
BM208 New England   
 
BM211 South   
  
BM214 Central  
   
BM218 West   
  
BM221 Pacific coast    
 
BM223.A-.W By state   
 
BM225.A-Z By city   
 
BM227-232 North America  
 
BM227 Canada - General works   
  
BM228.A-Z Canada-By province  
   
BM229.A-Z Canada -By city 
 
BM230 Mexico-General works  
   
BM231.A-Z Mexico By state   
  
BM232.A-Z Mexico By city   
 
BM233-247 Central America  
 
BM234-235 Belize  
 
BM236-237 Costa Rica  
 
BM238-239 Guatemala 
  
BM240-241 Honduras 
  
BM242-243 Nicaragua  
  
BM244-245 Central America  
 
BM246-247 Salvador. El Salvador  
   
BM248-259 West Indies  
 
BM250-251 Bahamas  
   
BM252-253 Cuba  
 
BM254-255 Haiti  
 
BM256-257 Jamaica  
 
BM258-259 Puerto Rico  
 
BM260.A-Z Other islands 
 
BM261-289 South America   
 
BM262-263 Argentina 
  
BM264-265 Bolivia  
 
BM266-267 Brazil  
 
BM268-269 Chile  
 
BM270-271 Colombia  
 
BM272-273 Ecuador  
 
BM274 Guianas  
 
BM276-277 Guyana  
 
BM278-279 Suriname  
 
BM280-281 French Guiana 
    
BM282-283 Paraguay  
 
BM284-285 Peru  
 
BM286-287 Uruguay   
  
BM288-289 Venezuela    
 
BM290-376 Europe  
 
BM292-296 Great Britain. England  
 
BM297-299 Scotland    
    
BM300-302 Ireland    
    
BM303-302 Wales  
 
BM307-309 Austria     
   
BM310-312 Belgium    
  
BM313-315 France  
 
BM316-318 Germany  
 
BM319-321 Greece  
 
BM322-324 Italy       
  
BM325-327 Netherlands   
     
BM328-330 Portugal  
 
BM331-333 Russia  
 
BM334-327 Finland     
   
BM33-339 Poland      
 
BM340-353 Scandinavia   
 
BM342-344 Denmark  
    
BM345-347 Iceland    
   
BM348-350 Norway  
      
BM351-353 Sweden   
     
BM354-356 Spain   
      
BM357-359 Switzerland      
  
BM360-362 Turkey  
 
BM364-366 Bulgaria    
   
 BM370-372 Romania   
    
BM373-375 Yugoslavia  
 
BM376.A-Z Other European countries 
 
BM379-398 Southwestern Asia    
 
BM381-383 Turkey in Asia   
 
 BM384-386 Armenia  
 
BM387-389 Syria. Palestine  
 
BM390-392 Israel (The modern state)    
  
BM393-395 Arabia   
   
BM396-398 Iran  
 
BM399-404 Central Asia    
 
BM400 Afghanistan    
 
BM402 Bokhara (Bukhara) 
    
BM403-404 Khiva. Khorezm    
 
BM405-420.7 Southern Asia     
   
BM406 India  
 
BM407 Burma. Myanmar    
 
BM408-410 Sri Lanka   
  
BM411-413 Indochina. Malay Peninsula  
   
BM414-417 Indonesia. Malay Archipelago    
     
BM415-417 Indonesia  
     
BM418-420 Philippines   
     
BM420.5-420.7 Singapore  
 
BM422-428 Eastern Asia General works 
    
BM423-425 China     
   
BM426-428 Japan  
 
BM429-431 Northern Asia. Siberia   
 
BM432-440 Africa  
 
BM434-436 Egypt 
 
BM437 South Africa    
 
BM440.A-Z Other political divisions    
 
BM443-445 Australia and New Zealand    
 
BM447-449 Pacific islands General works    
 
 
BM450 - 478.8 Sources. Tanakh. Hebrew Bible 
 
BM450 Complete text of the Tanakh 
 
BM452-457 Pentateuch  
 
BM452 General  
 
BM453 Genesis.  
 
BM454 Exodus.  
 
BM455 Leviticus.  
 
BM456 Numbers.  
 
BM457 Deuteronomy  
 
  
BM460 Prophets and writings  
 
BM461-470 Prophets. Neviim 
 
BM461 General  
 
BM462 Joshua.  
 
BM463 Judges.  
 
BM464 Samuel.  
 
BM464.7 Samuel, 1st.  
 
BM464.8 Samuel, 2nd.  
 
BM465-465.8 Kings.  
 
BM465 General 
  
BM465.7 Kings, 1st.  
 
BM465.8 Kings, 2nd.  
.  
BM468 Isaiah.  
  
BM469 Jeremiah.  
  
BM470 Ezekiel.  
 
BM471-471.96 Minor Prophets   
 
BM471 General  
 
BM471.7 Hosea.  
 
BM471.76 Joel.  
 
BM471.77 Amos.  
.    
BM471.78 Obadiah.  
 
BM471.79 Jonah.  
 
BM471.8 Micah.  
  
BM471.86 Nahum.  
.  
BM471.87 Habakkuk.  
 
BM471.88 Zephaniah.  
 
BM471.89 Haggai.  
 
BM471.9 Zecharaiah.  
  
 
BM472-478.8 Hagiographa. Writings. Ketuvim  
 
BM473 Psalms.  
  
BM474 Proverbs.  
    
BM475 Job.  
 
BM476 Five Scrolls.  
.  
BM476.6 Song of Songs.  
 
BM476.66 Ruth.  
 
BM476.7 Lamentations.  
 
BM476.76 Ecclesiastes.  
 
BM476.8 Esther.  
   
BM477 Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah.  
 
BM477.7 Daniel.  
 
BM477.8 Ezra.  
 
BM477.9 Nehemiah.  
 
BM478 Chronicles.  
 
BM478.7 Chronicles, 1st.  
 
BM478.8 Chronicles, 2nd.  
 
  
BM480 - 488 Pre-Talmudic literature (non-Biblical) 
  
BM485 History and criticism 
 
BM486 Polyglot. Texts in Hebrew, Aramaic, or Greek.   
   
BM487 Dead Sea scrolls-Texts 
 
BM488 Dead Sea scrolls—Individual scrolls, A-Z 
 
BM488.2-488.8 Selections of scrolls from individual caves 
 
 
BM495 - 496 Rabbinical literature 
 
BM495 - 495.5 Collections. Compilations. Selections  
 
BM496.9.A-Z Special topics 
 
 
BM497- 509 Rabbinical literature - Talmudic literature 
 
BM497- 497.85  Mishnah 
 
BM497.9 Gemara 
 
BM498 - 498.9  Jerusalem Talmud. Palestinian Talmud. 
  
BM499 - 504.7  Babylonian Talmud  
 
BM499 Hebrew and Aramaic. Complete texts. By date  
 
BM499.5 Translations. By language, A-Z 
 
BM500-504.7 Works about the Talmud (Bavli)  
 
BM501.15-501.9 History and development of the Talmud 
 
BM502 Talmudic academies in Babylonia and Palestine  
 
BM502.3 Criticism and evaluation of individual Talmudists 
 
BM502.3.A2  Abba Arika, 3rd cent.  
BM502.3.A36 Akiba ben Joseph, ca. 50-ca. 132.  
BM502.3.E38  Eleazar ben Azariah.  
 BM502.3.E4  Eliezer ben Hyrcanus.  
BM502.3.G35 Gamaliel II, fl. 80-110.  
BM502.3.H35 Ḥanina, Segan ha-Kohanim, 1st cent.  
BM502.3.H55 Hillel, 1st cent. B.C./1st cent.  
BM502.3.I8  Ishmael ben Elisha, 2nd cent.  
BM502.3.J67  Jose the Galilean   
BM502.3.J68  Joshua ben Ḥananiah, 1st cent.  
BM502.3.M44 Meir, 2nd cent.  
BM502.3.P36  Papa, ca. 300-375.  
BM502.3.R3  Rabbah bar Bar Ḥana, 3rd cent.  
BM502.3.S34  Samuel ben Naḥman, 3rd/4th cent.  
BM502.3.S37  Samuel of Nehardea, ca. 177-257.  
BM502.3.S5  Simeon bar Yoḥai, 2nd cent.  
BM502.3.T37  Tarfon 
BM502.3.U44 Ulla I, 3rd cent.    
BM502.3.Y67 Yose ben Kisma, 2nd cent.  
 
BM502.5-504.7 Works about the Babylonian Talmud  
 
BM503 Evidences. Authority. Oral tradition 
 
BM504 Commentaries 
 
BM506.A-Z Individual orders and tractates of the Mishnah, the Talmud Yerushalmi and 
the Talmud (Bavli), A-Z 
 
BM507- 507.5 Baraita 
 
BM508-508.5 Tosefta 
  
 
BM510 - 518 Midrash 
 
BM510 Original language (Hebrew or Aramaic) 
 
BM511- 513 Translations 
 
BM514 Works about the midrash  
   
BM515 Halakhic midrashim 
 
BM516 Aggada 
 
BM517.A-Z Individual midrashim 
 
BM518.A-Z Special topics 
  
 
BM520 - 523.7 Halakhah  
 
BM520 Periodicals. Serials   
 
BM520.2-520.3 Collected works   
  
BM520.4 Encyclopedias. Dictionaries   
 
BM520.42 Directories  
   
BM520.43 Legal research. Methods of research on Jewish law  
  
BM520.45 Law societies. Associations   
  
BM520.46 Conferences. Symposia   
 
BM520.5 History-General (Comparative)    
 
BM520.52-520.56  History- By period  
 
BM520.52 To 500   
 
BM520.53 500-1500  
   
BM520.54 1500-1800  
  
BM520.55 1800-1948  
  
BM520.56 1948-    
 
BM520.6 Philosophy (General) 
 
BM520.7-520.8 Commandments.  
 
BM520.82-520.9 Codes. Restatements of halakhah.  
 
BM521 General works 
 
BM522-522.98 Responsa 
 
BM522.A1 Several authors 
 
BM522.17-522.98 Individual authors, A-Z 
 
 BM523 Works on Responsa. History. Criticism   
 
BM523.2-523.7 General and comparative works on specific areas of the law  
 
BM523.3.P7 Prohibited work 
 
 
BM525 - 526 Cabala 
 
BM525.A2-525.A6Z679 Sources 
 
BM525.A7-Z-525.L835 Modern Cabalistic works 
 
BM526 History and criticism   
 
 
BM529 Tradition. Oral tradition 
 
BM530 - 532 Myths and legends 
 
BM531 Golem 
 
BM532 Hasidic tales and legends 
 
 
BM534 - 536 Relation of Judaism to religions 
 
BM534 General works    
 
BM535 Jews and Christianity  
 
BM536.A-Z Other religions  
 
BM536.A37  African    
BM536.A58  Anthroposophy    
BM536.A8  Assyro-Babylonian    
BM536.C66  Confucianism    
BM536.E3  Egyptian    
BM536.G54  Gnosticism    
BM536.G7  Greek    
BM536.H5  Hinduism    
BM536.N46  Neopaganism    
BM536.P24  Paganism    
BM536.P5  Phoenician    
BM536.R66  Roman    
BM536.S5  Shinto    
 BM536.S55  Sufism  
 
 
BM537 - 538 Relation of Judaism to other subjects  
 
BM537 Civilization 
 
BM538.A-Z Other  
 
BM538.A4    Agriculture    
BM538.A7    Art 
BM538.A75  Astronautics    
BM538.A8    Atomic warfare    
BM538.C34  Capitalism    
BM538.C57  Cities and towns   
BM538.C66  Computers   
BM538.E38   Eating disorders    
BM538.E8     Evolution    
BM538.G54  Gifts    
BM538.H43   Health. Medicine   
BM538.H68   Housing    
BM538.H85   Human ecology    
BM538.H87   Humanism    
BM538.I58     Internet    
BM538.I59     Interpersonal communication    
BM538.L33    Land tenure    
BM538.L34    Language and languages   
BM538.M66   Money    
BM538.N38   Nature    
BM538.P2     Parapsychology    
BM538.P3     Peace and war, conscientious objectors    
BM538.P68   Psychoanalysis. Psychology    
BM538.S3     Science (General)    
BM538.S43   Secularism    
BM538.S7     State and society. Judaism and state    
BM538.S8     Superstition    
BM538.T85   Twelve-step programs    
BM538.V43   Vegetarianism    
BM538.V64   Voluntarism    
BM538.V67   Voting   
BM538.W4    Wealth    
 
BM540 Relation of Judaism to groups of people 
 
BM540.A35 Older people   
  
 BM540.H35 People with disabilities   
  
BM540.Y6 Youth  
 
 
BM545 - 550 General works on the principles of Judaism-Early to 1800 
 
BM545A-546 Maimonides  
 
BM550.A-Z Other early writers and works 
 
BM550.J79 - 550.J84 Judah, ha-Levi, 12th cent 
BM550.S25 Saadiah ben Joseph, 882-942  
 
 
BM560 - 582 General works on the principles of Judaism—Modern works 
 
BM560 1801-1950   
  
BM561 1951-2000   
  
BM562 2001-    
 
BM570 Manuals of religious instruction    
 
BM573 Juvenile works   
  
BM580 Addresses, essays, lectures    
 
BM582 Other    
 
 
BM585 Controversial works against the Jews 
 
BM585 General works    
 
BM585.2 Blood accusation cases    
 
BM585.4 Host desecration accusation    
 
 
BM590 Jewish works against Christianity 
 
BM591 Jewish works against Islam 
 
 
 BM600 - 645 Dogmatic Judaism   
 
BM600-602 General works 
 
BM603 History of Jewish doctrine 
 
BM607 Thirteen articles of faith 
 
BM610 Conception of God 
 
BM612 Revelation on Sinai 
 
BM612.5 Covenant theology Covenants  
 
BM612.7. Holy Spirit  
 
BM613 Mission of Israel. Election. Chosen people 
 
BM613.5 The diaspora in relation to Israel's election 
 
BM615-621 Messiah 
 
BM620 Attitude toward Jesus Christ  
   
BM621 Attitude toward Virgin Mary    
 
BM625-625.5 Messianic era 
 
BM627 Man 
 
BM630 Sin 
 
BM635-635.7  Eschatology. Future life 
 
BM645.A-Z  Other topics 
 
BM645.A6      Angels    
BM645.A8      Atonement  
BM645.C6      Conversion        
BM645.C73    Creative ability 
BM645.D45    Demons    
BM645.F69     Free will and determinism    
BM645.D57    Disappointment       
BM645.E85    Equality    
BM645.E9      Exodus, The    
BM645.F4      Fear    
 BM645.F69    Free will and determinism    
BM645.F7      Freedom    
BM645.F73    Freedom of speech    
BM645.G74   Grief  
BM645.H43   Heaven    
BM645.H58    Holiness      
BM645.H6      Holocaust 
BM645.H62    Holy, The    
BM645.H64    Hope    
BM645.H85    Human rights    
BM645.I5        Immortality    
BM645.J67     Joy    
BM645.J8       Justice    
BM645.P64    Politics. Kings and rulers    
BM645.L43    Left-and right-handedness    
BM645.L54    Light    
BM657.C3     Candles and lights    
BM645.L68    Love    
BM645.M34   Martyrdom    
BM645.M37   Mediation    
BM645.M4     Merit    
BM645.M87   Murder    
BM645.P64      Politics. Kings and rulers    
BM645.P67      Prophecy    
BM645.P7        Providence and government of God    
BM645.R3        Race    
BM645.R4        Redemption    
BM645.R44      Religious tolerance    
BM645.R45      Repentance    
BM645.R47      Resurrection    
BM645.R5        Revelation    
BM645.R55      Reward    
BM645.S24      Salvation    
BM645.S54      Sleep    
BM645.S6        Soul    
BM645.S65      Spirit possession    
BM645.S9        Suffering    
BM645.S95      Suicide    
BM645.R44      Religious tolerance    
  
BM646 Heresy, heresies, heretics, etc. 
 
BM648 Apologetic works 
 
  
BM650 - 747  Practical Judaism 
  
BM650 General works   
 
BM651 Priests, rabbis, etc.- History    
 
BM652 Office of the rabbi   
 
BM652.3-652.7  Work of the rabbi 
 
BM652.3 General works  
  
BM652.4 Professional development, study, etc.   
  
BM652.5 Psychology and psychiatry for the rabbi. Counseling  
  
BM652.6 Conduct of services, meetings, etc.  
   
BM652.7 Participation in community affairs, interfaith movements, etc.    
 
BM652.9 Rabbis' spouses  
 
BM653-653.7 Congregations. Synagogues 
 
BM654 The tabernacle 
 
BM655 The temple 
 
BM656-657 Forms of worship 
 
BM656 General works  
   
BM656.5 Intercession  
   
BM657.A-Z Special objects and instruments 
 
BM657.A1        Collective    
BM657.A5        Altars    
BM657.A8        Ark of the covenant    
BM657.A85      Ark of the law    
BM657.B58      Bitter herbs (Passover)    
BM657.B7        Breastplate of the High Priest  
BM657.C3        Candles and lights   
BM657.C43      Challah (Bread) 
BM657.C5        Citron. Etrog.    
BM657.E7        Ephod  
BM657.F68      Four species (Sukkot).  
 BM657.F7        Fringes.  
BM657.H3       Hanukkah lamp    
BM657.K53     Kiddush cups    
BM657.L8        Lulav.  
BM657.M35     Menorah    
BM657.M4       Mezuzah  
BM657.P5        Phylacteries  
BM657.R56     Rimmonim (Torah ornaments)  
BM657.S5        Shofar  
BM657.S64      Spice boxes    
BM657.T35      Tallitot  
BM657.T44      Tekhelet (Dye)   
BM657.T58       Torah ark curtains    
BM657.T59       Torah cases    
BM657.T595     Torah pointers    
BM657.T6         Torah scrolls    
BM657.U7         Urim and Thummim   
 
BM657.2- 657.5.M3 Symbols and symbolism  
 
BM657.2 General works  
   
BM657.5.M3 Magen David.   
 
BM658-658.2 Music in Jewish worship 
 
BM658 General works   
  
BM658.2 Cantors      
 
BM659.A-Z Other religious functionaries 
 
BM659.G3 Gabai   
 
BM659.M3 Magid (Preacher)  
   
BM659.S3 Scribe (Sofer)   
  
BM659.S5 Shamash (Sexton) 
 
BM660-675 Liturgy and ritual  
 
BM660 General works   
  
BM663 Reading of the Bible    
 
 BM665-669 Prayer and service books   
 
BM670.A-Z Special elements of the liturgy 
 
BM672.A-Z Special rites 
 
BM673.A-Z Special places 
 
BM674-675 Special liturgical books 
 
BM674.2-674.39 Siddur (Daily prayers) 
 
BM674.2-674.23 Hebrew only 
 
BM674.248 Translations. Yiddish.  
 
BM674.27-674.293 Other traditional rites 
 
BM674.32-674.35 Non-traditional rites 
 
BM674.4-674.59 Maḥzor (Festival prayers) 
 
BM674.6-674.79 Haggadah 
   
BM675.A-Z Other liturgical books 
 
BM676 Selections for the use of rabbis, etc. Rabbinical manuals 
 
BM678-679 Hymns 
 
BM685 The Sabbath 
 
BM690-695 Festivals and fasts 
 
BM690 General works    
  
BM693.A-Z Special groups 
  
BM693.A32    Adar   
BM693.E48    Elul   
BM693.H5      High Holidays (High Holy Days)  
BM693.H64    Hol ha-Moed  
BM693.P5      Pilgrim Festivals   
BM693.T6      Tishri  
 
BM695.A-Z Individual festivals and fasts    
  
BM695.A8        Atonement, Day of (Yom Kippur)  
BM695.H3        Hanukkah (Feast of Lights)   
BM695.L3         Lag b'Omer  
BM695.M35      Maimuna    
BM695.N4        New moon. Rosh Hodesh  
BM695.N5        New Year (Rosh ha-Shanah   
BM695.P3-35   Passover 
BM695.P8        Purim (Feast of Esther) 
BM695.S4        Sefirah period.  
BM695.S43      Seged.   
BM695.S5        Shavuot. Pentecost  
BM695.S53      Shemini Atzeret  
BM695.S6        Simḥat Torah.  
BM695.S8        Sukkot (Sukkoth)   
BM695.T37      Tenth of Tevet  
BM695.T4        Three Weeks (Jewish mourning period)    
BM695.T57      Tishah be-Av. Ninth of Av  
BM695.T9        Tu bi-Shevat  
 
BM700-720 Rites and customs 
 
BM700 General works  
  
BM702 Ritual purity. Purification  
 
BM703 Ritual baths  
  
BM704 Hand washing   
  
BM705 Circumcision 
 
BM706  Brit bat 
 
BM707-707.4 Bar mitzvah. Bat mitzvah.  
 
BM710 Dietary laws 
 
BM712 Funeral rites. Mourning customs 
 
BM713 Marriage. Betrothal 
 
BM713.5 Divorce 
 
BM715 Sacrifices 
 
 BM720.A-Z Other 
 
BM720.C6  Clothing and dress    
BM720.C65  Cohanim.    
BM720.D2  Dancing, Religious    
BM720.E9  Excommunication.     
BM720.F3  Fasting    
BM720.F4  Fellowship    
BM720.H3  Ḥalitsah.  
BM720.H5  Treatment of heretics, apostates, etc.  
BM720.H6  Hospitality    
BM720.I6  Incense    
BM720.K3  Treatment of Karaites  
BM720.K5  Kissing    
BM720.M3  Treatment of Marranos  
BM720.N3  Nazarite    
BM720.N6  Non-Jews (Aliens, Goyim, Gentiles, Heathen) 
BM720.O3  Oaths    
BM720.R3   Prayers for rain    
BM720.R4  Redemption of the firstborn    
BM720.S2  Sabbatical year. Shemiṭah.  
BM720.S22  Siyyum.   
BM720.S23  Special observances   
BM720.S4  Sex    
BM720.S6A1-.S6Z Slaughter of animals 
BM720.T4  Tithes. Terumah.   
BM720.T7  Travel    
BM720.U57  Upsheren.   
  
BM723-727.5 Jewish way of life. Spiritual life. Mysticism.  
 
BM723 General works  
   
BM723.5 Admonition    
 
BM723.7 Confession    
 
BM724 Devotional works. Meditations  
   
BM725-727.5 Religious duties    
 
BM728 Moral theology 
 
BM729. A-Z Other topics  
 
BM729.A25  Aesthetics    
 BM729.A34  Alcohol    
BM729.A4  Amulets. Talismans    
BM729.A5  Animals (Protection and treatment)    
BM729.B56  Birthdays    
BM729.B58  Blood    
BM729.B66  Books    
BM729.C4  Censorship    
BM729.C6  Consolation    
BM729.D35  Dancing    
BM729.D48  Devekut.    
BM729.D92  Dybbuk.    
BM729.E45  Electric apparatus and appliances    
BM729.E92  Eye    
BM729.F3  Faith    
BM729.F57  Fire    
BM729.H34  Hair   
BM729.H35  Handicraft    
BM729.H65  Homosexuality. Gays. Lesbians    
BM729.I36  Idolatry    
BM729.J4  Jewish science (Applied psychology: health, happiness, etc.)    
BM729.L43  Leadership    
BM729.M37  Mass media    
BM729.M45  Mentoring    
BM729.M55  Milk    
BM729.N3  Name (Jew, Israel, Hebrew)    
BM729.N38  Natural disasters  
BM729.P3  Palestine. Jerusalem, etc.    
BM729.P35  Parchment    
BM729.P45  Pilgrims and pilgrimages    
BM729.P56  Poverty    
BM729.P65  Printing    
BM729.P7  Proselytizing. Conversion    
BM729.P85  Punishment    
BM729.S44  Self-actualization    
BM729.S55  Snow    
BM729.S6  Social ideals    
BM729.S7  Social service    
BM729.S74  Solitude    
BM729.S76  Space    
BM729.S85  Summer    
BM729.T55  Time    
BM729.T65  Transgenderism    
BM729.T7  Trust in God    
BM729.V5  Visiting the sick    
BM729.W38  Water    
BM729.W6  Women    
 BM729.W65  Worms   
 
BM730-747 Preaching. Homiletics 
 
BM730.A1 Periodicals. Societies. Serials    
 
BM730.A2 Collections. Collected works     
 
BM730.A3-730.A4Z History  
 
BM730.A5-Z General works  
   
BM731 Addresses, essays, lectures    
 
BM732 Outlines, texts, etc.    
 
BM733 Illustrations for sermons    
 
BM735-747 Sermons. Addresses, etc.  
 
BM740-740.3   Individual authors  
 
BM744-744.8 Occasional sermons. Special sermons 
 
BM745-747 Sermons for festival days 
 
 
BM750 - 755 Judaism - Biography 
 
BM750 General    
 
BM752 Pseudo-Messiahs   
  
BM753 Women 
    
BM754 History and criticism. Historiography   
 
BM755.A-Z Individual Biography 
 
BM755.A115  Aaron of Belz, 1880-1957.  
BM755.A2  Abba Arika.  
BM755.A25  Abravanel, Isaac, 1437-1508.  
BM755.A28  Abulafia, Abraham ben Samuel, 1240-ca. 1292.  
BM755.A6  Akiba ben Joseph, ca. 50-ca. 132.  
BM755.A87  Aviḥatsira, Jacob, 1808-1880 
BM755.C28  Caro, Joseph, 1488-1575  
 BM755.E55  Eliezer ben Hyrcanus  
BM755.E6  Elijah ben Solomon, gaon of Vilna, 1720-1797  
BM755.G3  Gamaliel II, fl. 80-110  
BM755.G4  Geiger, Abraham, 1810-1874  
BM755.H45  Hillel, lst cent. B.C./lst cent.   
BM755.H73  Horowitz, Jacob Isaac, 1745-1815. 
BM755.H76  Horowitz, Naphtali Zebi, 1760-1827.  
BM755.I754  Ishmael ben Elisha, 2nd cent.  
BM755.I8  Israel ben Eliezer, Baʻal-Shem-Tob, called Beshṭ.   
BM755.J8  Judah Löw ben Bezaleel, ca. 1525-1609.  
BM755.K25  Kahan, Israel Meir, 1838-1933.  
BM755.L45  Levinsohn, Isaac Baer, 1788-1860.  
BM755.L54  Lipkin, Israel, 1810-1883.  
BM755.L8  Luzzatto, Samuel David, 1800-1865.  
BM755.M6  Moses ben Maimon, 1135-1204.  
BM755.M62  Moses ben Naḥman, ca. 1195-ca. 1270. 
BM755.N25  Naḥman ben Simḥah, of Bratzlav, 1722-1811.  
BM755.R15  Rabinowitz, Elijah David, 1845-1905. 
BM755.R6  Rosenzweig, Franz, 1886-1929.  
BM755.S2  Saadiah ben Joseph, gaon, 882-942.  
BM755.S256  Schapiro, Joshua Isaac ben Jehiel, 1801-1873.  
BM755.S33  Schreiber, Moses, 1762-1839.  
BM755.S45  Shabbethai Tzevi, 1626-1676.  
BM755.S525  Shneor Zalman ben Baruch, 1747-1813.  
BM755.S55  Simeon bar Yoḥai, 2nd cent.  
BM755.S6  Solomon ben Isaac, called Rashi, 1040-1105.  
BM755.U72  Usiel, Ben-Zion Meir Hai, 1880-1953.  
BM755.W5  Wise, Isaac Mayer, 1819-1900    
BM755.Z8  Zunz, Leopold, 1794-1886. 
 
 
 
BM900 - 990 Samaritans  
 
BM900 Periodicals. Serials   
  
BM903 Societies  
 
BM905-907 Collections  
 
BM905 Collective authors  
   
BM907 Individual authors   
       
BM910-915 History 
 
 BM910 General works   
  
BM913.A-Z Special sects, etc., A-Z    
 
BM915 Relation to Judaism    
 
BM917-933 Sources of Samaritan religion  
 
BM917 General works    
 
BM920-923 Samaritan Pentateuch   Original texts    
 
BM920 Printed texts. By date of printing    
 
BM922 Manuscripts. History and criticism of manuscripts   
  
BM923 Facsimiles   
  
BM924 Samaritan and Hebrew versions paralleled.  
   
BM924.5 Samaritan and Latin versions paralleled.  
 
BM925.A-Z Translations. By language, A-Z    
 
BM927 History and criticism   
 
BM930-933 Samaritan Targum 
 
BM930  General  
   
BM933 Samaritan-Arabic version of Targum  
 
BM935  General works 
   
BM945 Dogmas    
 
BM950-982 Practical religion 
 
BM950 Priesthood    
 
BM960-960.3 Liturgy and ritual  
 
BM960 General works    
 
BM960.3.A-Z Special liturgical books.  
 
 BM970 Festivals and fasts  
 
BM980 Rites and ceremonies    
 
BM982 Ritual purity    
 
BM990 Biography    
 
BM990.A1 Collective    
BM990.A3-Z Individual   
 
 
BP1-253  ISLAM 
 
BP76.4  Muḥammad, Prophet, d. 632 - Relations with Jews 
 
BP104-104.2  Koran - Texts. Hebrew 
 
BP133.5-133.71 Koran-Men, women, and children of the Koran 
 
BP133.7.A27 Abraham (Biblical patriarch) 
 
BP133.7.A3 Adam (Biblical figure)   
 
BP133.7.D38  David, King of Israel  
 
BP133.7.J33 Jacob (Biblical patriarch) 
 
BP133.7.J67 Joseph (Son of Jacob)     
 
BP133.7.M67 Moses (Biblical leader)  
 
BP133.7.S64 Solomon, King of Israel  
 
 
BP134.J4 Jews. Judaism in Koran 
 
 
BP135.8.J47-.48 Hadith literature  
 
BP135.8.J47 Jerusalem 
 
BP135.8.J48 Jews 
  
 
BP173.J8 Relation of Islam to Judaism 
  
BP190.5.P3 Palestine. Jerusalem, etc. in Islam 
 
 
BP300-388 BAHAI  FAITH 
 
BP378.5 Relation to Judaism 
 
 
BP600-610  OTHER BELIEFS AND MOVEMENTS 
 
BP605.B63  Black Hebrew Israelite Nation. African Hebrew Israelite  
 
BP605.B64 Black Hebrews (General) 
 
 
BQ1-9800 BUDDHISM 
 
BQ4610.J8 Relation of Buddhism to Judaism 
 
 
BR1-1725 CHRISTIANITY 
 
BR115.H55 Christianity  in relation to Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
BR158  Jewish Christians     
 
BR195.J8 Apostolic Age to fall of Roman Empire-Judaistic Christianity 
 
 
BR333.5.J4-355.J4 Reformation and Counter-Reformation, 1517-1648 
 
BR333.5.J4 Luther, Martin, 1483-1546—Luther's theology-Jews 
 
BR355.J4 Jews 
 
 
BR1110-1113.J5 History-Palestine. Israel. Syria. Lebanon  
  
BR1641.J83 Evangelicalism-Relations with Judaism 
 
 
BS1-2970 THE BIBLE 
 
BS1- 355 Texts and versions 
 
 BS3.5 Hebrew-Greek Bibles. By date 
 
BS15 Early versions—Hebrew 
 
BS195.J4-.J42  Jerusalem 
 
BS315.J83-.J839 Judeo-Arabic languages 
 
BS315.P42 Persian (Judeo-Persian) 
 
 
BS410 - 680 General works about the Bible  
 
BS421 Concordances- Hebrew  
 
BS435 Biblical names   
 
BS440-443 Dictionaries. Glossaries. Encyclopedias  
   
BS445-460.72 History of the Bible 
 
BS449-BS460.32 Translations of the Bible 
 
BS481 Harmony of the Bible- Including Harmony of the Old Testament 
 
BS482-498 Commentaries 
 
BS500-534.8 Criticism and interpretation 
 
BS535-537 The Bible as literature 
 
BS635-636.32 Bible and history 
 
BS637-637.842 Biblical chronology 
 
BS645  Works about the Bible—Philosophy. Psychology 
 
BS649.J5 Prophecy of special future events - Jews 
   
BS655-667 Bible and science 
 
BS670-672 Bible and social sciences 
 
BS680A-Z Other Topics 
 
BS680.J37  Jerusalem   
   
BS680.J4 Jews 
 
BS680.P33 Passover   
  
BS680.R365 Restoration of the Jews 
 
 
BS701-1013.52 Old Testament - Texts and versions 
 
BS701-703 Polyglot Old Testaments 
 
BS704 Collections 
 
BS704.5 Works on Old Testament manuscripts in general 
 
BS705-815 Early versions 
 
BS715-718 Hebrew 
 
BS715 Printed editions. By date 
 
BS715.3-715.7 Manuscripts. Codices 
 
BS715.3 General works   
  
BS715.5-.7 Individual manuscripts  
   
BS715.5.A-Z By name    
 
BS715.7 By number  
 
BS715.932-.972 Translations 
 
BS718 History and criticism. Masorah 
  
BS825-1013 Modern texts and versions  
 
BS825 - 898 English 
 
BS899 - 1013 Other modern European languages    
 
 
BS1091-1099  Selections. Quotations 
 
BS1104.A2 Parallel Old Testament passages—Hebrew 
  
 
BS1109.22 -1199 Works about the Old Testament 
 
BS1110 - 1115 Collections of monographs, studies, etc. 
 
BS1121 - 1128 Concordances 
 
BS1121 Hebrew   
  
BS1131 - 1134 History of translations of the Old Testament 
 
BS1131 General works  
   
BS1132 Jewish Bible translation   
  
BS1133 The English Old Testament  
   
BS1134.A-Z The Old Testament in other modern European languages  
 
BS1135 Canon of the Old Testament  
 
BS1136 Textual criticism 
 
BS1139 - 1140.3 General works. Introductions  
 
BS1143 - 1158 Commentaries 
 
BS1160 - 1191.5 Criticism and interpretation 
 
BS1160 History of Old Testament criticism and interpretation 
 
BS1161.A3-Z Individual Biography 
 
BS1161.P5  Philo Judaeus (Philo of Alexandria)    
BS1161.S58  Solomon ben Isaac, called RaSHI    
BS1161.S6  Spinoza, Benedictus de   
  
BS1163-1178 General works 
 
BS1179 Rationalistic works 
 
BS1180 Historical criticism 
 
BS1181-1181.6 Documentary hypothesis 
 
 BS1181.8 Feminist criticism    
 
BS1182 Form criticism    
 
BS1182.3 Narrative criticism   
 
BS1182.5 Socio-rhetorical criticism   
  
BS1182.6 Social scientific criticism    
 
BS1182.7 Structuralist criticism    
 
BS1183 Myth in the Old Testament  
   
BS1184 Relation of Middle Eastern literature to the Old Testament 
 
BS1185 Word studies (General and individual)  
   
BS1186 Jewish criticism of the Old Testament  
   
BS1186.5 Gay interpretations   
  
BS1187 Minor works  
   
BS1188 Addresses, essays, lectures (on Old Testament criticism)    
 
  BS1191 Mythological, allegorical, numerical, astronomical interpretation of the 
Old Testament    
 
BS1192 Addresses, essays, lectures on the Old Testament (General) 
 
BS1192.5 Theology of the Old Testament  
 
BS1192.6 God in the Old Testament 
 
BS1193-1195 Study and teaching 
 
BS1193 General works. Outlines, tables, etc. 
 
BS1194 Textbooks 
 
BS1195 Questions and answers 
 
BS1196 -1198 Auxiliary topics 
 
BS1199.A-Z Other topics  
  
BS1199.A25  Abnormalities, Human. People with disabilities    
BS1199.A3  Admonition    
BS1199.A34  Aesthetics. Human beauty    
BS1199.A35  Aging    
BS1199.A36  Alcoholism. Drunkenness    
BS1199.A37  Altars    
BS1199.A44  Amalekites    
BS1199.A47  Ancestor worship    
BS1199.A5  Angels    
BS1199.A53  Anger    
BS1199.A57  Animals, Treatment of    
BS1199.A65  Arabia    
BS1199.A66  Arabs    
BS1199.A7  Armenia    
BS1199.A77  Asherah (Semitic deity)    
BS1199.A8  Right of asylum   
BS1199.A36  Alcoholism. Drunkenness    
BS1199.A37  Altars    
BS1199.A44  Amalekites    
BS1199.A47  Ancestor worship    
BS1199.A5  Angels    
BS1199.A53  Anger    
BS1199.A57  Animals, Treatment of    
BS1199.A65  Arabia    
BS1199.A66  Arabs    
BS1199.A7  Armenia    
BS1199.A77  Asherah (Semitic deity)    
BS1199.A8  Right of asylum    
BS1199.A85  Atonement    
BS1199.B3  Babylonian captivity. Babylonian exile    
BS1199.B43  Bedouins    
BS1199.B48  Blacks    
BS1199.B5  Blessing and cursing    
BS1199.B54  Blood    
BS1199.B62  Body, Human    
BS1199.B65  Books mentioned    
BS1199.C36  Cannibalism    
BS1199.C43  Christian life    
BS1199.C45  Church renewal  
BS1199.C52  Circumcision    
BS1199.C55  Cities and towns    
BS1199.C57  Colors    
BS1199.C58  Communication    
BS1199.C59  Conversion    
BS1199.C6  Covenants    
 BS1199.C73  Creation    
BS1199.D3  Day of Jehovah    
BS1199.D34  Death    
BS1199.D37  Deserts   
BS1199.D4  Devil    
BS1199.D5  Dialogue    
BS1199.D55  Dinners and dining    
BS1199.D57  Diseases    
BS1199.D73  Dragons    
BS1199.D75  Drinking cups    
BS1199.E27  Earth    
BS1199.E35  Economics    
BS1199.E37  Edom. Edomites   
BS1199.E38  Education    
BS1199.E59  Egypt    
BS1199.E63  Election (Theology)    
BS1199.E72  Equality    
BS1199.E73  Erotica    
BS1199.E75  Eschatology    
BS1199.E8  Ethics    
BS1199.E84  Ethnicity    
BS1199.E9  Euphemism    
BS1199.E93  Exodus, The    
BS1199.F3  Faith    
BS1199.F32  Family    
BS1199.F33  Fantastic, The    
BS1199.F35  Fasts and feasts    
BS1199.F39  Fear    
BS1199.F4  Fear of God    
BS1199.F6  Flesh    
BS1199.F65  Folly. Fools    
BS1199.F73  Friendship    
BS1199.F75  Funeral dirges    
BS1199.F8  Future life   
BS1199.G36  Gender identity    
BS1199.G5  Giants    
BS1199.G58  Gibeonites    
BS1199.G63  Gods    
BS1199.G65  Good and evil    
BS1199.G68  Grace    
BS1199.G7  Greek philosophy    
BS1199.H37  Happiness    
BS1199.H39  Healing    
BS1199.H4  Heart    
BS1199.H5  History   
BS1199.H6  Holiness    
 BS1199.H65  Hope    
BS1199.I34  Idols and images    
BS1199.I48  Image of God    
BS1199.I52  Incense    
BS1199.I525  Intention    
BS1199.I53  Interest and usury    
BS1199.I54  Interfaith marriage    
BS1199.I55  Interpersonal relations    
BS1199.I64  Iran  
BS1199.I7  Irony. Satire    
BS1199.J38  Jerusalem    
BS1199.J4  Jews    
BS1199.J6  Joy    
BS1199.J77  Jubilee    
BS1199.J8  Justice. Social justice    
BS1199.J83  Justification    
BS1199.K48  Kingdom of God    
BS1199.K5  Kings and rulers    
BS1199.L27  Laments    
BS1199.L28  Land tenure. Land use  
BS1199.L3  Law    
BS1199.L4  Leadership    
BS1199.L43  Lebanon    
BS1199.L57  Lists    
BS1199.L66  Love    
BS1199.L67  Love and worship of God    
BS1199.M2  Man    
BS1199.M25  Man-woman relationships    
BS1199.M3  Marriage    
BS1199.M35  Mediator    
BS1199.M4  Memory    
BS1199.M43  Menstruation  
BS1199.M44  Messiah    
BS1199.M45  Metaphor    
BS1199.M47  Military art and science    
BS1199.M5  Miracles    
BS1199.M53  Missions    
BS1199.M6  Monsters    
BS1199.N2  Names    
BS1199.N3  Nationalism    
BS1199.N34  Nature    
BS1199.N38  Naval art and science    
BS1199.N53  Night  
BS1199.N6  Non-Jews. Gentiles    
BS1199.N85  Numbers    
BS1199.O27  Oaths    
 BS1199.O33  Obedience    
BS1199.O36  Odors    
BS1199.P26  Palestine    
BS1199.P3  Parables    
BS1199.P32  Paradox    
BS1199.P34  Particularism. Universalism    
BS1199.P37  Passover    
BS1199.P4  Peace    
BS1199.P45  People of God. Community    
BS1199.P5  Piety    
BS1199.P54  Pilgrims and pilgrimages    
BS1199.P56  Pleasure    
BS1199.P57  Polemics    
BS1199.P6  Politics   
BS1199.P64  Poverty    
BS1199.P67  Praise    
BS1199.P68  Prayer. Prayers    
BS1199.P69  Preaching    
BS1199.P695  Presence of God    
BS1199.P7  Priests. Priesthood    
BS1199.P9  Psychology  
BS1199.P93  Public worship    
BS1199.P95  Purity, Ritual    
BS1199.Q43  Queens    
BS1199.R27  Rape    
BS1199.R35  Reconciliation    
BS1199.R37  Remnant    
BS1199.R4  Revelation    
BS1199.R43  Reward    
BS1199.R5  Rhetoric    
BS1199.R53  Riddles    
BS1199.R55  Roads    
BS1199.R57  Rocks  
BS1199.R6  Rosh ha-shanah    
BS1199.R85  Running    
BS1199.S18  Sabbath    
BS1199.S2  Sacrifice    
BS1199.S25  Salvation    
BS1199.S35  Senses and sensation    
BS1199.S37  Serpents    
BS1199.S4  Servant of Jehovah    
BS1199.S45  Sex    
BS1199.S5  Shame    
BS1199.S54  Sin   
BS1199.S59  Social stratification    
BS1199.S6  Social teachings    
 BS1199.S63  Soil fertility    
BS1199.S64  Solitude    
BS1199.S66  Son of God    
BS1199.S67  Son of Man    
BS1199.S68  Space perception    
BS1199.S69  Spirit    
BS1199.S7  Spiritual life    
BS1199.S75  Stewardship    
BS1199.S76  Strangers    
BS1199.S78  Success    
BS1199.S8  Suffering    
BS1199.S82  Suffering of God    
BS1199.S9  Sun worship    
BS1199.S94  Supernatural phenomena    
BS1199.T3  Taboo    
BS1199.T4  Temptation    
BS1199.T42  Tents    
BS1199.T43  Theocracy    
BS1199.T44  Theodicy    
BS1199.T447  Theomachy    
BS1199.T45  Theophanies    
BS1199.T46  Thought and thinking    
BS1199.T47  Throne of God    
BS1199.T5  Time    
BS1199.T55  Tithes    
BS1199.T68  Tradition    
BS1199.T69  Tragic, The    
BS1199.T7  Truthfulness and falsehood    
BS1199.V45  Vendetta    
BS1199.V5  Victory    
BS1199.V56  Violence    
BS1199.V58  Visions  
BS1199.V67  Vows    
BS1199.W2  War    
BS1199.W22  Water    
BS1199.W35  Wealth    
BS1199.W56  Wilderness    
BS1199.W58  Wit and humor    
BS1199.W7  Women (Attitude toward)    
BS1199.W73  Word of God    
BS1199.W735 Work    
BS1199.W74  World    
BS1199.W76  Worship  
BS1199.W85  Written communication    
BS1199.Y6  Youth      
                     
  
BS1200-1830 Special parts of the Old Testament  
 
BS1201-1205.6 Historical books – Texts 
 
BS1201 Polyglot. By date    
 
BS1202-1202.7 Hebrew    
 
BS1203-1203.7 English    
 
BS1204.A-Z Other early languages and modern European languages  
  
BS1205-1205.6 Criticism, commentaries, etc.  
   
BS1205 Early through 1950  
   
BS1205.2-.5 1951-2000    
 
BS1205.52-.55 2001-  
   
BS1205.6.A-Z Special topics   
 
BS1208 Harmonies and parallels    
 
BS1209 Octateuch    
 
BS1210 Heptateuch    
 
BS1211-1215.6 Hexateuch    
 
BS1216 Paraphrases  
 
BS1221-1285.6 Pentateuch (Torah)     
 
BS1221-1224.82 Texts  
 
BS1225-1225.6 Criticism, commentaries, etc 
  
BS1225 Early through 1950  
   
BS1225.S6 Solomon ben Isaac, called Rashi, 1040-1105  
 
BS1231-1238 Genesis. Genesis and Exodus 
 
BS1241-1245.6 Exodus 
  
BS1251-1255.6 Leviticus 
 
BS1261-1265.6 Numbers 
 
BS1271-1275.6 Deuteronomy 
 
BS1281-1285.6 Decalog. The Ten Commandments 
 
BS1286 Prophets of the Hebrew Bible 
 
BS1291-1295.6 Joshua    
 
BS1301-1305.6 Judges 
 
BS1308 The Writings (Hebrew Bible).  
 
BS1309 -1310 The Five Scrolls (Hebrew Bible) 
 
BS1309 General works    
 
BS1310 Paraphrases   
  
BS1311-1315.6 Ruth 
 
BS1321-1325.6 Samuel (1 and 2 Kings, Douai Bible) 
 
BS1331-1335.6 Kings (3 and 4 Kings, Douai Bible) 
 
BS1341-1345.6 Chronicles (1 and 2 Paralipomenon, Douai Bible) 
 
BS1351-1355.6 Ezra (1 Esdras of the Vulgate) 
 
BS1361-1365.6 Nehemiah (2 Esdras of the Vulgate) 
 
BS1371-1375.6 Esther 
 
BS1401 - 1490 Poetical books 
  
BS1401 - 1405.6 Poetical books. Old Testament lyrics. Songs, hymns, etc. 
 
BS1410 Psalms, Proverbs, Job (in combination) 
 
BS1411 -1415.6 Job  
 
BS1419 -1451 Psalms    
  
BS1455 - 1490 Wisdom literature. Gnomic literature 
 
BS1501-1671 Prophetic books. The Prophets 
 
BS1691-1830.T73 Apocrypha and apocryphal books 
 
 
BS2010-2011 New Testament-Early texts and versions-Hebrew 
   
BS2279.42-2545.Z Works about the New Testament 
 
BS2301 Concordances-Hebrew 
 
BS2417.J4 The teachings of Jesus-Jews 
 
BS2545.J44 Jews. Judaism 
 
 
BS2655.J4 Epistles of Paul-Jews and Judaism 
 
BS2770-2775.6 Epistles-Hebrews 
 
 
 
 
BT1-1480 DOCTRINAL THEOLOGY 
 
BT93-93.6 Judaism-General works 
    
BT93.5 Jerusalem in Christianity 
    
BT93.55 Jewish festivals in Christianity   
 
BT93.6 Jewish-Arab relations and Christianity    
 
 
BT93.8 Palestine in Christianity  
 
BT225-590 Christology 
 
BT225 Old Testament types of Christ   
 
BT230-245 Messiahship 
  
BT431 Life of Christ-Role of Jews  
 
BT590.J8 Judaism, Relation to Jewishness     
 
 
BT1120 Evidences of Christianity-Against opponents of Christianity-Jews 
 
 
BV1-5099 PRACTICAL THEOLOGY 
 
BV2619-2623 Missions-Works among Jews 
 
BV2623.A-Z Biography of converted Jews 
 
 
BV4922 Practical religion. The Christian life. Works for the conversion of Jews 
 
 
BX1-9999  CHRISTIAN DENOMINATIONS 
 
BX8643.J84  Mormons. Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints-Judaism. Jews. 
Israel 
 
BX8643.L66  Mormons. Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints-Lost tribes of Israel    
 
 
 
 
C  
AUXILIARY SCIENCES OF HISTORY 
 
 
 
CB3-481 HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION 
 
CB241-241.21 Civilization and race-Semitic 
 
 
CD921-4280 ARCHIVES  
 
CD2010-2019.5 History and statistics-Israel. Palestine 
 
 
CD5001-6471 SEALS 
 
 CD5354 Seals-Ancient-Hebrews 
 
 
CE1-97 CALENDAR 
 
CE35 Calendar-Ancient-Hebrew 
 
 
CJ1-6661 NUMISMATICS  
 
CJ255 Coins of the Bible    
 
CJ1375 Coins-Ancient-Jewish (and Samaritan). Palestine 
 
CJ3850-3869 Coins-Medieval and modern-Israel. Palestine 
 
CJ5793.H65 Medals and medallions-Medieval and modern-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-
1945) 
 
CJ5793.J4 Medals and medallions-Medieval and modern-Jews 
 
 
CN1-1355  INSCRIPTIONS 
 
CN135.26 Ancient inscriptions-Semitic languages 
 
CN745 Jewish inscriptions (General) 
 
 
CR1-6305 HERALDRY 
 
CR3585 Heraldry-Titles of honor, rank, precedence, etc.-By race-Jews 
 
 
CS1-3090   GENEALOGY 
 
CS432.J4 Great Britain. England-By occupation, religion, origin, etc.,-Jews 
 
CS2955 Personal and family names-Semitic 
 
CS3010  Personal and family names-Jewish 
 
 
CT21-9999  BIOGRAPHY 
 
CT1919.P3-1919.P38 National biography-Palestine. Israel 
  
CT3725 Biography of women (Collective)-Israel 
 
 
 
D  
HISTORY : GENERAL  AND OLD WORLD 
 
 
 
D1-2027 HISTORY (GENERAL) 
 
D501-680 World War I (1914-1918)  
 
D568.7 Military operations-Eastern-Turkey and the Near East-Palestine 
 
D639.J4 Jews 
 
D650.J4 Peace-Jews 
 
 
D731-838 World War II (1939-1945) 
 
D765.2.W3 Military operations-Poland-Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, 1943  
 
D804.15-804.7  Atrocities. War crimes-Holocaust 
 
D804.17-804.175  Museums. Exhibitions, etc. 
 
D804.177 Holocaust Remembrance Day 
 
D804.19 Sources and documents    
 
D804.195-804.196 Biography and memoirs (General and Jewish) 
 
D804.25  Dictionaries. Chronological tables, outlines, etc.   
  
D804.3 General works    
 
D804.32 Pictorial works    
 
D804.33 Study and teaching   
  
D804.34 Juvenile literature    
 
D804.348 Historiography   
  
D804.35 Holocaust denial literature   
 
D804.355 Holocaust denial. Criticism of Holocaust denial literature  
 
D804.44-804.45 Public opinion 
 
D804.47-804.5 Special groups of Jewish victims    
  
D804.47 Women 
 
D804.48 Children 
 
D804.5.J48 Jewish Christians 
 
D804.65 Rescue efforts-Righteous Gentiles 
 
D804.7.A-.Z Other topics  
 
D804.7.D43 Death marches    
D804.7.E26 Economic aspects    
D804.7.M67 Moral and ethical aspects    
D804.7.P73 Press coverage    
D804.7.R45 Religious aspects    
   
 
 
D805.5.A-Z Prisoners and prisons-Individual prisons, camps, etc.  
 
D805.5.A96 Auschwitz   
  
D810.J4  Jews. Jewish military participation   
   
D821.P3 Peace-Palestine  
 
D824-829 Reconstruction 
 
D829.J4 Jews 
 
D829.P3 Palestine 
 
 
DK1-949.5 HISTORY OF RUSSIA. SOVIET UNION. FORMER SOVIET 
REPUBLICS 
 
DK265.9.J48 Revolution, 1917-1921-Jews 
  
 
DS41-66 HISTORY OF ASIA - MIDDLE EAST 
 
DS59.A-Z Middle East-Ethnography 
 
DS59.A7 Arameans    
DS59.A75 Assyrians  
 
 
DS80-90 HISTORY OF ASIA - LEBANON 
 
DS87.53 – 87.6 Lebanon –History 
 
DS87.53 Civil War, 1975-1990—Israeli intervention, 1982-1984 
 
DS87.6  1990-  Israeli intervention, 1996 
 
 
DS101-151 HISTORY OF ASIA - ISRAEL (PALESTINE). THE JEWS 
 
DS101-113 Israel (Palestine). The Jews 
 
DS101 Periodicals. Societies. Serials    
 
DS102 Sources and documents    
 
DS102.4 - 102.5  Collected works    
  
DS102.8 Encyclopedias. Dictionaries   
 
DS102.9 Directories 
    
DS102.95 General works    
 
DS103-107.5 Description and travel 
 
DS103 Guidebooks   
  
DS103.5 Place names   
  
DS104 Contemporary and early works through 1800   
  
DS104.3 Modern works, 1801-   
  
DS104.5 70-500    
  
DS105 500-1453 
 
DS106 1453-1800 
    
DS107 1800-1900  
   
DS107.3 1900-1948  
   
DS107.4 1948-1980    
 
DS107.5 1980- 
 
DS108.5 Monumental and picturesque. Pictorial works  
 
DS108.9 Historical geography. History of Palestine exploration, etc.  
 
DS109-109.8 Jerusalem - Description. Antiquities and exploration 
 
DS109.32.A-Z Temple Mount  
 
DS109.32.M38 Masjid al-Aqsá. Aqsá Mosque   
  
DS109.32.R6 Dome of the Rock  
   
DS109.32.W47 Western Wall    
 
DS109.8.A-Z Other special places and objects 
 
DS109.8.C54 City of David    
DS109.8.J38 Jerusalem Forest    
DS109.8.J4 Jerusalem National Park    
DS109.8.J45 Jewish Quarter    
 
DS109.85 - 109.95  Jerusalem-History 
 
DS109.85 - 109.86.A-Z Biography and memoirs  
 
DS109.9 General works   
     
DS109.912 By period  Through 70 A.D.  
   
DS109.913 70 A.D. to 637   
  
DS109.916 637 to 1099, Muslim period   
  
 DS109.92-109.925  1244-1917, Muslim-Turkish period    
 
DS109.93 1917-General works   
   
DS109.94 1967-1993  
   
DS109.95 1993-   
  
DS110.A-Z Regions, towns, etc. 
  
DS111-111.9 Antiquities 
 
DS112-113 The Jews-Social life and customs. Civilization. Intellectual life 
 
DS113.2 Ethnography. Tribes of Israel- General works  
   
DS113.3 Israeli national characteristics, identity, etc.    
 
DS113.4 Post-Zionism    
 
DS113.5.A-Z Individual tribes   
  
DS113.6  Arabs. Palestinian Arabs  
 
DS113.7- 113.75  Arabs in Israel  
 
DS113.7 General works   
  
DS113.72 Druzes    
 
DS113.74 Lebanese   
  
DS113.75 Bedouins   
  
DS113.8.A-Z Other population groups 
 
DS113.8.A35  Algerian Jews    
DS113.8.A4  Americans    
DS113.8.A72  Argentine Jews    
DS113.8.A74  Armenians    
DS113.8.A8  Ashkenazim    
DS113.8.A84  Asian Jews    
DS113.8.A88  Austrian Jews    
DS113.8.B44  Belarusian Jews    
DS113.8.B7  British    
DS113.8.B84  Bulgarians    
 DS113.8.C35  Canadian Jews    
DS113.8.C37  Caucasian Jews    
DS113.8.C5  Circassians    
DS113.8.C94  Czech Jews    
DS113.8.D8  Dutch Jews    
DS113.8.E48  Egyptian Jews    
DS113.8.F34  Falashas    
DS113.8.F73  French Jews    
DS113.8.G37  Georgian (South Caucasian) Jews    
DS113.8.G4  German Jews    
DS113.8.G95  Gypsies. Romanies    
DS113.8.H85  Hungarian Jews    
DS113.8.I7  Iranians    
DS113.8.I72  Iraqi Jews    
DS113.8.I8  Italian Jews    
DS113.8.K9  Kurdish Jews    
DS113.8.L37  Latin American Jews    
DS113.8.L38  Latvian Jews 
DS113.8.L52  Libyan Jews  
DS113.8.L58  Lithuanian Jews    
DS113.8.M66  Moroccan Jews    
DS113.8.N6  North Africans    
DS113.8.P64  Polish Jews    
DS113.8.R65  Romanian Jews    
DS113.8.R87  Russian Jews    
DS113.8.S4  Sephardim    
DS113.8.S65  South African Jews    
DS113.8.S72  Spaniards    
DS113.8.T3  Tajiks    
DS113.8.T83  Tunisian Jews    
DS113.8.T85  Turkish Jews    
DS113.8.T86  Turkmen    
DS113.8.U4  Ukrainian Jews    
DS113.8.U92  Uzbeks    
DS113.8.Y4  Yemenites    
DS113.8.Y83  Yugoslavian Jews 
 
 
DS114-128.2 The Jews-History 
 
DS114 Dictionaries. Chronological tables, outlines, etc.  
 
DS115 - 115.3 Biography 
 
DS115.5 - 115.9 Historiography  
 
 DS115.7-.9 Biography of historians, area studies specialists, archaeologists, etc 
 
DS115.7 Collective   
    
DS115.9.A-Z Individual  
 
DS115.9.J6 Josephus, Flavius   
  
DS115.95-115.95.Z9 Study and teaching 
 
DS116 –117 General works  
 
DS116   To 1800   
 
DS117   1801-   
 
DS118  Popular and juvenile works 
 
DS118.5 Questions and answers on Palestine and the Jews 
 
DS119.2 Military and naval history 
 
DS119.6-119.8 Political and diplomatic history  
 
DS119.7-119.76 Jewish-Arab relations. Arab-Israeli conflict 
 
DS119.7 To 1993  
 
DS119.75 Intifada, 1987-    
 
DS119.76-119.765 1993-    
 
  DS119.76 General works  
   
DS119.765 Al-Aqsa Intifada, 2000-    
 
DS119.767 Gaza War, 2008-2009 
    
DS119.8.A-Z Relations with individual countries 
 
DS120 Addresses, essays, lectures 
 
DS121-121.8 History-Earliest to 70 A.D 
 
DS121 General works   
   
 DS121.A2 Sources and documents     
 
DS121.3 Addresses, essays, lectures    
 
DS121.4 Canaanites    
 
DS121.5 Jews in Egypt   
 
DS121.55 Exodus to Death of Solomon    
 
DS121.6 Divided Kingdom   
 
DS121.65 Babylonian Exile to Maccabean period (586-168 B.C.)    
  
DS122-122.9 63 History-Roman period 
 
DS122.3 Herod I the Great, 37-4 B.C. 
    
DS122.4 Archelaus, 4 B.C.-6 A.D. Judea, Samaria, Idumea  
   
DS122.5 Herod Antipas, 4 B.C.-39 A.D. Galilee, Perea    
 
DS122.6 Herod Philip, 4 B.C.-33 A.D. Batanea, Trachonitis, Auranitis  
   
DS122.7 Herod Agrippa I, 37-44. Perea, Galilee, Judea, Samaria, Idumea  
   
DS122.8 Herod Agrippa II, 53-70. Batanea, Trachonitis, Auranitis   
  
DS122.9 Roman domination after the destruction of Jerusalem, 70-324   
 
 
DS123.5  History-70 A.D-638. Mishnaic and Talmudic period    
 
DS124 General medieval and early modern to 1800 
    
DS125-128.2 19th  -  20th centuries  
 
DS125.3.A2-Z Biography and memoirs   
 
DS125.5 Period of World War I, 1914-1918  
   
DS126-126.4 1919-1948. Period of British control 
 
DS126.3 Period of World War II, 1939-1945    
 
DS126.5-126.994 Republic, 1948- 
  
DS126.7 Addresses, essays, lectures    
 
DS126.75 Israeli-Zionist propaganda in foreign countries    
 
DS126.8 Independence Day celebrations   
  
DS126.82 Yom ha-zikaron (Memorial Day)  
   
DS126.9- 126.99.A-Z Arab War, 1948-1949. War of Liberation 
 
DS126.9.A1 Periodicals. Collections   
  
DS126.9.A2-.A4 Sources and documents   
DS126.9.A5-Z General works    
 
DS126.91 Pictorial works. Satire, caricatures, etc.  
   
DS126.915 Juvenile works    
 
DS126.92- 126.93.A-Z Diplomatic history   
 
DS126.94.A-Z Regimental and unit histories  
 
DS126.95 Registers, lists of dead and wounded, etc.    
 
DS126.952 Prisoners and prisons    
 
DS126.954 Medical and sanitary services. Relief. Refugees    
 
DS126.96.A-Z Other topics, A-Z    
 
DS126.96.A3  Aerial operations    
DS126.96.F67  Fortification    
DS126.96.M4  Memorials. Monuments    
DS126.96.M65  Motion pictures about the war    
DS126.96.N3  Naval operations    
DS126.96.O3  Occupied territories    
DS126.96.P8  Public opinion    
DS126.96.R4  Religious aspects    
DS126.96.S94  Supplies    
DS126.96.T4  Territorial questions    
 
DS126.97 Personal narratives    
 
DS126.98 Armistices    
  
DS126.983 Peace    
 
DS126.985 Influence and results    
 
 
 
DS126.995-128.19 1967-1993 
 
DS126.995 General works    
 
DS127- 127.9.A-Z Arab War, 1967   
 
DS127.1 Pictorial works. Satire, caricatures, etc.    
 
DS127.15 Juvenile works    
 
DS127.2 Diplomatic history -General works    
 
DS127.3.A-Z Individual countries    
 
DS127.4.A-Z Regimental and unit histories    
 
DS127.5 Registers, lists of dead and wounded, etc.  
   
DS127.52 Prisoners and prisons    
 
DS127.54 Medical and sanitary services. Relief. Refugees    
 
DS127.6.A-Z Other topics   
  
DS127.6.O3 Occupied territories    
 
DS127.95 War of Attrition, 1969-1970 
 
DS128.1- 128.19 Arab War, 1973 
 
DS128.1.A1 Periodicals. Collections  
   
DS128.1.A2-.A4 Sources and documents  
   
DS128.1.A5-Z General works  
   
DS128.11 Pictorial works. Satire, caricatures, etc.  
 
DS128.12 Diplomatic history - General works  
    
DS128.13.A-Z Individual countries 
  
DS128.14.A-Z Regimental and unit histories 
  
DS128.15 Registers, lists of dead and wounded, etc.    
 
DS128.152 Prisoners and prisons    
 
DS128.154 Medical and sanitary services. Relief. Refugees   
  
DS128.16.A-Z Other topics  
 
DS128.17 Personal narratives  
   
DS128.18 Armistices    
 
DS128.183 Peace      
  
DS128.185 Influence and results     
 
DS128.2 1993- 
 
DS129-131 The Jews-Special topics 
 
DS129 Samaritans    
 
DS131 Ten lost tribes of Israel. Anglo-Israelism    
 
 
DS132 Israel and the diaspora 
 
 
DS133-151 Jewish diaspora 
 
DS133 Periodicals 
 
DS134 General works 
 
DS134.2-134.93 By region or country 
 
DS134.21- 134.42. Germany  
 
DS134.23-.27  History 
DS134.23  General works    
DS134.24  To 1800    
 DS134.25  1800-1933    
DS134.255  1933-1945    
DS134.26  1945-1990    
DS134.27  1990-    
 
DS134.5- 134.72. Poland 
  
DS134.53-.56  History 
DS134.53  General works    
DS134.54  To 1800    
DS134.55  19th-20th centuries    
DS134.56  2000- 
 
 
DS134.8- 134.93. Russia (Federation) 
 
DS134.83-.86  History  
DS134.84  To 1917    
DS134.85  1917-1991    
DS134.86  1991-      
 
DS135.A-Z Other regions or countries  
 
DS135.A23  Afghanistan    
DS135.A25  Africa    
DS135.A28  Albania    
DS135.A3  Algeria    
DS135.A68  Arab countries    
DS135.A7-.A8Z Arabia  
DS135.A83  Armenia    
DS135.A85  Asia    
DS135.A86  Asia, Central    
DS135.A88-.A883 Australia    
DS135.A9-. A93Z Austria (Austria-Hungary)  
DS135.A96  Azerbaijan    
DS135.B2  Babylonia    
DS135.B26-.B263 Bahrain  
DS135.B3  Balkan Peninsula    
DS135.B337  Baltic Sea Region    
DS135.B34  Baltic States    
DS135.B38-.B383 Belarus  
DS135.B4-.B43 Belgium  
DS135.B54-.B543 Bosnia and Hercegovina  
DS135.B8-. B85Z Bulgaria  
DS135.B87  Burma. Myanmar    
DS135.C33  Canary Islands    
 DS135.C35  Cape Verde    
DS135.C5  China    
DS135.C66  Congo (Democratic Republic)    
DS135.C75  Croatia    
DS135.C88  Cyprus    
DS135.C95-.C97Z Czechoslovakia. Czech Republic 
DS135.D4-.D43 Denmark  
DS135.E2-.E23 East (Far East)  
DS135.E4-.E43 Egypt  
DS135.E5A2-.E6Z England. Great Britain    
DS135.E64  English-speaking countries       
DS135.E68  Eritrea    
DS135.E73  Estonia    
DS135.E75  Ethiopia   
DS135.E77  Eurasia    
DS135.F54  Finland    
DS135.F67  Former Polish Eastern Territories    
DS135.F8A2-.F9Z France  
DS135.G28  Georgia (Republic) 
DS135.G7-.G73 Greece  
DS135.H9-.H93 Hungary  
DS135.I6-.I63  India  
DS135.I64-.I643 Indonesia  
DS135.I65-.I653 Iran  
DS135.I7-.I713Z Iraq  
DS135.I72  Ireland    
DS135.I8- I9Z  Italy  
DS135.J3-.J33 Japan  
DS135.K39-.K393 Kazakhstan  
DS135.K45  Kenya    
DS135.K8  Kurdistan    
DS135.K97  Kyrgyzstan    
DS135.L3-.L33 Latvia  
DS135.L34  Lebanon    
DS135.L4  Levant. Near East. Islamic countries    
DS135.L44-.L46Z Libya  
DS135.L5-.L53 Lithuania  
DS135.L8-.L83 Luxemburg  
DS135.M23  Macedonia    
DS135.M234  Mali    
DS135.M26  Malta    
DS135.M3  Mauritania    
DS135.M33  Mauritius    
DS135.M43  Mediterranean Region    
DS135.M64  Moldova    
DS135.M8- M9Z Morocco  
 DS135.M95  Mozambique    
DS135.N4-.N6Z Netherlands General works    
DS135.N65-.N653 New Zealand  
DS135.N72  Nigeria    
DS135.N8-.N83 Norway  
DS135.P45  Philippines    
DS135.P7-.P8Z Portugal  
DS135.R7-.R73 Romania  
DS135.R9-.R95 Russia  
DS135.S24  San Marino    
DS135.S26  Sao Tome and Principe    
DS135.S32  Scandinavia    
DS135.S34  Senegal    
DS135.S35-.S353 Serbia  
DS135.S44  Singapore    
DS135.S55-.S553 Slovakia  
DS135.S57-.S573 Slovenia  
DS135.S6-.S63 South Africa  
DS135.S7-.S8Z Spain 
DS135.S85  Sudan    
DS135.S87-.S89Z Sweden  
DS135.S9-.S93 Switzerland  
DS135.S95  Syria    
DS135.T34  Tajikistan    
DS135.T54  Thailand    
DS135.T7-.T73 Tunisia  
DS135.T8-.T83 Turkey. Ottoman Empire  
DS135.T85  Turkmenistan    
DS135.U32  Uganda    
DS135.U4-.U43 Ukraine  
DS135.U92  Uzbekistan    
DS135.Y4  Yemen    
DS135.Y8-.Y83 Yugoslavia  
DS135.Z35  Zambia    
DS135.Z56  Zimbabwe    
 
DS140-140.5 Political and social conditions 
 
DS141 Jewish question 
 
DS143 The modern Jew. Jewish identity 
 
DS145 Antisemitism 
 
DS145.P49-P7 "Protocols of the Wise Men of Zion” 
 
 DS145.P49  Russian. By date    
DS145.P5  English. By date    
DS145.P6A-Z Other languages    
DS145.P7  Criticism  
 
DS146.A-Z By region or country  
   
DS146.A67  Arab countries    
DS146.E85  Europe. Europe, Western    
DS146.E8515  Europe, Central    
DS146.E852  Europe, Eastern    
DS146.U6  United States 
 
 
DS147 Civil emancipation 
 
DS148 Assimilation  
 
DS148.5 Philosemitism 
 
DS149 Zionism 
 
DS150 Zionism-Special movements 
 
DS150.C44-459 Choveve Zion (Hoveve Zion) 
DS150.G4-6Z  "General" Zionism  
DS150.H3-5Z  Hadassah 
DS150.L3-5Z  Labor Zionism 
DS150.R3-39Z Religious Zionism 
DS150.R4-6Z  Revisionist Zionism 
 
DS150.5 Christian Zionism 
  
DS151 Biography and memoirs of Zionists 
 
 
DS801-897 HISTORY OF ASIA - JAPAN 
 
DS832.7.I77 Japan-Natives of foreign countries in Japan-Israelis 
 
 
DT43-154 HISTORY OF AFRICA - EGYPT 
 
DT88.5 Egypt-History-18th-20th dynasties, 1580-1150 B.C.-Period of Jewish captivity 
 
 
  
 
 
E  
HISTORY: AMERICA 
 
 
 
E11-143 AMERICA  
 
E29J5 General-Jews 
 
 
E151-883 UNITED STATES 
 
E176.472.J47 Biography (Collective)-Presidents-Relations with Jews 
 
E184.3-184.37 Jews 
 
E184.3 Periodicals  
   
E184.312 Congresses 
    
E184.32 Collections. Sources  
   
E184.33 Historiography   
  
E184.34 Study and teaching    
 
E184.35 General works 
 
E184.3512-184.355 By period 
 
E184.3512 Colonial period to 1776  
E184.352 1776-1880    
E184.353 1880-1925    
E184.354 1925-1945    
E184.355 1945-    
 
E184.36.A-Z Special topics    
 
E184.36.A34 African American-Jewish relations  
   
E184.36.E25 Economic conditions 
   
E184.36.E84 Ethnic identity  
    
E184.36.E86 Ethnic relations  
   
E184.36.I58 Intellectual life 
    
E184.36.P64  Politics and government   
  
E184.36.S65 Social conditions. Social life and customs  
 
E184.36.W64 Women   
  
E184.368 By region, state, etc.    
 
E184.37.A1-184.37.A2 Jews-Biography and memoirs 
 
 
E269.J5 The Revolution, 1775-1783-Participation by Jews 
 
E359.9.J5 Madison's administrations, 1809-1817-War of 1812-Participation by Jews 
 
E457.2 Civil War period, 1861-1865-Abraham Lincoln's relations with special classes, 
e.g., Jews 
 
E540.J5 The Civil War, 1861-1865-The Union Army-Participation by Jews 
 
E725.5.J4 War of 1898 (Spanish-American War)-United States Army. Corps. Brigades-
Participation by Jews 
 
 
 
F  
HISTORY: AMERICA 
 
 
 
F1001-1140 BRITISH AMERICA 
 
F1035.J5 Canada-Jews 
 
 
F1201-3799 LATIN AMERICA. SPANISH AMERICA 
 
F1392.J4 Mexico-Jews  
 
F1419.J4 Latin America-Jews  
 
 F1440.J48 Central America-Jews 
 
F1557.J4 Costa Rica-Jews 
 
F1789.J4 Cuba-Jews  
 
F1896.J48 Jamaica-Jews  
 
F1941.J4 Dominican Republic-Jews 
 
F2191.J48  Caribbean area. Jews 
 
F2239.J5 South America-Jews  
 
F2299.J4 Columbia-Jews  
 
F2349.J48 Venezuela-Jews 
 
F2431.J4 Dutch Guiana-Jews 
 
F2659.J5 Brazil-Jews  
 
F2699.J4 Paraguay-Jews  
 
F2799.J4 Uruguay-Jews  
 
F3021.J5 Argentina-Jews 
  
F3285.J4 Chile-Jews  
 
F3359.J47 Bolivia-Jews 
 
F3619.J4 Peru-Jews 
 
F3799.J4 Ecuador-Jews  
 
 
 
G  
GEOGRAPHY. ANTHROPOLOGY. RECREATION 
 
 
 
G1-922 GEOGRAPHY  
 
G32.5 Societies-Israel 
  
G269.55 Travel-Israelis 
 
G277 Travel-Jews 
 
 
G1000-3122 ATLASES 
 
G2235-2239 Israel. Palestine 
 
G2235 General 
 
G2236.S1-2236.S73 History 
 
G2236.S1 General    
G2236.S2 To 70 A.D.    
G2236.S3 70-1453    
G2236.S4 1454-1800    
G2236.S5 1801-1899    
G2236.S6 1900-1947    
G2236.S65 World War I    
G2236.S7 World War II    
 
G2237 Regions, natural features, etc. 
 
G2238 Districts 
 
G2239 Cities and towns, etc. 
 
 
G3180-9980 MAPS 
 
G7500-7504 Israel. Palestine 
 
G7500 General 
 
G7501.S1-.S73 History 
 
G7501.S1 General    
G7501.S2 To 70 A.D.    
G7501.S3 70-1453    
G7501.S4 1454-1800    
G7501.S5 1801-1899    
G7501.S6 1900-1947    
G7501.S65 World War I    
G7501.S7 World War II    
 G7501.S73 1948-    
 
G7502 Regions, natural features, etc. 
 
G7503 Districts 
 
G7504 Cities and towns, etc. 
 
 
GA101-1776 CARTOGRAPHY 
 
GA1321-1325. Maps. Israel. Palestine 
 
 
GB3-5030 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
 
GB284 Physical geography-Israel 
 
GB793 Hydrology. Water-Israel. Palestine 
 
 
GF1-900 HUMAN ECOLOGY. ANTHROPOGEOGRAPHY 
 
GF685-686 Human ecology. Palestine. Israel 
 
 
GN1-890 ANTHROPOLOGY  
 
GN547 Social and cultural anthropology-Semitic. Jewish   
 
GN855 Anthropology-Prehistoric archaeology 
 
GN855.I75 Israel 
GN855.P3  Palestine 
 
 
GR1-950 FOLKLORE  
 
GR97 Folklore-Semitic 
 
GR97.8-98 Jewish 
 
 
 GR270-295 Folklore-Middle East 
 
GR281.2.J48 Turkey-Jews  
     
GR285 Israel. Palestine. General Works 
 
GR286.A-Z Israel. Palestine-Local 
 
GR286.2.A-Z By ethnic group  
 
 
GR305.7.J48 India-Jews 
 
GR356.2.F34 Ethiopia-Ethiopian Jews 
 
 
GT1-7070 MANNERS AND CUSTOMS  
 
GT343.7-.72 Manners and customs (General)-Houses. Dwellings-Israel 
 
GT540 Costume. Dress. Fashion-Ancient-Hebrew 
 
GT2695.J4 Marriage customs-Jews  
 
 
GV1-1860 RECREATION. LEISURE  
 
GV132.5-132.6.Z History-Israel 
 
GV303.I75-303.I77 Physical education and training-History-Israel 
 
GV663.I8-663.I85 Sports-History-Israel 
 
GV709.6 Sports for special classes of persons-Jews 
 
GV1507.B5 Bible games and puzzles  
 
GV1624.7.J48 Dance-History-United States-Jews 
  
GV1703.I75-1703.I752Z Dance-History-Israel 
 
GV1744 Dance-Jewish folk dancing 
 
 
 
H 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 
 
  
HC1-1085.2 ECONOMIC HISTORY AND CONDITIONS 
 
HC415.25 Economic history and conditions-Israel. Palestine 
 
 
HD28-9999  INDUSTRIES. LAND USE. LABOR 
 
HD6305.J3  Classes of labor-Minorities-Jews  
 
HD6338.3 Judaism and labor 
 
HD8081.J4 United States-Minority employees. Foreign workers. Immigrant labor-Jews   
 
 
HE1-9900 TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 
 
HE6183.J4 Jews on postage stamps 
 
HE6183.P36 Palestine. Israel  on postage stamps  
 
 
HF1-6182 COMMERCE 
 
HF369 History-Ancient-Hebrews 
 
HF5415.332.J49 Marketing research companies-Consumer's preferences-Jews 
 
 
HN1-995  SOCIAL HISTORY AND CONDITIONS. SOCIAL PROBLEMS. 
SOCIAL REFORM 
 
HN40.J5 Judaism and social problems  
 
 
HQ1-2044 THE FAMILY. MARRIAGE. WOMEN 
 
HQ525.J4  The family. Marriage. Home.  Jews 
 
HQ1031  Mixed marriages. Intermarriage. Interfaith marriage     
 
HQ1172  Women. Feminism-Jewish  
 
 
HS1-3371 SOCIETIES: SECRET, BENEVOLENT, ETC. 
 
 HS496 Freemasons-Religious aspects-Judaism 
 
HS2226-2230 Societies: Secret, benevolent, etc.- Jewish 
 
 
HV1- 9960  SOCIAL PATHOLOGY. SOCIAL AND PUBLIC WELFARE. 
CRIMINOLOGY  
 
HV17 Jewish philanthropy  
 
HV640.5J Social and public welfare-Jewish Refugees 
 
HV875.25 Destitute, neglected, and abandoned children-Adoption-Religious aspects-
Judaism 
 
HV2476.5.I87 Education of the deaf-Israeli Sign Language 
  
 
HV3190-3193 Charities. Jews  
 
HV3190 General works    
 
HV3191-3193 By region or country 
 
 
HV5180-5184 Alcoholism and the Bible 
 
HV5182 Biblical argument against wines, etc.    
 
HV5183 Biblical argument in favor of wines, etc.  
 
   
HV5185 Alcoholism and Judaism 
 
HV6194.J4 Criminal ethnography. By race-Jews 
 
HV6545.45 Suicide among special classes of persons-Holocaust victims. Holocaust 
survivors  
 
HV8963-8964 Criminal justice administration-Penology. Prisons. Corrections-
Concentration camps. Internment camps 
 
 
HX1-970.72 SOCIALISM. COMMUNISM. UTOPIAS. ANARCHISM 
 
HX550.J4   Communism/socialism in relation to Jews,  Judaism 
  
 
  
 J 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
 
 
 
J1- 981 GENERAL LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE PAPERS  
 
J698 General legislative and executive papers-Palestine. Israel  
 
 
JC11- 607 POLITICAL THEORY. THE STATE. THEORIES OF THE STATE 
 
JC67 Political theory in antiquity-Hebrews 
 
 
JQ1-1852 POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION - 
ASIA 
  
JQ1830 Political institutions and public administration. Israel. Palestine  
 
 
JS3- 8500 LOCAL GOVERNMENT. MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT  
 
JS7502-7502.9 Local government. Municipal government-Israel. Palestine 
  
 
 
JV6001- 9480 EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION. INTERNATIONAL 
MIGRATION 
 
JV8749 Emigration and immigration. International migration-Israel. Palestine 
 
 
JX1- 6650 INTERNATIONAL LAW (classification used till 1997)  
 
JX4084.I8 International status of particular states, regions, organizations, etc.-Israel. 
Palestine 
 
JX4084.J4 International status of particular states, regions, organizations, etc.-Jerusalem 
 
JX4084.J67 International status of particular states, regions, organizations, etc.-Jordan 
(Territory under Israeli occupation, 1967- ) 
 
  
JZ2- 6530 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
 
JZ906 International relations-Israel. Palestine 
 
JZ907 International relations-Jerusalem 
 
JZ1684 International relations- Diplomacy - Israel. Palestine 
 
 
  
K 
LAW 
 
 
 
KB2- 4855 RELIGIOUS LAW IN GENERAL. COMPARATIVE RELIGIOUS 
LAW. JURISPRUDENCE 
 
KB201-211 Religious legal systems compared with other legal systems-Jewish law, 
Roman law, and civil law 
 
 
KBM1- 4855 JEWISH LAW. HALAKAH 
 
KBM21 Societies (Judaism). Associations (Judaism) 
 
KBM30 Congresses on Judaism. Conferences on Judaism  
 
KBM40-45 Collected works on Judaism   
 
KBM50 Encyclopedias and dictionaries on Judaism  
 
KBM55-60 Directories on Judaism  
  
KBM66-67 Research   
 
KBM70-85 Study and teaching of Judaism  
  
KBM88 Biography 
 
KBM90-95 By school  
 
KBM100-135 Religious education of the young. Sabbath schools 
 
KBM150-195.2 History of Judaism 
  
KBM196-199 Specific movements, sects, etc. 
  
KBM201-449 By region or country  
 
KBM390-392  Israel (The modern state) 
KBM393 -394 Arab countries 
KBM396-398  Iran   
KBM399-403  Central Asia 
KBM405-421  South Asia. Southeast Asia 
KBM422-431  East Asia 
KBM432-440  Africa 
KBM443-445  Australia 
KBM446  New Zealand 
KBM447-449  Islands of the Pacific 
 
KBM450-478.8 Sources-Tanakh 
 
KBM480- 488.8. Sources -Pre-Talmudic literature (non-Biblical) 
 
KBM487.A05-488.8 Dead Sea scrolls 
 
KBM488.A-Z Individual scrolls, A-Z 
 
KBM488.5 Selections of scrolls from individual caves 
 
 
KBM495-518  Sources-Rabbinical literature  
 
KBM495-495.5 Collections. Compilations. Selections 
 
KBM496 Works about the sources 
 
KBM497- 509 Talmudic literature 
 
KBM510- 518 Midrash  
 
 
KBM520- 523.72  Halakhah  
 
KBM520.5- 520.56 History  
 
KBM520.6 Philosophy (General) 
 
KBM520.7 Commandments 
 
 KBM520.8- 520.9 Codes 
 
KBM521.15- 523 Responsa 
 
 
KBM523.8 - 4855 Mishpat Ivri 
 
KBM524 General works 
 
KBM524.12- 524.26 The concept of Jewish law 
 
KBM524.3 Sources of Jewish law  
 
KBM524.32 Methodology of law development 
 
KBM524.36 Influence of other legal systems on Jewish law 
 
KBM524.38 Law reform and policies. Criticism 
 
KBM524.4.A-Z Concepts applying to several branches of the law 
 
KBM524.42 Private law 
 
KBM524.6 - 530 Persons 
 
KBM531 - 619  Domestic relations. Family law 
 
KBM542-553 Marriage  
 
KBM543.5 Betrothal of girls under age of Bat Mitzvah.  
 
KBM544-544.8  Impediments to marriage   
  
KBM544 General (Comparative) 
    
KBM544.2 Consanguinity and affinity. Incest   
 
KBM544.5 Restrictions on cohanim. Ḥalal   
  
KBM544.6 Bigamy  
   
KBM544.7 Adultery    
 
KBM544.8 Mamzerim. Questionable mamzerim.  
 
KBM546-546.16 Performance of marriage   
  
KBM546.13 Ketubah  
   
KBM546.14 Ḥuppah  
   
KBM546.15 Ḳiddushin 
    
KBM546.16 Consummation 
    
KBM546.17 Irregular and de facto marriages. Common law marriages  
   
KBM546.18 Validity and effect of civil marriages  
   
KBM546.2 Interfaith marriage. Marriage to non-Jews   
  
KBM546.3.A-Z Marriage of members of Jewish sects  
   
KBM546.3.E86 Ethiopian Jews   
  
KBM546.3.K37 Karaites   
  
KBM546.3.S36 Samaritans 
    
KBM546.4 Multiple marriage. Polygamy 
    
KBM546.5 Temporary marriage  
 
KBM547 Husband and wife. Rights and duties  
   
KBM555 - 567 Matrimonial actions. Dissolution of marriage 
 
KBM556 Void or voidable marriage 
  
KBM558-559.8 Divorce  
 
KBM559-559.8  Particular grounds for divorce  
   
KBM559 General works  
   
KBM559.3 Misconduct by wife. Rebellious wife. 
 
KBM559.6 Misconduct by husband  
    
KBM559.65 Impotence   
  
KBM559.8 Adultery   
  
KBM562-562.8 Procedure  
 
KBM567 Settlement of economic claims from defective or dissolved 
marriages    
        
 
KBM569 - 574.2 Marital property and regime 
 
KBM570 Statutory regimes. Communal ordinances   
  
KBM572 Prenuptial agreements. Ketubah as an economic document    
 
KBM573 Separation of property    
 
KBM574 Community of property    
   
        
KBM583-619 Consanguinity. Affinity. Kinship 
 
KBM583 General works 
 
KBM584 Support 
  
KBM587-619 Parent and child 
 
KBM589-589.62 Children 
 
KBM589.3 Non-Jewish children of Jews   
  
KBM589.32 Jewishness. Who is a Jew? 
 
KBM598-607 Parental power 
 
KBM608 Stepchildren  
 
KBM609 Adoption. Raising a child not one's own  
  
KBM612-613  Illegitimacy 
 
KBM616.5-619 Paternity and maternity    
 
 
KBM622-628.5 Guardian and ward 
  
KBM625 Guardianship over minors   
  
KBM627-627.2 Guardianship over adults  
 
KBM628 Interdiction    
 
KBM632-636.2 Inheritance and succession 
  
KBM633-633.2 Decedents' estates. Shares   
 
KBM633.5-634.3 Qualification as heir. Legal sharers  
 
KBM634.6 Exclusion from inheritance   
  
KBM634.7 Liability. Debts of estate  
 
KBM635-635.2 Wills. Testamentary succession  
 
KBM635.4 Executors and administrators of estate   
  
KBM636 Unworthiness of heir. Disinheritance    
 
KBM636.3 Gifts. Charitable gifts. Donations 
 
KBM639-1424 Dinei mamonot 
 
KBM640-758 Property. Res in commercio  
 
KBM642.3-644 Things. Types of property  
  
KBM646-675 Possession and ownership  
 
KBM648-663 Acquisition and transfer of possession and ownership  
 
KBM655-672 Acquisition and loss of ownership  
 
KBM674 Co-ownership. Joint ownership    
 
KBM675 Protection of ownership. Claims and actions resulting from 
ownership  
 
KBM683-758 Real (Immovable) property. Land law  
 
KBM695-701 Rights incident to ownership of land  
 
KBM700-701 Adjoining landowners   
 
 KBM706-715 Rights as to the use of another's land    
 
KBM726-730 Pledges. Contracts of pledging  
 
KBM737-758 Land register. Registration of land titles 
 
KBM801-1250 Obligations. Contracts and transactions  
 
KBM814-815 Types of obligations    
               
KBM817-822.5 Extinction of obligation   
  
KBM824-827.5 Nonperformance 
 
KBM834-853 Delicts. Torts   
 
KBM854-857 Unjust enrichment    
 
KBM858-873.8 Concepts and principles of contract law    
 
KBM874-1049.7 Individual contracts and transactions 
 
KBM1050-1085 Stock companies  
 
KBM1120-1134 Cooperative societies  
 
KBM1137-1139 Combinations. Industrial trusts  
 
KBM1147 Corporate reorganization    
 
KBM1155-1194 Intellectual and industrial property 
  
KBM1234-1250 Unfair competition   
 
KBM1270-1424 Labor laws and legislation 
  
KBM1295 Formation of contracts   
 
KBM1330 Wages    
 
KBM1422 Child and youth labor    
 
KBM1424 Women's labor    
 
KBM1468-1547 Social laws and legislation  
 
 KBM1468 Social reform and policies    
 
KBM1472-1512 Social insurance. Social security  
 
KBM1476 Coverage and benefits  
 
KBM1483 Health insurance 
    
KBM1495 Worker's compensation    
 
KBM1508 Old age, survivors, and disability insurance   
  
KBM1512 Unemployment insurance  
 
KBM1520-1527 Social service. Welfare  
 
KBM1528-1547 Social service beneficiaries  
  
KBM1528 The poor and destitute   
  
KBM1529 Older people    
 
KBM1530 Pensioners 
 
KBM1531 Large families 
  
KBM1532-1534 People with disabilities 
    
KBM1536 Homeless persons 
    
KBM1537-1538 War-related and conflict-related groups of beneficiaries 
 
KBM1539 Soldiers. Prisoners. Ransoming of captives  
 
KBM1542-1547 Children. Youth       
                
 
KBM1572-1942 Courts and procedure 
 
KBM1572-1575 Administration of justice. Organization of the judiciary   
 
KBM1580-1595 Courts and tribunals  
 
KBM1582 Rabbinical courts. Bet din   
 
KBM1586 Appeal from one court to another   
   
KBM1587-1587.5 Sanhedrin  
 
KBM1595 Court decorum and discipline    
 
KBM1600-1942 The legal profession. Court personnel  
 
KBM1610-1619 Judges. Dayyanim   
 
KBM1620-1624 Auxiliary personnel   
 
KBM1626-1628 Experts and expert witnesses  
 
KBM1630 Practice of law. Attorneys    
 
KBM1650.9-1657 Procedural principles  
 
KBM1660-1662 Pretrial procedures  
 
KBM1663-1667 Procedure at trial  
 
KBM1672-1677 Evidence. Burden of proof  
 
KBM1679-1680 Judicial decisions 
 
KBM1686-1687 Remedies  
 
KBM1690 Execution of judgment    
 
KBM1804 Particular procedures  
   
KBM1829 Arbitration    
 
KBM1846-1846.5 Notaries 
  
KBM1880 Inheritance (Probate court) procedure    
 
KBM1885-1942 Insolvency      
        
KBM2000-2024 Public law. The state and the Jewish community 
  
KBM2015-2024 Philosophy and theory  
 
KBM2020-2024 Rule of law      
 
KBM2070-2614 Constitutional law. Constitutional principles of the Jewish community 
  
KBM2070 General works  
 
KBM2085-2200 Constitutional history  
  
KBM2090-2104 Biblical period, through ca. 135 C.E. 
 
KBM2106-2107 Diaspora  
 
KBM2129-2130.2 Constitutional principles 
  
KBM2200.A-Z Special topics  
 
KBM2240-2300 Concepts and principles    
 
KBM2275 Ethics in government. Conflict of interests  
  
KBM2300 Privileges, prerogatives, and immunities of rulers   
  
KBM2339-2340 Sources and relationships of the law   
 
KBM2370-2387 Relationship of the Jewish community to the secular state 
 
KBM2400 Relations with non-Jews    
 
KBM2430-2490 Relationship of the individual to the Jewish community and state  
 
KBM2447-2450 Membership in the Jewish community  
 
KBM2448 Conversion to Judaism 
    
KBM2460-2486 Human rights. Civil and political rights    
 
KBM2462 Human dignity    
 
KBM2465-2468 Equality before the law. Legal and social equality    
        
KBM2469-2478 Freedom  
 
KBM2483 Freedom of association   
 
KBM2484 Due process of law   
  
KBM2484.49-2486 Particular rights 
 
KBM2490 Control of subversive activities or groups      
   
KBM2500-2614 Organs of government and administration 
 
KBM2510-2510.4 Legislative power and process. Communal legislation  
 
KBM2532 Jewish communal leaders  
   
KBM2577-2614 The executive branch       
 
 
KBM2711-2840 Administrative law and process of communal agencies   
 
KBM2724 Autonomy. Rulemaking power  
 
KBM2732 Acts of government or communal agencies 
 
KBM2757 Enforcement. Administrative sanctions    
 
KBM2824-2840 Public restraint on private property 
 
KBM2970 Employees of communal agencies 
 
KBM3000-3036.5 Police and public safety 
 
KBM3007 Police force    
 
KBM3009 Public safety 
 
KBM3022 Control of individuals   
  
KBM3034-3036.5 Control of social activities 
 
KBM3040.5-3073 Public property. Communal property. Restraints on private property 
  
KBM3046-3046.5 Water resources  
 
KBM3061.92-3071 Public land law  
 
KBM3073 Public works    
 
KBM3075-3097 Public health  
 
KBM3078-3078.5 Burial and cemetery laws. Disposal of the dead    
   
KBM3080-3087 Contagious and infectious diseases. Parasitic diseases  
 
 KBM3090-3092 Drug laws  
 
KBM3096.5 Tobacco use. Smoking  
   
KBM3097 Alcoholic beverages        
  
KBM3098-3122 Medical legislation 
 
KBM3098.5 Jewish medical ethics    
 
KBM3100 General works  
   
KBM3100.5 Malpractice    
 
KBM3103.A-Z Other  
 
KBM3103.D45 Dentists.  
KBM3103.H42 Healers   
KBM3103.P79 Psychologists. Psychotherapists    
 
KBM3104 General works    
 
KBM3105 Nurses and nursing    
 
KBM3106 Midwives    
 
KBM3107 Physical therapists    
 
KBM3108.A-Z Health organizations  
 
KBM3108.H36 Hatsalah    
KBM3108.M33 Magen David adom    
KBM3108.R43 Red Cross   
 
KBM3110 General works    
 
KBM3111 Health resorts and spas    
 
KBM3112 Blood banks    
 
KBM3113 Institutions for the mentally ill and/or developmentally disabled   
 
KBM3114.A-Z Other health organizations, institutions, or services  
 
KBM3114.D39 Day care centers for infants and children    
KBM3114.E43 Emergency medical services    
 KBM3114.O42 Old age homes. Nursing homes   
 
KBM3115 Biomedical engineering. Medical technology  General  
   
KBM3115.5 Genetic engineering    
 
KBM3116 Transplantation of organs, tissues, etc.   
 
KBM3117 Human reproductive technology  
  
KBM3119.A-Z Special topics  
 
KBM3119.A36 Abortion    
KBM3119.A88 Autopsy    
KBM3119.C57 Circumcision    
KBM3119.D43 Death, Definition of    
KBM3119.M43 Medical instruments and apparatus. Medical devices    
 
KBM3121 Eugenics. Sterilization and castration 
 
KBM3121.7 Euthanasia   
 
KBM3122 Veterinary medicine and hygiene    
 
KBM3123 Animal protection. Animal welfare. Animal rights 
 
KBM3124 - 3125.A-Z Birth control. Family planning 
 
KBM3127-3134 Environmental law 
 
KBM3130-3132.5 Environmental pollution  
 
KBM3134 Wilderness preservation      
 
KBM3137-3183 Cultural affairs 
 
KBM3137 General works    
 
KBM3137.5 Freedom of science and the arts. Academic freedom    
 
KBM3137.7 Cultural policy. Encouragement of science and the arts    
 
KBM3137.9-.92 Language    
 
KBM3138- 3158.5 Education  
 
 KBM3139-3139.4  Students  
 
KBM3140- 3140.7 Teachers. School functionaries  
   
KBM3140.9 Preschool education   
    
KBM3141 Elementary education   
 
KBM3143- 3143.6  Education of disabled children 
 
KBM3144.5 Vocational education   
 
KBM3146 Secondary education  
 
KBM3147-3156.A-Z Higher education   
 
KBM3158.5 Adult education    
 
KBM3159 Physical education. Sports   
  
KBM3160-3183 Science and the arts  
 
   
KBM3190-3436 Economic law  
 
KBM3210 Prices and price control   
  
KBM3217 Community-owned business enterprises  
   
KBM3220-3247 Competition rules   
 
KBM3254-3268 Standards. Norms   
 
KBM3272-3430 Regulation of industry, trade, and commerce   
  
KBM3276 Consumer protection   
  
KBM3280 Advertising 
 
KBM3293-3336 Agriculture. Forestry. Rural law  
      
KBM3377-3400 Food processing industries. Food products   
 
KBM3405 Trade with non-Jews 
 
KBM3415-3430 Trade within the Jewish community   
  
KBM3431-3436 Energy policy. Power supply   
 
KBM3440-3504 Transportation and communication  
 
KBM3442-3455 Road traffic. Automotive transportation  
 
KBM3459 Railroads  
   
KBM3467 Aviation. Air law 
 
KBM3469 Space law  
   
KBM3471 Water transportation  
 
KBM3482-3504.522 Communication. Mass media           
 
KBM3515-3522 Professions 
 
KBM3517-3519 Individual professions   
 
KBM3517-3518.22 Economic and financial advisors    
 
KBM3519 Engineers 
 
KBM3522 Lawyers         
 
KBM3526-3695 Public finance 
 
KBM3534-3537 Money 
 
KBM3540-3572 Communal taxation and fundraising 
 
KBM3573-3592 Income tax. Taxation based on current income 
  
KBM3616-3620 Wealth tax. Property tax. Taxation of capital  
 
KBM3621 Estate, inheritance, and gift taxes    
 
KBM3623 Capital gains tax  
   
KBM3624-3625 Surtaxes   
 
KBM3627-3640 Excise taxes. Taxes on transactions  
 
KBM3640.K66 Kosher food. Kosher meat 
  
KBM3655-3660 Local finance  
 
KBM3693-3695 Tax and customs crimes and delinquency. Procedure                   
 
KBM3709-3729 Measures in time of war, national emergency, or economic crisis  
 
KBM3710-3724 Particular measures  
 
KBM3727-3728 Damage compensation   
 
KBM3729.A-Z Particular victims  
 
KBM3738-3785 Community defense. Military law  
 
KBM3738-3740 Organized defense forces. Patrols. Militias. The armed forces 
 
KBM3752 Civil defense 
    
KBM3758-3770 Military criminal law and procedure 
 
KBM3780-3785 Military discipline. Law enforcement. Procedure       
 
KBM3790-4855 Criminal law and procedure 
 
KBM3790 Reform of criminal law and procedure  
   
KBM3810 Criminal law in the Ḥumash. Doraita   
  
KBM3811 Rebelliousness    
 
KBM3817-3819 Relationship of criminal law to other disciplines or subjects  
 
KBM3825-3838.3 Applicability and validity of the law  
   
KBM3840-3920 Criminal offense. Criminal act 
 
KBM3940 Compound offenses and compound punishment    
 
KBM3946-4038 Punishment 
 
KBM4048-4545 Individual offenses  
 
KBM4538 Crimes against humanity    
 
KBM4545 War crimes   
  
KBM4610-4855 Criminal procedure    
 
 
KBP1- 4860 ISLAMIC LAW. SHARĪAH 
 
KBP2418.I86. Branches of law. Foreign relations. Israel. Palestine 
 
 
KBR2- 4090 HISTORY OF CANON LAW 
 
KBR3787.J49 Ecclesiastical courts and procedure-Jurisdiction over Jews 
 
 
KBU2- 4820 LAW OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. THE HOLY SEE 
 
KBU4282 Israel. Palestine   
 
KBU4284 Jerusalem     
 
 
KD1- 9500.24 LAW OF ENGLAND AND WALES 
 
KD744.J4 Jews-Legal Status, laws  
 
KD4058.J48 Jews - Nationality and citizenship 
 
KD4102.J4 Civil and political rights and liberties-Religious minorities-Jews 
 
 
KEO1-1199.5 LAW OF CANADA (ONTARIO)  
 
KEO660.J4 Social law and legislation-Discrimination in employment and its prevention-
Jews 
 
 
KF1- 9827 UNITED STATES (GENERAL) 
 
KF299.J4 The legal profession-Jewish lawyers 
 
KF4869.J3 Constitutional law-Church and state-Jews 
 
 
KJ1- 4999 HISTORY OF LAW (EUROPE)   
 
KJ720.J49 Germanic law-Germanic nations and their constitution-The estates-Jews 
  
 
KJA0- 4999 ROMAN LAW 
 
KJA2211 Private law and procedure-Legal status-Jews 
 
 
KJV1-9158.2 LAW OF FRANCE 
 
KJV4198.J49 Constitutional law. Nationality and citizenship-Jews.  
 
KJV4207.J49 Constitutional law. Equality before the law (Antidiscrimination in general)-
Jews 
 
 
KK1- 9799.33 LAW OF GERMANY 
 
KK4.J48 Bibliography-Jews 
 
KK73.5.A-Z War crime trials-Trials of German criminals by German courts-Individual 
trials 
 
KK73.5.A98 Auschwitz (Concentration camp)   
  
KK73.5.D32 Dachau (Concentration camp)    
 
KK73.5.E98 Euthanasia Trials  
   
KK73.5.H44 Heilman (Concentration camp)   
  
KK73.5.H56 Hinzert (Concentration camp)   
  
KK73.5.M34 Majdanek (Concentration camp)   
  
KK73.5.S32 Sachsenhausen (Concentration camp)  
 
KK205.8.J49 History of law-Jews in the Sachsenspiegel 
 
KK305-305.2 History of law- Holy Roman Empire- Particular estates-Jews 
 
KK373.J83 History of law. Finance. Judenschatz. Judenregal  
 
KK802 History of law. Criminal law and procedure-Accused. Person charged. 
Defendant-Legal status. Estates-Jews 
  
KK928 Modern political theory of law-Nazi. Fascist-Jewish question 
 
KK1124.R32 Family law. Race. Miscegenation. Intermarriage. Jewish question 
   
KK3712.J49 Courts and procedure-The legal profession-Minorities-Jews 
 
KK4743 Weimar Republic and Third Reich. Nationality and citizenship-Jews  
 
KK4761 Weimar Republic and Third Reich. Expropriation and confiscation of property-
Jews 
 
KK5144.M56 Equality before the law. Antidiscrimination in general. Groups 
discriminated against-Jews 
 
KK5540.J83 Secular ecclesiastical law. Religious corporations and societies. Judaism 
 
KK7658 Restitution and indemnification for victims of the Nazi regime. Councils of 
Jews 
 
KK7660 Restitution and indemnification for victims of the Nazi regime. Jewish Trust 
Corporation for Germany, Limited 
 
 
KMK1- 4890 LAW OF ASIA: ISRAEL   
 
KMK10-17.72 Legislation 
 
KMK30-32 Judicial statistics 
 
KMK38-46 Trials 
 
KMK50-53.2 Legal education  
   
KMK53.3-.92 Legal profession    
 
KMK54-54.7 Bar associations. Law societies.  
 
KMK85-298 History of law 
 
KMK440-469 Philosophy, jurisprudence, and theory of law 
 
KMK470 Law reform and policies 
 
KMK479 Private law 
 
 KMK480-486 Conflict of laws 
 
KMK511-629 Persons   
  
KMK631-736 Property    
 
KMK740-753.2 Trusts and trustees    
 
KMK755 Estate planning  
 
KMK761-800 Succession upon death  
   
KMK801-939.7 Contracts    
 
KMK940-949.6 Torts 
  
KMK950 Compensation to victims of crimes 
 
KMK970-981.7 Economic constitution  
 
KMK982-1068.6 Regulation of industry, trade, and commerce 
 
KMK1070-1092.23 Professions. Intelligentsia 
 
KMK1100-1200 Intellectual and industrial property   
  
KMK1205-1208 Social legislation 
 
KMK1210.2-1408 Labor law    
 
KMK1410-1455 Social insurance. Social security 
 
KMK1456-1481 Social services. Public welfare 
 
KMK1482-1488 Human reproduction  
   
KMK1488-1505.23 Public health 
 
KMK1520-1531 Medical legislation 
 
KMK1536-1544 Drug laws. Liquor laws 
 
KMK1550-1589 Police and public safety   
  
KMK1600-1702 Cultural affairs    
 
 KMK1710-1729 Public law 
 
KMK1733.2-2293 Constitutional law 
 
KMK2320-2360 Municipal government 
 
KMK2450-2468.2 Administrative law  
 
KMK2500-2626 Public property 
 
KMK2650-2704 Government measures in time of war, national emergency, or economic 
crisis    
 
KMK2715-3340 Public finance   
  
KMK3350-3405 National defense. Military law 
 
KMK3407-3767 Courts and procedure   
  
KMK3790-4507 Criminal law   
  
KMK4600.9-4857.22 Criminal procedure 
 
 
KMK4980-4990 Israel-Cities, communities, etc. 
 
KMK4980 Beersheba  
 
KMK4981 Haifa  
   
KMK4983 Nazareth  
 
KMK4985 Ramla  
 
KMK4987 Tel Aviv  
 
KMK4990.A-Z Other cities  
 
 
KML1- 490 LAW OF ASIA: JERUSALEM 
 
KML8.5-35 History of law 
 
KML44-46.5 Philosophy, jurisprudence, and theory of law 
 
KML49-96.5 Civil law 
  
KML97-113.8 Commercial law 
 
KML115-125.5 Intellectual and industrial property 
 
KML125.92-145.2 Labor law   
 
KML146-156.82 Social legislation 
 
KML156.92-197.6 Courts and procedure 
 
KML200-203 Public law 
 
KML204.2-267.7 Constitutional law 
 
KML268.69-271.4 State and religion 
 
KML272-297.2 Administrative law 
 
KML297.4-299.2 Civil service. Public officials and functionaries 
 
KML300-303.8 Police and public safety 
 
KML304-308.35 Public property 
 
KML308.5-310.6 Public health 
 
KML310.8-313.12 Medical legislation 
 
KML313.4-.5 Birth control. Family planning. Population control 
 
KML313.7-314.922 Environmental law 
 
KML315-320.6 Cultural affairs 
 
KML320.7-343.92 Economic law 
 
KML344-348 Transportation 
 
KML348.2-351.8 Communication. Mass media 
 
KML352.8-370.6 Public finance 
 
KML370.9-373.52 Government measures in time of war, national emergency, or 
economic crisis  
  
 KML374-378.5 National defense. Military law 
 
KML379-459 Criminal law   
 
KML459.9-487.42 Criminal procedure    
 
 
KZ2-7500 LAW OF NATIONS 
 
KZ194.I77 Peace treaties-Israel-Arab Wars, 1948- 
 
KZ906 Sources. Israel. Palestine 
 
KZ1179.A-Z Trials of international crimes-World War II-Nuremberg Trial of Major 
German War Criminals before the International Military Tribunal (IMT) 
 
KZ1179.B45 Belsen Trial, 1945   
 
KZ1179.E36 Einsatzgruppen Trial, 1947-1948  
 
KZ1179.H54 High Command Trial, 1948-1949  
    
KZ1179.I23 I.G. Farben Trial, 1947-1948  
 
KZ1179.J89 Justice case, 1947  
 
KZ1179.M43 Medical Trial, 1946-1947  
 
KZ1179.M56 Ministries Trial, 1948-1949  
 
KZ1179.N38 Natzweiler Trial, 1946   
 
KZ4282 The international legal community and members- Israel. Palestine 
 
KZ6795.A72 Enforced settlement of international disputes-Arab-Israeli conflict 
 
 
   
L 
EDUCATION 
 
 
 
L1-991 EDUCATION (GENERAL) 
 
L60 Periodicals. Societies-Israel. Palestine 
  
L631-632 Official documents, reports, etc.- Israel. Palestine 
 
 
LA1-2396 HISTORY OF EDUCATION 
 
LA47 General pre-Christian. Ancient-Jews 
 
LA102 Medieval and modern-Jewish education 
 
LA1440-1444 Middle East (Near East). The Levant-Israel. Palestine 
 
 
LB1-3640 THEORY AND PRACTICE OF EDUCATION 
 
LB75.A-Z General pre-Christian-Jewish educators and writers 
 
LB3045.84 Religion in textbooks 
 
LB3045.62 Bias in textbooks-Antisemitism  
 
 
LC1-6691 SPECIAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATION 
 
LC701-775  Moral and religious education-Jewish education 
 
LC701 Periodicals. Societies  
   
LC715 General works    
 
LC719 General special  
 
LC720 Day nursery. Kindergarten. Foundation School  
 
LC721 Heder   
  
LC722 Talmud Torah    
 
LC723 Yeshivah ketanah. Day school  
   
LC724 Yiddish school. “Folk-shule”  
 
LC741-750 Jewish Education-By region or country  
 
LC741-743 United States   
 
 LC744-744.3 Canada   
  
LC745 Latin America   
  
LC746 Europe  
 
LC747 Asia  
 
LC747.3 Arab countries  
   
LC748 Africa  
  
LC749 Australia  
  
LC749.6 New Zealand    
 
LC750.A-Z Pacific islands  
 
LC750.4 Arctic regions   (Greenland)   
 
LC771-775  Jewish education-Individual institutions 
  
LC771.A-Z United States 
  
LC775.A-Z Other  
 
 
LC3551-3593 Education of Jews 
 
LC3551 Periodicals. Societies. Serials    
 
LC3557 General works   
  
LC3559 General special   
  
LC3565 Elementary    
 
LC3567 Higher   
  
LC3571-3589 Education of Jews-By region or country    
 
LC3571-3575 United States    
   
LC3579-3580.5  Canada  
   
LC3581.A-Z Other American regions or countries  
    
LC3584-3585 Europe  
 
LC3589.A-Z Other regions or countries  
   
LC3591-3593 Education of Jews-Individual institutions  
 
LC3591.A-Z United States. By city  
 
LC3593.A-Z Other countries. By country and city  
 
 
LG1-961 INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTIONS  
 
LG341-345 Individual institutions-Israel. Palestine 
  
LG341.B4  Beersheba. Universitat Ben Guryon ba-Negev  
LG341.B48  Bethlehem. Jāmiat Bayt Laḥm  
LG341.B57  Bīr Zayt. Jāmi'at Bīr Zayt  
LG341.G38 Gaza.  
LG341.H33  Haifa. 
LG341.J45  Jerusalem. Hebrew University. 
LG341.J497  Jerusalem .Masjid a-Aqṣá   
LG341.M42  Mikhlalah ha-aḳademit Emeḳ Yizrel  
LG341.M44  Mikhlalah ha-aḳademit Sapir  
LG341.M45  Mikhlalah ha-aḳademit Tel-Ḥai  
LG341.M46  Mikhlalah ha-aḳademit Yehudah ve-Shomron  
LG341.N37  Nazareth. Jāmi'at al-Jalīl al-'Arabīyah  
LG341.N4  Neḥalim. Yeshivat Benei Akiva Nahal Yitzhak  
LG341.R33  Ramat Gan. Bar-Ilan University  
LG341.T38  Tel-Aviv. Open University  
LG341.T47  Tel-Aviv. University  
LG341.T7  Tsofit. Berl Katznelson Institute  
 
LG345.A-Z Schools. By place  
 
 
 
M 
MUSIC AND BOOKS ON MUSIC 
 
 
 
M1495-2199 MUSIC—VOCAL MUSIC 
 
M1668.9.J5-1853 Secular vocal music 
  
M1668.9.J5 Jewish American ethnic music 
 
M1676.J4 Jewish War Veterans of the United States of America 
 
M1810- 1811.2 Israel. Palestine 
 
M1811 Separate general works 
 
M1811.18 Collections of popular music 
 
M1811.2 Separate works of popular music  
 
M1850-1853 Folk, national, and ethnic music-Jews 
 
M1850 General    
 
M1851 Zionist, Hasidic, and other movements  
    
M1852 Yiddish    
 
M1853 Other dialects       
 
 
M2017.6-2194.3 Sacred vocal music 
 
M2017.6 Choral services, etc.-Jewish 
 
M2079.5 Choruses-Accompaniment of keyboard instrument(s)-Jewish 
 
M2099.5 Choruses-Unaccompanied-Other religions or denominations-Jewish 
 
M2114.3 One solo voice-Separate works-Jewish 
 
M2144 Hymnals. Hymn collections-Jewish 
 
M2186-2187 Liturgy and ritual-Jewish 
 
M2186 Collections  
   
M2187 Individual services   
 
M2194.3 Sacred vocal music for children-Jewish 
 
 
ML1-3930 LITERATURE ON MUSIC 
  
ML102.J4 Jewish music and musicians-Dictionaries. Encyclopedias 
 
ML106.I75 Dictionaries. Encyclopedias-Bio-bibliographical-Israel 
 
ML120.I75 Bibliography-Israel 
 
ML128.J4 Jewish music-Bibliography 
 
ML156.4.J4 Jewish music-Bibliography-Discography 
 
 
ML166-3776 History and criticism 
 
ML166 Ancient-Mesopotamia and Egypt-Jews 
 
ML345.I8-345.I89 Israel 
 
ML548-548.6 Instruments and instrumental music-Jews 
 
ML1151.I75-.I759 Ensembles-Chamber music-Israel 
 
ML1551.I75-1551.I759 Choral music-Israel 
 
ML1751.I75-1751.I759 Secular vocal music-Dramatic music-Israel 
 
ML3195 Sacred vocal music-Jewish 
 
ML3351.I75-3351.I759 Program music-Israel 
 
ML3502.I75-3502.I758 Popular music-Israel 
 
ML3509.I82-3509.I828 Jazz-Israel 
 
ML3754-3754.9 Folk, national, and ethnic music-Israel. Palestine 
 
ML3776 Folk, national, and ethnic music-Music of the Jews 
 
 
ML3921.6.J83 Religious aspects of music-Judaism 
 
 
  
N  
FINE ARTS 
 
  
 
N1-9211 VISUAL ARTS 
 
N72.H63 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) and visual art  
 
N620.J48 New York City-Jewish Museum 
 
N3750.J5 Jerusalem-Israel Museum 
 
N5460-7418 History 
 
N5460 Ancient art. Artistic archaeology-Judea. Syria 
 
N7277-7279 Israel. Palestine 
 
N7277.5.A-Z Special aspects  
 
N7277.5.M63 Modernism    
N7277.5.V53 Video art   
 
N7414.75-7418 Jewish art 
 
N7414.75-7414.9 Museums. Collections. Exhibitions   
  
N7414.75.A-Z United States. By city and museum  
 
N7414.8.A-Z Other countries. By country and city  
 
N7414.9.A-Z Private collections. By collector  
  
N7415-7416 General works 
    
N7417.3 Middle ages  
   
N7417.5 16th-18th centuries 
    
N7417.6 19th-20th centuries  
   
N7417.7 21st century    
 
N7418 Jewish artists (Collective biography) 
 
N8020-8028 Christian art-Bible illustrations 
        
N8217.C55 Special subjects of art-Concentration camps 
  
N8219.J49 Jews in visual arts 
 
N8233.N47 Neuengamme (Concentration camp) 
 
N8251.T37 Terezín (Czech Republic: Concentration camp) 
 
N8356.J48 Jewish women as artists 
 
 
NA1-9428 ARCHITECTURE 
 
NA220-221 Ancient architecture-Chaldea. Babylonia. Assyria 
 
NA240-245 Ancient architecture-Judea. Syria 
 
NA4690 Synagogues 
 
 
NB1-1952 SCULPTURE 
 
NB130.J5 Ancient sculpture-Jewish 
 
NB199 History-Jewish sculpture 
 
 
NC1-1940 DRAWING. DESIGN. ILLUSTRATION 
 
NC825.T47 Special subjects -Terezín (Czech Republic: Concentration camp) 
 
NC992.I75-992.I752  Illustration in Israel   
 
NC1763.J4 Caricature. Pictorial humor and satire-Jews 
 
NC1878.J4 Picture postcards-Jews 
 
 
ND25-3416 PAINTING 
 
ND199 History-Jewish painting 
 
ND3343.7 Illuminating of manuscripts and books-Antisemitism 
 
ND3355.5 Illuminating of manuscripts and books-Bibles 
 
ND3356-3358  Illuminating of manuscripts and books-Bibles-Old Testaments 
  
 
NK1-9990 DECORATIVE ARTS. APPLIED ARTS. DECORATION AND 
ORNAMENT 
 
NK608.J48 History- Jewish folk and decorative art  
 
NK1672 Jewish religious art   
  
NK3636 Hebrew Calligraphy 
 
NK4706.4.J48 Costume and accessories-History-Jews  
 
 
NX1-820 ARTS IN GENERAL 
 
NX180.H59 The arts in relation to Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
NX650.C68 Concentration camps 
 
NX650.H57 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) in art 
 
NX651.8-652 Characters, persons, and ethnic groups in art 
 
NX652.D3 David, King of Israel 
NX652.J48 Jews 
NX652.J83 Judith (Jewish heroine) 
 
NX684 Jewish religious arts 
 
 
 
P  
LANGUAGE  AND LITERATURE 
 
 
 
P1-1091 PHILOLOGY. LINGUISTICS 
 
P96.K52-96.K522  Communication. Mass media-Special aspects-Kibbutzim 
 
 
PA201-899 GREEK LITERATURE 
 
PA3421.A-Z Special collections 
 
 PA3421.G8 Graeco-Jewish writers 
 
PA3421.J8 Judaism  
 
 
PA3936.A132- 4445.T7 Greek literature-Individual authors to 600 A.D 
 
PA3936.A132 Artapanus (Jewish historian)  
 
PA3948.D352 Demetrius (Jewish historian)  
 
PA4445.T7 Theodotus (Jewish epic poet)  
 
 
PA6000-6971 ROMAN LITERATURE 
 
PA6817.2 Vergilius Maro, Publius (Virgil)-Translations-Hebrew 
 
 
PC601-872 ROMANIAN LANGUAGE 
 
PC800.7.J48 Literature-Jewish authors 
 
PC803.8.J48 Literature-History-Treatment of Jews 
 
 
PC1073-1977 ITALIAN LANGUAGE 
 
PC1784 Dialects-Judeo-Italian   
 
 
PC2700-3761 DIALECTS OF FRANCE 
 
PC3151-PC3158 Judeo-French   
 
 
PC4073-4977 SPANISH LANGUAGE 
 
PC4813-4813.95 Dialects-Jewish Spanish (Ladino) and Hakétia language and literature 
 
 
PC5043-5498 PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE 
 
PC5423 Dialects-Jewish Portuguese 
 
 
 PE1-3729  ENGLISH PHILOLOGY AND LANGUAGE 
 
PE1117-1130 Modern English-Language-Grammar-Readers 
 
PE1125 Readers for religious students-Jewish readers  
 
PE1130.A-Z   Readers for foreign students 
 
PE1130.H5 Hebrew 
 
PE1130.H55 Yiddish    
 
 
PG560-585 YUGOSLAV LITERATURE 
 
PG 569.J48    19th and 20th centuries-Jews in literature 
 
 
PG601-716 CHURCH SLAVIC LITERATURE 
 
PG705.J67-705.J673  Church Slavic Literature-Josephus, Flavius. De bello Judaico 
 
 
PG1000-1146 BULGARIAN LITERATURE 
 
PG 1004.5.J48 Bulgarian Literature-History-Jewish authors  
 
 
PG1400-1749 SERBO-CROATIAN LITERATURE 
 
PG 1404.9.J48 Serbo-Croatian literature-History-Jewish authors 
 
 
PG2899.2-3698 RUSSIAN LITERATURE 
 
PG2988.J4 History and criticism - Treatment of Jews 
 
PG 2998.J4 Biography of Russian authors (Collective) by race - Jewish authors    
 
PG3015.5.A56 19th century - Antisemitism 
 
PG 3015.5.J49 19th century - Jews in literature   
 
PG3026.C64 20th century - Soviet literature-Concentration camps 
 
PG 3026.J48 20th century - Soviet literature-Jews in literature  
  
PG3027.5.A58 21st century-Antisemitism 
 
PG 3203.J48 Collections of Russian literature - Jewish authors 
 
PG 3205.J4 Literary collections-Judaism 
  
PG 3228.H64 20th century. Soviet literature-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)  
 
PG3235.B32  Poetry-Babi Yar Massacre, Ukraine, 1941 
 
PG 3235.J4 Russian poetry-Jews 
 
PG 3328.Z7J4  Dostoyevsky, Fyodor, 1821-1881- Jews in literature 
 
 
PG3900-3987 UKRAINIAN LITERATURE 
 
PG 3906.J49 History-Jews  
 
PG 3932.5.J48 Collections-Jews  
 
 
PG5000-5146 CZECH LITERATURE 
 
PG 5003.2.J4 History-Treatment of Jews. Judaism  
 
PG5006.3.A48 19th century- Antisemitism 
 
PG5006.3.J83 19th century-Judaism 
 
PG5007.2.H65 20th century-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PG 5020.3.J48 Collections-Jewish authors  
 
 
PG5400-5546 SLOVAK LITERATURE 
 
PG 5403.2.J4 History-Treatment of Jews. Judaism  
 
 
PG7001-7446 POLISH LITERATURE 
 
PG 7024.J4 History and criticism -Treatment of Jews  
 
PG 7035.J48 Jewish authors 
  
PG 7038.J49 Origins. Early to 1800-Jews 
 
PG7053.A-Z 19th-20th centuries-Special topics 
 
PG7053.C66    Concentration camps 
PG 7053.H63 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
PG 7053.J46    Jewish women  
PG 7053.J47 Jews  
 
PG7102.C65 Prose-Concentration camps 
 
PG 7102.J48 Prose-Jews  
 
PG 7133.5 J48 Collections-Jewish authors  
 
PG 7135.2.H64 Collections-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)  
 
PG 7135.2.J48 Collections-Jews  
 
PG7141.A87 Poetry-Auschwitz (Concentration camp) 
 
PG7148.C65 Prose-Concentration camps 
 
PG 7148.J48 Prose-Jews  
 
 
PH3001-3445 HUNGARIAN LITERATURE 
 
PH 3024.J4 History-Treatment of Jews 
 
PH3138.J48 Collections-Jewish authors 
 
       
PJ3001-3097 SEMITIC PHILOLOGY AND LITERATURE  
 
PJ3001 Periodicals. Societies. Serials  
   
PJ3001.5 Congresses    
 
PJ3001.92-3003 Collections    
 
PJ3004 Encyclopedias. Dictionaries   
  
PJ3005 Philosophy. Theory. Method. Relations  
   
 PJ3007 History of philology    
 
PJ3008.9-3009 Biography  
   
PJ3011-3013 Study and teaching   
  
PJ3014 Treatises  
  
PJ3016 Compends    
 
PJ3017 Criticism, controversial discourses, reviews, etc.    
 
PJ3018 Popular. Lectures, addresses, pamphlets, etc.    
 
PJ3021-3041 Grammar    
 
PJ3051  Style. Composition. Rhetoric   
  
PJ3061  Prosody. Metrics. Rhythmics   
  
PJ3065  Etymology. Semantics    
 
PJ3071-3075 Lexicography   
  
PJ3079  Linguistic geography. Dialects   
  
PJ3081-3095 Texts. Inscriptions    
 
PJ3097 Semitic literature (History and criticism)    
 
 
PJ4101-4109 WEST SEMITIC LANGUAGES   
 
PJ4101 General works    
 
PJ4102 Grammar    
 
PJ4105  Etymology. Lexicography. Dictionaries    
 
PJ4107 Miscellaneous   
  
PJ4109 Texts and commentaries    
 
 
PJ4121-4129 NORTHWEST SEMITIC LANGUAGES . NORTH SEMITIC  
 
 PJ4121 General works    
 
PJ4122 Grammar    
 
PJ4125  Etymology. Lexicography. Dictionaries   
 
PJ4127 Miscellaneous  
   
PJ4129 Texts and commentaries    
 
 
PJ4131-4139 CANAANITE 
 
PJ4131 General works    
 
PJ4132 Grammar    
 
PJ4135  Etymology. Lexicography. Dictionaries  
   
PJ4137 Miscellaneous 
    
PJ4139 Texts and commentaries 
    
PJ4145 Amorite  
   
PJ4147 Eblaite  
 
PJ4149  Moabite  
 
PJ4150 Ugaritic 
  
PJ4160 Proto-Sinaitic  
 
PJ4171-4197 Phoenician-Punic   
 
  
PJ4501-5192 HEBREW 
 
PJ4501-4541 Hebrew Philology    
 
PJ4501-4503 Periodicals  
 
PJ4505-4507 Societies   
  
PJ4509 Congresses    
 
 PJ4511-4515.2 Collections  
 
PJ4511 Texts, sources, etc.  
 
PJ4513-4515  Monographs. Studies    
 
PJ4513 Serial    
 
PJ4514.A-Z Studies in honor of a particular person or institution 
 
PJ4515 Individual authors    
 
 
PJ4519 Encyclopedias 
    
PJ4521-4523  Philosophy.Theory. Method    
 
PJ4521 General works    
 
PJ4523 Relations    
 
 
PJ4525-4531 History of philology  
 
PJ4525 General   
  
PJ4526 General special    
 
PJ4527 Early. Middle Ages to 1500  
   
PJ4528-4529 Modern, 1500-   
  
PJ4528 1500-1800  
   
PJ4529 19th-21st centuries  
     
PJ4531.A-Z By region or country, A-Z   
 
 
PJ4533-4534  Biography. Memoirs. Correspondence   
 
PJ4533 Collective    
 
PJ4534.A-Z Individual 
 
 
 PJ4535-4539 Study and teaching   
 
PJ4535 General works   
  
PJ4536 General special  
 
PJ4538.A-Z By region or country  
 
PJ4539.A-Z By university, school, etc.  
 
PJ4539.5.A-Z By research institute  
 
 
PJ4540-4541 General works 
 
PJ4540 Early to 1800  
   
PJ4541 Treatises (Philology, General)   
 
 
PJ4543-4996 HEBREW LANGUAGE (BIBLICAL AND MODERN) 
 
PJ4543-4544 Treatises  
 
PJ4544.5 Language data processing     
 
PJ4544.7 Language standardization and variation  
   
PJ4544.73 Political aspects    
 
PJ4544.75 Social aspects  
 
PJ4544.8 Spoken language    
 
PJ4544.85 Language acquisition    
 
 
PJ4545-4552 History of language 
 
PJ4545 General works   
 
PJ4547 Middle Ages. (15th)-16th century 
    
PJ4549 (16th)-18th century  
 
PJ4551 19th-20th century  
      
PJ4552 21st century   
  
 
PJ4553-4731 Grammar 
 
PJ4553  Theory. Methodology  
   
PJ4554 Terminology  
   
PJ4556-4564 Treatises   
 
PJ4556 Hebrew    
 
PJ4557 Arabic    
 
PJ4558 Other Oriental languages    
 
PJ4563-4564 Western languages   
  
PJ4563 Early through 1870   
  
PJ4564 1871-     
 
PJ4565.5-4567 Textbooks  
 
PJ4565.5 History and criticism   
  
PJ4566 Early through 1870   
  
PJ4567 1871-1949  
   
PJ4567.3 1950-   
  
PJ4567.5 Self-instructors   
  
PJ4567.7 Audiovisual instructors      
 
PJ4567.9-4571 Readers. Chrestomathies 
 
PJ4567.9 History and criticism   
  
PJ4568 Series    
 
PJ4569 Primary   
  
 PJ4571 Intermediate. Advanced   
  
PJ4571.3 Outlines, syllabi, tables, etc.    
 
PJ4571.5 Examination questions, etc.  
 
PJ4572.A-Z Manuals for special classes of students 
 
PJ4573 Conversation. Phrase books    
 
PJ4574 Plays for acting in schools and colleges  
 
PJ4574.2.A-Z Readers on special subjects  
 
PJ4574.3-4575 Textbooks for foreign speakers  
 
PJ4576-4582 Phonology  
 
PJ4576 General works 
    
PJ4577-4582 Phonetics  
   
PJ4583-4588 Orthography. Spelling    
 
PJ4583 History. General works    
 
PJ4585 Spelling books   
  
PJ4587 Spelling reform    
 
PJ4588 Phonetic readers  
   
PJ4589-4598 Alphabet. Writing. Script 
 
PJ4589 General works    
 
PJ4590 Punctuation. Masoretic points   
  
 PJ4591 Transliteration  
   
PJ4592 Vowels. Diphthongs    
   
PJ4593 Consonants    
 
PJ4595 Particular letters    
 
 PJ4598 Syllabication    
 
PJ4600 Morphophonemics    
 
PJ4601-4677 Morphology. Inflection. Accidence 
    
PJ4601 General works    
 
PJ4603 Word formation    
 
PJ4619-4677 Parts of speech  
 
PJ4701-4725 Syntax   
  
PJ4701 General works    
 
PJ4707 General special  
   
PJ4711-4725 Sentences 
 
PJ4728.A-Z Other aspects 
 
PJ4731.A-Z Grammatical usage of particular authors 
 
 PJ4740-4767 Style. Composition. Rhetoric 
 
PJ4740 General works    
 
PJ4745 Textbooks   
  
PJ4750 Outlines, questions, exercises, specimens. List of subjects    
 
PJ4752 Discourse analysis    
 
PJ4753-4760 Special parts of rhetoric    
 
PJ4763-4767 Special classes of composition 
 
 
PJ4768-4769 Translating  
 
PJ4771-4775 Prosody. Metrics. Rhythmics 
 
PJ4771 History   
  
PJ4774-4775 Treatises  
  
   
PJ4779 Textbooks  
   
PJ4781 Versification   
  
PJ4783 Rhyme. Rhyming dictionaries  
   
PJ4785.A-Z Special. By form  
 
PJ4790.A-Z Special meters 
  
PJ4795 Other special   
 
PJ4798 Rhythm  
   
PJ4799 Rhythm in prose   
 
 
PJ4801-4819 Etymology 
 
PJ4801 Treatises  
   
PJ4802 Popular works   
  
PJ4803 Names (General)  
  
PJ4805 Dictionaries (exclusively etymological)  
   
PJ4807.A-Z Foreign elements. By language 
 
PJ4808 Folk etymology   
  
PJ4810 Semantics  
   
PJ4815 Synonyms. Homonyms. Antonyms   
  
PJ4817 Onomatopoeic words  
   
PJ4819.A-Z Particular words    
 
 
PJ4820-4847 Lexicography 
 
PJ4820 Collections  
   
 PJ4823 General works  
  
PJ4824 Criticism of particular dictionaries   
  
PJ4825-4847 Dictionaries 
 
 
PJ4850 Linguistic geography    
 
PJ4855-4860 Dialects. Provincialisms. Localisms 
 
PJ4865 Post-Biblical Hebrew 
 
 
PJ4901-4937 Talmudic (Mishnaic) Hebrew 
 
PJ4901 Periodicals. Societies. Serials 
    
PJ4902-4903 Collections   
  
PJ4906.A2-Z Biography 
    
PJ4907 Study and teaching  
   
PJ4908 General works   
  
PJ4909 History of the language  
   
PJ4911-4925 Grammar  
   
PJ4927-4928 Style. Composition. Rhetoric    
 
PJ4929 Prosody. Metrics. Rhythmics    
 
PJ4930 Lexicology  
   
PJ4931-4933 Etymology  
   
PJ4934-4937 Lexicography 
 
 
PJ4951-4996 Medieval Hebrew 
 
PJ4951 Periodicals. Serials. Annuals. Yearbooks. Societies    
 
PJ4951.5 Congresses  
    
PJ4952 Collections (nonserial)  
   
PJ4953 Encyclopedias   
  
PJ4954 Philosophy.Theory. Method. Relations  
   
PJ4955-4956 History of philology 
 
PJ4957 Study and teaching. Research 
    
PJ4958-4960 General works  
   
PJ4960.5 Script    
 
PJ4961-4976 Grammar   
  
PJ4977 Style. Composition. Rhetoric 
    
PJ4978 Translating    
 
PJ4979 Prosody. Metrics. Rhythmics 
    
PJ4980 Lexicology 
    
PJ4981-4983.9 Etymology    
 
PJ4984-4989 Lexicography    
 
PJ4991.A1-4996 Linguistic geography. Dialects, etc.    
 
      
PJ5001-5060 HEBREW LITERATURE  
 
PJ5001-5034.2 Literary history and criticism    
   
PJ5001 Periodicals. Serials    
 
PJ5003 Societies    
 
PJ5004 Congresses   
  
PJ5005.A1-Z Collections  
   
PJ5005.A1 Serials   
  
 PJ5005.A2A-.A2Z Collections in honor of a special person or institution   
  
PJ5005.A3-Z Collected works, studies, essays, etc., of individual authors   
  
PJ5006  Encyclopedias.  Dictionaries    
 
PJ5007 Study and teaching   
  
PJ5007.3 Criticism   
  
PJ5007.5.A-Z Biography of teachers, critics, and historians  
 
PJ5008-5034.2 History  
   
PJ5008 General works  
   
PJ5009 Addresses, essays, etc. 
    
PJ5010-5013.5 Special aspects and topics   
  
PJ5010 Relations to history, civilization, culture, etc. 
    
PJ5011 Relations to other literatures    
 
PJ5012.A-Z Treatment of special subjects   
  
PJ5012.A3  Age groups    
PJ5012.D7  Dreams    
PJ5012.E85  Ethnicity    
PJ5012.G3  Galilee    
PJ5012.G47  Gesture    
PJ5012.H65  Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)    
PJ5012.I34   Ideology  
PJ5012.I53  Individualism    
PJ5012.I56  Intertextuality    
PJ5012.I87  Israel-Arab War    
PJ5012.J3  Jaffa    
PJ5012.J4  Jerusalem    
PJ5012.K33  Kaddish    
PJ5012.L28  Law    
PJ5012.L55  Loneliness    
PJ5012.M45  Mental illness    
PJ5012.M97  Mysticism    
PJ5012.N27  Nationalism    
PJ5012.N3   Nature    
PJ5012.O75   Orientalism    
 PJ5012.P3   Palestine    
PJ5012.P53   Place (Philosophy)    
PJ5012.P64  Politics    
PJ5012.R4  Religion    
PJ5012.S43  Sea    
PJ5012.W54   Wilderness    
PJ5012.W67  World War, 1914-1918    
PJ5012.Z55  Zionism    
 
PJ5013.A-Z Treatment of special classes, races, etc.  
 
PJ5013.A7  Arabs    
PJ5013.C6  Children    
PJ5013.I53  Indians    
PJ5013.O75  Oriental Jews    
PJ5013.M68  Mothers    
PJ5013.O75  Oriental Jews    
PJ5013.P7   Priests   
PJ5013.T73  Travelers   
PJ5013.W66   Women   
  
PJ5013.5.J47 Jesus Christ   
  
PJ5014. 4 Biography of Hebrew authors (Collective)   
  
PJ5015-5021 By period    
 
PJ5015 Origins. Early to 700  
   
PJ5016 Medieval (8th-17th centuries)   
  
PJ5017-5021.2 Modern  
   
PJ5017 General works   
  
PJ5018 1701-1820  
   
PJ5019 1820-1885   
  
PJ5020 1885-1945  
   
PJ5021 1945-1990  
   
PJ5021.2 1990-  
   
 
 PJ5022-5025.E42 Poetry  
   
PJ5022 General works  
   
PJ5022.2-5024 By period    
 
PJ5022.2 Early  
   
PJ5023 Medieval 
    
PJ5024 Modern   
  
PJ5025.A-Z Special forms of poetry    
 
PJ5025.C45  Children's poetry    
PJ5025.E45  Elegiac poetry    
PJ5025.E75  Erotic poetry    
PJ5025.S55  Sonnets  
   
PJ5026-5027 Drama    
 
PJ5026 General and modern   
  
PJ5027 Early   
  
PJ5028-5033.9 Prose. Fiction    
 
PJ5028 General, and medieval  
   
PJ5029 Modern   
  
PJ5030.A-Z Special topics  
 
PJ5030.A7   Arabs    
PJ5030.C55   Children    
PJ5030.E45   Emigration and immigration    
PJ5030.E94   Expatriation    
PJ5030.G74   Grief    
PJ5030.H65   Homosexuality    
PJ5030.I452  Emigration and immigration    
PJ5030.J422   Oriental Jews    
PJ5030.J423   Yemenite Jews    
PJ5030.M46   Men    
PJ5030.O74   Oriental Jews    
PJ5030.P34  Palestinian Arabs    
PJ5030.P64   Politics    
 PJ5030.W37  War  
PJ5030.W65   Women    
PJ5030.Y45   Yemenite Jews    
PJ5030.Z55   Zionism   
  
PJ5031-5033.9 Other prose forms    
 
PJ5031 Letters  
   
PJ5032 Essays   
  
PJ5033 Wit and humor 
    
PJ5033.9 Miscellaneous    
 
 
PJ5034.4-.9 Inscriptions    
 
PJ5034.4  History and criticism 
    
PJ5034.5-.7 Collections 
   
PJ5034.8.A-Z By region or country 
    
PJ5034.9  Individual inscriptions  
 
 
PJ5035-5048.2   Collections 
 
PJ5036 Selections.  Anthologies   
  
PJ5037 Medieval   
  
PJ5038  Modern   
   
PJ5039-5042  Poetry    
 
PJ5039 General collections   
  
PJ5040 Selections. Anthologies   
  
PJ5040.2-5042 By period    
 
PJ5040.2 Early  
  
PJ5041 Medieval    
  
PJ5042 Modern    
 
PJ5043  Drama    
 
PJ5044-5047.9 Prose. Fiction   
   
PJ5044 General, and medieval  
  
PJ5045 Modern   
  
PJ5046-5047.9 Other prose forms   
   
PJ5046 Letters 
 
PJ5047 Essays    
 
 
 
PJ5049.A-Z  By region or country 
 
PJ5049.I872-.I8723  Israel (Palestine) 
    
PJ5049.P6-.P63 Poland    
 
PJ5050-5055.51  Individual authors and works   
  
PJ5050.A-Z  Medieval through 1700 
  
PJ5050.A25   Abulafia, Abraham ben Samuel, 1240-ca. 1292   
PJ5050.A26   Abulafia, Todros, ha-Levi, b. 1247   
PJ5050.B3  Barlaam and Joasaph     
PJ5050.B4   Berechiah ben Natronai, 12th/13th cent.    
PJ5050.E4   Eleazar ben Jacob, ha-Bavli, ca. 1195-1250    
PJ5050.E45   Eliezer ben Nathan, of Mainz, 12th cent.    
PJ5050.H3   Ḥarizi, Judah ben Solomon, 12th/13th cent.      
PJ5050.I18   Ibn Ezra, Abraham ben Meïr, 1092-1167    
PJ5050.I185  Ibn Ezra, Isaac, b. ca. 1100    
PJ5050.I2   Ibn Ezra, Moses ben Jacob, ca. 1060-ca. 1139    
PJ5050.I3   Ibn Gabirol, 11th cent.     
PJ5050.I35   Ibn Ghiyyat, Isaac, 1038-1089   
PJ5050.I6   Immanuel ben Solomon, ca. 1265-ca. 1330    
PJ5050.I8   Isaac Ibn Ḥalfon, fl. 970-1020    
PJ5050.J33   Jagel, Abraham ben Hananiah dei Galicchi, 16th/17th cent.    
PJ5050.J6   Joseph ben Meir ibn Zabara, b. 1140?     
PJ5050.J6 S4   Sefer shaashuim    
 PJ5050.J8   Judah, ha-Levi, 12th cent.     
PJ5050.J83   Judah ben Isaac ibn Shabbetai, 13th cent.     
PJ5050.K3   Kalonymus ben Meïr, b. 1286?    
PJ5050.L4   Leone da Modena, 1571-1648    
PJ5050.M38   Meir ben Baruch, of Rothenburg, ca. 1215-1293    
PJ5050.M5-.M53  Mishle Sendabar    
PJ5050.N3   Najara, Israel ben Moses, 1555?-1625    
PJ5050.S2   Sahula, Isaac ben Solomon, 13th cent.    
PJ5050.S23   Said ben Bābshād, 10th/11th cent.    
PJ5050.S3  Samuel, ha-Nagid, 993-1056    
PJ5050.S36   Santob, de Carrión de los Condes, ca. 1290-ca. 1369    
PJ5050.S5   Shabazi, Shalem, 1619-1686     
PJ5050.S54   Shawat, Fradji, 16th cent.     
PJ5050.Z29   Ẓaddik, Joseph ben Jacob Ibn, 1075-1149    
   
     
PJ5051.A-Z 1701-1820  
    
PJ5051.A1A-.A1Z  Anonymous works. By title  
PJ5051.B37   Ben Zeev, Judah Leib, 1764-1811      
PJ5051.C6  Cohen, Shalom ben Jacob, 1772-1845   
PJ5051.F7  Franco Mendes, David, 1713-1792   
PJ5051.H27   Hassine, David, ca. 1730-1792    
PJ5051.H3   Ḥayyim Abraham ben Aryeh Löb, 18th/19th cent.   
PJ5051.L78   Luzzatto, Ephraim, 1729-1792   
PJ5051.L8   Luzzatto, Moses Ḥayyim, 1707-1747    
PJ5051.P3   Pappenheim, Solomon, 1740-1814     
PJ5051.P4   Perl, Joseph, 1773-1839    
PJ5051.W4   Wessely, Naphtali Herz, 1725-1805   
PJ5051.W65   Wolfssohn, Aaron, 1754-1835  
   
PJ5052.A-Z 1820-1885   
    
PJ5052.A1A-.A1Z Anonymous works. By title    
PJ5052.A9  Aviḥatsira, Jacob, 1808-1880    
PJ5052.B43   Benjaminson, Abraham Loeb    
PJ5052.B67   Brandstetter, M. D., 1844-1928    
PJ5052.F6   Foner, Sarah, 1854-1936     
PJ5052.G6   Gordon, Judah Leib, 1830-1892      
PJ5052.G63   Gottlober, Abraham Baer, 1811-1899     
PJ5052.G8   Guenzburg, Mordecai Aaron, 1795-1846     
PJ5052.L32  Lebensohn, Abraham Dov, ha-Kohen, 1794-1878  
PJ5052.L4  Levin, Judah Leib, 1844-1925  
PJ5052.M3  Mapu, Abraham, 1808-1867  
PJ5052.M3A61-.M3Z458 Separate works, A-Z    
PJ5052.M3A75 Ahavat Tsiyon    
 PJ5052.M3A8  Ashmat Shomron    
PJ5052.M3A9  Ayit tsavua    
PJ5052.M6  Morpurgo, Rachel, 1790-1871  
PJ5052.P4  Peretz, Isaac Leib, 1851  
PJ5052.S314  Samosćz, David, 1789-1864  
PJ5052.S32  Schulman, Kalman, 1819-1899  
PJ5052.S5  Smolenskin, Perez, 1842-1885  
PJ5052.T65  Tour, N.W., d. 1885  
PJ5052.W37  Weissbrem, Israel, 1839-ca. 1916  
 
PJ5053.A-Z 1885-1945 
   
PJ5053.A1A-.A1Z Anonymous works. By title    
PJ5053.A2  Abramowitz, Shalom Jacob, 1836-1917  
PJ5053.A4  Agnon, Shmuel Yosef, 1888-1970  
PJ5053.A43  Alper, Rivḳah, 1902-1958  
PJ5053.A45  Alterman, Nathan, 1910-  
PJ5053.B3  Barash, Asher, 1889-1952  
PJ5053.B3424 Bartana, Mordecai, 1910-  
PJ5053.B38  Berkowitz, Yitzḥak Dov, 1885-1967  
PJ5053.B5-.B52 Bialik, Hayyim Nahman 1873-1934  
PJ5053.B55  Bin Gorion, Micha Joseph, 1865-1921  
PJ5053.B63  Bluwstein, Rachel, 1890-1931  
PJ5053.B67  Braudes, R. A. (Reuben Asher), 1851-1902  
PJ5053.B7  Brenner, Joseph Hạyyim, 1881-1921  
PJ5053.B76  Broides, Yitsḥaḳ, 1880-1946  
PJ5053.D37  Deshe, Mikhael  
PJ5053.E35  Efros, Israel, 1891-1981  
PJ5053.E5  Elisheva, 1888-1949  
PJ5053.F37  Feigenberg-Eamri, Rachel, 1885-1972  
PJ5053.F5  Fichman, Jacob, 1881-  
PJ5053.F514  Fichman, Josef, 1908- 
PJ5053.F7  Frishman, David, 1865?-1922  
PJ5053.G25  Gamzu, J. L., d. 1941  
PJ5053.G4  Genessin, Uri Nissan, 1879?-1913  
PJ5053.G5  Glusman, Sara  
PJ5053.G64  Gottfried, Markus  
PJ5053.H227  Haetsni, Adino  
PJ5053.H3  Hameiri, Avigdor, 1886-  
PJ5053.H32  Ḥanani, Yosef, 1908-  
PJ5053.H58  Hokhman, Haim  
PJ5053.H63  Horovits, Yaaḳov, 1901-1975  
PJ5053.I6  Imber, Naphtali Herz, 1856-1909  
PJ5053.I9  Ivri, Yitsḥaḳ, 1900-  
PJ5053.K284  Kagan, Elieser  
PJ5053.K34  Kahan, Jacob, 1881-1960    
 PJ5053.L364  Levin, Emma  
PJ5053.L412  Lewis, Abraham, 1838-1918  
PJ5053.L5  Lisitzky, Ephram E., 1885-  
PJ5053.L54  Livne, Zvi, 1891-  
PJ5053.M3  Malets, D. (Daṿid), 1899-1981  
PJ5053.O64  Orenstein, Moses, 1839-1905  
PJ5053.P38  Pen, Alexander, 1906-1972  
PJ5053.R23  Rabinowitz, Shalom, 1859-1916  
PJ5053.R4  Reuveni, A., 1886-1971  
PJ5053.R53  Rimon, Joseph Ziv, 1889-1958  
PJ5053.R582  Rosen, Avraham, 1889-1974 
PJ5053.S315  Salmon, Avraham, 1903-  
PJ5053.S34  Schoenberg, Isaac, 1902-1957  
PJ5053.S36  Sela, Yitsḥaḳ    
PJ5053.S4  Shimoni, David, 1886-1956  
PJ5053.S45  Shlonsky, Abraham, 1900-  
PJ5053.S495  Silberschlag, Eisig, 1903-  
PJ5053.S5  Silkiner, Benjamin Nahum, 1882-1933  
PJ5053.S56  Smilansky, Meir, 1876-1949  
PJ5053.S57  Smilansky, Moshe, 1874-1953  
PJ5053.S7  Sonne, Abraham, 1883-1950  
PJ5053.S83  Steinberg, Jacob, 1887-1947  
PJ5053.S85  Steinberg, Judah, 1863-1908  
PJ5053.S93  Szenes, Hannah, 1921-1944  
PJ5053.T2  Ṭabaḳai, Aryeh, d. 1982  
PJ5053.T25  Ṭan Pai, Yehoshua, 1914-  
PJ5053.T3  Tchernichovski, Saul, 1875-1943  
PJ5053.T75  Tsoref, Ephraim, 1903-  
PJ5053.W6  Wolfowski, Menahem Zalman, 1893-  
PJ5053.Y55  Yizhar, S., 1916-  
 
PJ5054.A-Z 1945-1990  
  
PJ5054.A1A-.A1Z Anonymous works. By title    
PJ5054.A4954 Agassi, Meir, 1947-  
PJ5054.A4964 Albeg, Ezekiel H.  
PJ5054.A49644 Albling, Daliyah  
PJ5054.A49755 Alon, Yael, 1943-  
PJ5054.A66  Amichal, Ada  
PJ5054.A821745 Aroeṭi Yiśreeli, Lindah  
PJ5054.A94  Avivi, Shmuel  
PJ5054.B24  Banai, Peretz  
PJ5054.B3  Bar-Yosef, Yehoshua, 1912-  
PJ5054.B34  Barak, Dudu  
PJ5054.B35888 Baruch, Miriam  
PJ5054.B366  Bassok, Ido  
 PJ5054.B37  Bat Ḥanah, Ahuvah  
PJ5054.B4135 Ben-Artzi, Shmuel, 1914-   
PJ5054.B4233 Ben-Gurion, Razia  
PJ5054.B42356 Ben-Itzhak, Ruthi  
PJ5054.B42378 Ben-Ner, Asaf  
PJ5054.B4238 Ben-Ner, Yitzhak, 1937-   
PJ5054.B466  Ben-Yehudah, Y.  
PJ5054.B4665 Ben-Yishai, Sh.  
PJ5054.B4672 Ben-Yosef Ginor, Tseviyah, 1942-  
PJ5054.B47  Benyoëtz, Elazar, 1937-  
PJ5054.B47499 Bernstein, Ilana  
PJ5054.B475  Bernstein, Ory  
PJ5054.B49  Beser, Yaacov  
PJ5054.B5318 Bin-Nun, Karmelah  
PJ5054.B67  Brandwein, Naftali Chaim, 1921-  
PJ5054.B7  Broshi, Avivah, 1934  
PJ5054.C3  Carmel, Shelomo  
PJ5054.C355  Carmi Laniado, Meira  
PJ5054.C42  Chalfi, Abraham, 1904-  
PJ5054.C585  Cohen, Shlomit  
PJ5054.C588  Cohen, Yosef, 1943- 
PJ5054.D2195 Dagan, Avigdor, 1912-  
PJ5054.D3  David, Sandou  
PJ5054.D63  Dotan, Naomi  
PJ5054.E4  Eitan, Eitan, 1940-  
PJ5054.E487  Eliraz, Aleks  
PJ5054.E488  Eliraz, Israel  
PJ5054.E489  Elisha, Gavriela  
PJ5054.E5  Elor, Tsiporah  
PJ5054.E6  Epstein, Benzion, 1912-  
PJ5054.E92  Eytan, Shula  
PJ5054.F17  Fadlun-Peled, Daṿid  
PJ5054.G27  Gafni, Shraga   
PJ5054.G28  Gal, Benjamin  
PJ5054.G2813 Gal, Daliyah, 1940-  
PJ5054.G3  Gallay, Benjamin, 1921-  
PJ5054.G3525 Ganan, Mosheh  
PJ5054.G36  Gar, Tsafrirah, 1926-  
PJ5054.G393  Geldmann, Mordechay, 1946-  
PJ5054.G394  Genosar-Arest, Vardah, 1943-  
PJ5054.G51434 Gingold-Gilboa, Shulamit  
PJ5054.G54  Glaser, Lea, 1942-  
PJ5054.G637  Goor, Batya  
PJ5054.G67  Granatstein, Yechiel  
PJ5054.G72  Granoth, Yehoshua  
PJ5054.H155  Ḥabib, Yifraḥ, 1930-  
 PJ5054.H184  Hadar, Tania  
PJ5054.H226  Hakkak, Herzl, 1948-  
PJ5054.H2269 Halevi, Mania  
PJ5054.H273  Hamenahem, Ezra, 1907-  
PJ5054.H29315 Harkavy, Hevda  
PJ5054.H47  Hertz, Dalia, 1942-  
PJ5054.H49  Hilel, O.  
PJ5054.H54  Hirsh, Mikhal  
PJ5054.H58  Hittin, Ronit Yochel  
PJ5054.H632  Hokhler, Pasyah  
PJ5054.H65  Horwitz, Yair  
PJ5054.J6  Josifor, David  
PJ5054.K3117 Kaduri, Rut Shṭraiṭ     
PJ5054.K312  Kafri, Judith  
PJ5054.K315  Ḳal, Ester  
PJ5054.K32  Kalo, Shlomo  
PJ5054.K33655 Katan, Dina  
PJ5054.K338  Katsenelson, Tsivyah  
PJ5054.L362  Lerman, Yiśrael  
PJ5054.L366  Lev, Igal  
PJ5054.L38  Levin, Hanoch  
PJ5054.L4  Levin, Ḥanokh  
PJ5054.L42  Levine, David  
PJ5054.L428  Levit, Anat, 1958-    
PJ5054.L443  Lidsky, Zvi  
PJ5054.L45  Lifshitz, Aryeh  
PJ5054.L485  Lipavski-Halifi, Isaac  
PJ5054.L55  Litvinovski, Dafna  
PJ5054.M273  Maller, Amos  
PJ5054.M322  Mark, Moshe  
PJ5054.M426  Meseg, Sabina  
PJ5054.M565  Miṭṿokh-Meler, Ednah  
PJ5054.M5856 Moran, Aharon  
PJ5054.M6  Mossenson, Yigal, 1917-  
PJ5054.N24  Nadel, Barukh  
PJ5054.N42  Negev, Raḥel  
PJ5054.N53  Nitsan, Shelomoh, 1921-  
PJ5054.O47  Olifanṭ, Aryeh  
PJ5054.O66  Or, Yitzhak  
PJ5054.O69  Oren, Miriam  
PJ5054.O7  Oren, Yitsḥaḳ  
PJ5054.P69  Preĭgerzon, Grigoriĭ Izraĭlevich, 1900-1969  
PJ5054.P75  Priver, Idah  
PJ5054.R263  Rabi, David, 1938-  
PJ5054.R3384 Ratsabi, Shalom  
PJ5054.R4  Reshef, Haim  
 PJ5054.R45  Resḳin, Zalmi, 1972 or 3-  
PJ5054.R49  Ribner, Tuvia  
PJ5054.R496  Rimon-Mishʻol, Agi, 1946-  
PJ5054.R58  Rochman, Rivka Miryam, 1952-  
PJ5054.R614  Ron, Mordekhai  
PJ5054.R618  Rosen, Shemuel  
PJ5054.R6295 Roth, Hana  
PJ5054.R673  Roussek, Suzie  
PJ5054.R82  Ruby, Abraham Abba, 1931-  
PJ5054.S18  Sach, Nathan  
PJ5054.S212  Sagy, Jacob  
PJ5054.S2234 Saporṭah, Refaʼel, 1913-  
PJ5054.S225  Schiff, Mejdad, 1918-  
PJ5054.S249  Semid, Shalom  
PJ5054.S3  Shamam, Nathan  
PJ5054.S4  Shamir, Moshe, 1921-  
PJ5054.S4424 Shapiro Elbaum, Devora, 1917-  
PJ5054.S4493 Shenhar, Alizah  
PJ5054.S453  Sheriff, Bat-Sheva  
PJ5054.S4537 Shifrah, S., 1931-    
PJ5054.S462  Shnaid-Ofzeher, Miryam  
PJ5054.S47  Shrira, Shoshanah, 1917-  
PJ5054.S587  Slilat, Tammi  
PJ5054.S745  Stendel, Israel, 1904-  
PJ5054.S85  Sulamy, Tuvya, 1939-  
PJ5054.T317  Tammuz, Benjamin, 1919-  
PJ5054.T37  Ṭeharlev, Yoram  
PJ5054.T6  Toren, Puah Shalev-  
PJ5054.T7  Ṭrainin, Avner     
PJ5054.T8  Tsivion, Abraham, 1925-  
PJ5054.T9  Twersky, Jochanan, 1904-  
PJ5054.U73  Uriel, Gila  
PJ5054.V222  Ṿaisman, Irit  
PJ5054.V26  Ṿardah  
PJ5054.V484  Vinner, Shlomo  
PJ5054.W3  Wallenrod, Reuben  
PJ5054.W42  Weinberger, Haim, 1919-  
PJ5054.W53  Wisler, Israel Menahem, 1930-  
PJ5054.Y25  Yanai, Yitsḥaḳ  
PJ5054.Y3174 Yaron, Miyah  
PJ5054.Y418  Yeḥiel, Bar-Mazal  
PJ5054.Y45  Yerushalmi, Aron  
PJ5054.Y497  Yishai, Ortsiyon, 1936-  
PJ5054.Y65  Yonathan, Nathan  
PJ5054.Y677  Yosefsberg, B. (Barukh), 1929-  
PJ5054.Z344  Zamir, Lili, 1956-  
 PJ5054.Z48  Zilberman, Hana  
PJ5054.Z5  Zilbershṭain, Zeev  
PJ5054.Z53  Ziman, Rachel 
  
PJ5055.1-.51 1990-     
 
PJ5055.1.A-Z Anonymous works. By title  
 
PJ5055.12 -5015.51 By author   
    
 
PJ5059-5060 Translations from Hebrew literature into foreign languages  
 
 
PJ5061-5192 OTHER LANGUAGES USED BY JEWS 
 
PJ5061-5069 General 
  
PJ5071-5079.5 Judeo-Arabic  
 
PJ5081-5089 Judeo-Persian  
 
PJ5089.2-.295 Judeo-Tajik  
  
PJ5089.297-.29795 Judeo-Tat 
 
 
PJ5111-5119 YIDDISH (JUDEO-GERMAN) 
 
PJ5111 Periodicals. Societies. Collections  
   
PJ5111.4 Biography Collective  
   
PJ5111.5.A-Z Biography Individual 
   
PJ5112 Study and teaching   
  
PJ5113 General works. History, etc.  
   
PJ5115-5116.5 Grammar  
 
PJ5116.7 Style.Composition. Rhetoric    
 
PJ5117 Dictionaries (by author)  
   
PJ5118 Other works  
    
PJ5119.A-Z Special regions or countries    
 
 
PJ5120-5192 Yiddish (Judeo-German) Literature 
 
PJ5120-5124 History    
    
PJ5120.A1-.A4 Periodicals. Societies. Collections   
  
PJ5120.A5 Study and teaching   
  
PJ5120.A6-Z General works. Compends 
    
PJ5120.5 Addresses,essays, lectures   
  
PJ5120.7.A-Z Special topics   
  
PJ5120.7.H64 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)    
PJ5120.7.L33 Labor    
PJ5120.7.P64 Popes    
PJ5120.7.T73 Travel    
 
PJ5121 Biography (Collective)   
  
PJ5122 Poetry 
    
PJ5123 Drama  
   
PJ5124 Other (including fiction)    
 
PJ5125-5128 Collections 
 
PJ5125 General 
    
PJ5126 Poetry   
  
PJ5127 Drama  
   
PJ5128 Other (including fiction)    
 
PJ5129.A1A-.A1Z Anonymous works. By title 
 
PJ5129.A15-Z Individual authors 
 
PJ5129.A16  Aaronson, M. (Michael), b. 1879     
 PJ5129.A2  Abramowitz, Shalom Jacob, 1836-1917  
PJ5129.A5  Adler, Jacob, b. 1877  
PJ5129.A56  Ajchenrand, Lajzer  
PJ5129.A62  Akselrod, Zelig  
PJ5129.A7  Alpersohn, Marcos  
PJ5129.A72  Altman, Moishe, 1890-  
PJ5129.A75  Anokhi, Zalman Yiẓḥak, 1876-1947  
PJ5129.A777  Arnshṭeyn, Marḳ, d. 1942 or 3  
PJ5129.A94  Austri-Dunn, Isaias  
PJ5129.B34  Baumwoll, Rokhl, 1913-  
PJ5129.B377  Beḳerman, Simeon  
PJ5129.B42  Ben Mosheh, M., 1911-  
PJ5129.B4745 Berliner, Yiẓḥak, 1899-1957  
PJ5129.B563  Bin Gorion, Micha Joseph, 1865-1921  
PJ5129.B5715 Birstein, Yossel  
PJ5129.B575  Blaustein, Auser, 1840-1898  
PJ5129.B5762 Blei, Relly  
PJ5129.B6  Blumgarten, Solomon, 1871-1927  
PJ5129.B677  Botoshansky, Jacob, 1895-  
PJ5129.B7  Brahinsky, Mani Leib, 1883-1953  
PJ5129.B7353 Bregstone, PhilPJ5120.7.T73ip P. (Philip Pollack)  
PJ5129.B792  Burstein-Finer, Jacques  
PJ5129.C52  Chesler, Samuel, 1904-  
PJ5129.D22  Daixel, Samuel  
PJ5129.D47  Dimondstein, Boris, 1892?-  
PJ5129.D5  Dinesohn, Jacob, 1856-1919  
PJ5129.D78  Dubelman, A. J., 1908-  
PJ5129.E35  Edelstadt, David, 1866-1892  
PJ5129.E5325 Eisenman, Zvi  
PJ5129.E54  Elias Levita, 1468 or 9-1549  
PJ5129.E55  Elkin, Mendl, 1874-  
PJ5129.F32  Fedler, Ḥayah, d. 1953  
PJ5129.F75  Frishman, David, 1865?-1922  
PJ5129.F8  Fuchs, A. M.  
PJ5129.G523  Glantz, Yaacov  
PJ5129.G533  Glasserman, Samuel, 1898-1952  
PJ5129.G567  Good, Edward, b. 1885  
PJ5129.G6  Gordin, Jacob, 1853-1909  
PJ5129.G69  Granaṭshṭeyn, Perets, 1907-  
PJ5129.G7  Granitstein, M. (Moses), 1897-1956  
PJ5129.G7374 Greenfield, Ber, 1868-1948  
PJ5129.G82  Guiser, M. D. (Moisés David), 1893-1952  
PJ5129.H4416 Herz, Joseph, 1776-1828  
PJ5129.H45  Hirsch, H., 1880-1931  
PJ5129.H65  Horonczyk, Sz., 1889-1939  
PJ5129.H8  Hurwitz, Samuel, 1862-1943  
 PJ5129.H84  Husid, M.  
PJ5129.I15  Ianasovich, Isaac, 1909-  
PJ5129.I74  Ish Yair, 1914-  
PJ5129.K27  Kahanovitch, Pinchas, 1884-1950  
PJ5129.K2788 Kaplan, Israel  
PJ5129.K315  Karpinowitz, Abraham  
PJ5129.K46  Khaĭkina, Dora, 1913-  
PJ5129.K59  Korenchandler, Chaskiel, 1899-  
PJ5129.K665  Kreitman, Esther  
PJ5129.K773  Kupershmid, Leibl  
PJ5129.K82  Kviatkovski-Pinchasik, Rivka  
PJ5129.L4448 Levin, Ali, 1893-  
PJ5129.L457  Leṿinsḳi, Yitsḥaḳ, ha-Leṿi  
PJ5129.L466  Levy, Joseph Hillel, 1891-  
PJ5129.L55  Liptsin, Sem, 1893-     
PJ5129.L595  Lokiec, Moshe, 1911-  
PJ5129.M19  Ma-Yafith, Israel, 1897-1930  
PJ5129.M238  Maltinski, Chaim  
PJ5129.M24  Maltz, Saul  
PJ5129.M313  Margolin, Arn, 1892-1959  
PJ5129.M423  Melamud, Ḥayim, 1907-  
PJ5129.M595  Miller, Louis, 1889-  
PJ5129.M663  Minkus, M., b. 1891  
PJ5129.N436  Neugröschel, Mendl, 1903-1965  
PJ5129.O52  Olievsky, Buzi  
PJ5129.O524  Olitzky, Leib, 1894-   
PJ5129.O525  Olitzky, Mates  
PJ5129.O73  Orzhitzer, A. M. (Abraham Mordecai), 1913-  
PJ5129.P32  Papyerniḳoṿ, Yosef  
PJ5129.P4  Peretz, Isaac Loeb, 1851-1915  
PJ5129.P413  Perle, Iehoshua, 1888-1943  
PJ5129.P47  Pinchevskiĭ, Moĭseĭ, 1894-1955  
PJ5129.P5  Pinski, David, 1872-1959  
PJ5129.P576  Polakiewicz, S.  
PJ5129.P58  Polyanker, Hirsh, 1911-  
PJ5129.R2  Rabinowitz, Shalom, 1859-1916  
PJ5129.R3  Rappoport, Solomon, 1863-1920    
PJ5129.R36  Razumni, Marḳ  
PJ5129.R37  Reisin, Abraham, 1876-1953  
PJ5129.R394  Reuveni, A., 1886-1971  
PJ5129.R42  Richter, Moses, 1874-1939  
PJ5129.R572  Roger, Maurice  
PJ5129.R5736 Rollansky, Samuel, 1902-  
PJ5129.R597  Rosenfarb, Chawa, 1923-  
PJ5129.R6  Rosenfeld, Morris, 1862-1923  
PJ5129.R79  Rubin, Moisés, 1856-  
 PJ5129.R89  Rus, Rivḳah  
PJ5129.S2917 Schneersohn, Fischel, 1887-1958  
PJ5129.S293  Schudrich, Jacob  
PJ5129.S3218 Schwartz, Shloime, 1907-1988  
PJ5129.S3734 Segal, Meyer  
PJ5129.S376  Segalowitch, Zusman, 1884-1949  
PJ5129.S414  Shaikewitz, Nahum Meir, 1849-1905  
PJ5129.S43135 Shargel, I. Z., 1905-  
PJ5129.S4316  Shechtman, Eli, 1908-  
PJ5129.S432  Sheps, Elias, 1892-  
PJ5129.S4335 Sherman, J. M., 1885-1958  
PJ5129.S437  Shleṿin, B. (Binyamin), 1913-1981  
PJ5129.S4378 Shmuelzohn, M., 1871-  
PJ5129.S443  Shraĭbman, Iekhiel  
PJ5129.S46  Siegalovsky, Noah, 1901-  
PJ5129.S485  Sinay, M., Hacohen 1877-1958  
PJ5129.S653  Sochachewsky, Jehiel Meir, 1889-  
PJ5129.S6812 Spiegel, Isaiah, 1906-  
PJ5129.S7677 Stern, Manachem, 1912-  
PJ5129.S768  Sternberg, Iacob, 1890-  
PJ5129.S795  Stuker de Paiuk, Martha  
PJ5129.S883  Szklar, Mosze  
PJ5129.T347  Ṭambur, Ṿolf  
PJ5129.T38  Teitelboim, Dora  
PJ5129.T385  Telessin, Ziame, 1912-   
PJ5129.T43  Tenenbaum, Shea, 1910-1989  
PJ5129.T7  Treister, L.  
PJ5129.T773  Tsanin, M. (Mordekhai), 1906-  
PJ5129.T78  Tsik, Judith, 1898-1988  
PJ5129.T8  Tunkel, Joseph, 1881-1949  
PJ5129.V4  Veviorka, Abram, 1887-1935  
PJ5129.W315  Wajc, Abraham  
PJ5129.W38  Wasertzug, Salomón, 1904-  
PJ5129.W413  Weinrauch, Herschel Henry  
PJ5129.W48  Weprinsky, Roshelle  
PJ5129.W64  Wolkenstein, David, 1891-  
PJ5129.Y6  Yofe, Yudl, ca. 1882-1941  
PJ5129.Y78  Yungman, M., 1922-  
PJ5129.Z38  Zaretsḳi, Hinde  
PJ5129.Z453  Zeliḳoṿiṭsh, Getsl, 1863-1926  
PJ5129.Z542  Zigelboym, Feivel  
PJ5129.Z545  Zingman, Kalman, 1889-1929  
PJ5129.Z55  Ziper, Yaaḳov    
PJ5129.Z96  Zychlinsky, R., 1910-  
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PJ5161.6 Poetry  
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PJ5162.A-5162.Z Yiddish Literature-Other Asian regions or countries, A-Z 
 
 
PJ5164.A1-5164.9 Yiddish Literature-South Africa 
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PJ5164.2 Poetry    
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PJ5167.8 Other  
 
   
PJ5168.A-5168.Z Yiddish Literature-Oceania 
 
PJ5191-5192 Translations from Yiddish into other languages 
 
   
PJ5201-5329.5 ARAMAIC 
    
PJ5201-5209 Aramaic  
 
 PJ5210.2-5289 West Aramaic 
 
PJ5211-5219.5 Biblical Aramaic (Chaldaic) 
 
PJ5241-5249 Christian Palestinian Aramaic (Palestinian Syriac)   
 
PJ5251-5259 Jewish Palestinian Aramaic 
 
PJ5271-5279 Samaritan Aramaic 
  
PJ5281-5289 Neo-Aramaic dialects   
 
PJ5300.2-5329.5 East Aramaic   
 
PJ5301-5309 Language of the Babylonian Talmud 
 
 
PJ7501-7677 ARABIC LITERATURE 
 
PJ7519.J4 Jewish-Arab relations 
 
PJ7542.J48 Poetry- Jewish-Arab relations 
 
PJ7604.J4 Collections-Jewish-Arab relations 
 
PJ7632.J48 Collections-Poetry-Jewish-Arab relations 
 
 
PL2250-3208 CHINESE LITERATURE 
 
PL2487 Chinese Classics-translations-Hebrew 
 
 
PN45-57 LITERATURE (GENERAL) .THEORY. PHILOSOPHY. ESTHETICS 
 
PN56-57 Relation to and treatment of special elements, problems, and subjects  
 
PN56.C663 Concentration camps 
 
PN56.H55 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PN56.3.J4 Regions, countries, cities, ethnic groups, and races, A-Z-Jews 
 
PN57.D38 Characters-David, King of Israel 
 
PN57.J44 Characters-Jephthah, Judge of Israel 
  
PN57.S33 Characters-Samson, Judge of Israel 
 
PN57.S35 Characters-Saul, King of Israel 
 
 
PN441-1009.5 LITERATURE (GENERAL) . LITERARY HISTORY 
 
PN687.A-687.Z Medieval literature (to 1500)-Legends-Special subjects 
 
PN687.D33 David, King of Israel 
 
PN687.J4 Jewish boy 
 
PN842 Jewish literature in various languages 
 
PN849.I8-849.I82 Literatures. By country-Israel 
 
 
PN1560-1590 THE PERFORMING ARTS. SHOW BUSINESS 
PN1590.J48 The Performing arts. Show business-Jews 
 
 
PN1600-3307.2 DRAMA 
 
PN1650.A-1650.Z Philosophy, aesthetics, scope, relations, etc.-Relation to, and treatment 
of, special subjects 
 
PN1650.H64 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PN1650.J48 Jews 
 
PN1879.H65 Historical plays-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PN1991.8.H63 Radio broadcasts-Special topics-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PN1992.8.H63 Television broadcasts-Special topics-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PN1992.8.J48 Television broadcasts-Special topics-Jews 
 
PN1993.44.J48 Drama-Motion pictures-Jewish film festivals 
 
 
PN1995.9.A-Z Drama-Motion pictures 
 
PN1995.9.A55 Antisemitism 
  
PN1995.9.A83 Auschwitz (Concentration camp) 
 
PN1995.9.B79 Buchenwald (Concentration camp) 
 
PN1995.9.B53 Bible films    
 
PN1995.9.H53 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PN1995.9.I72 Israel 
 
PN1995.9.J45 Jewish-Arab relations 
 
PN1995.9.J46 Jews 
 
PN1995.9.Y54 Yiddish films 
 
PN1995.9.Z56 Zionism 
 
PN2919-2919.8  Dramatic representation. The theater in Israel. Palestine 
 
PN2919 Periodicals. Serials  
   
PN2919.1-.42 History 
    
PN2919.5.A-Z States, provinces, etc. 
  
PN2919.6.A-Z Cities 
  
PN2919.7-.8 Biography   
 
PN3035 Dramatic representation. The Jewish theater 
 
 
PN3311-3503 PROSE. PROSE FICTION   
 
PN3352.H63 Philosophy, theory, etc.-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) in literature 
 
PN3418 Jews in literature–Prose  
 
 
PN4001-4500.2 ORATORY 
 
PN4305.J48 Recitations (in English)-Jewish 
 
 
 PN4699-5650 JOURNALISM 
 
PN4885.Y5 United States-Ethnic press. Minority press-Yiddish 
 
PN4888.J48 United States-Jewish-Arab relations  
 
PN5650 The Jewish press 
 
 
PN6010-6790 COLLECTIONS OF GENERAL LITERATURE 
 
PN6067 General collections-Jewish authors   
 
 
PN6071.A-Z Collections by subject 
 
PN6071.H713 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PN6071.J5 Jewish legends and tales 
 
PN6071.J6 Jews 
 
 
PN6095.A-Z Quotations 
 
PN6095.H4 Hebrew 
 
PN6095.J4 Jewish 
 
 
PN6109.5 Poetry-Jewish authors 
 
PN6109.95.C65 Poetry-Concentration camp inmates 
 
 
PN6110.A-Z Poetry-Collections by subject 
 
PN6110.A76 Arab-Israeli conflict 
 
PN6110.H45 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PN6110.J45 Jews 
 
 
PN6120.A-Z Drama-Collections by subject  
 
 PN6120.B52 Bible plays    
 
PN6120.H73 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PN6120.J4 Jewish plays 
 
PN6120.R4 Religious drama    
 
PN6149.J4 Wit and humor-History and criticism-Jews 
 
 
PN6231 Wit and humor- Collections by subject 
 
PN6231.H548 Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PN6231.J5 Jewish 
 
 
PN6268.J4 Anecdotes. Table talk-Jews 
 
 
PN6377.A-Z Riddles, charades,etc.-Collections in other languages 
 
PN6377.H4 Hebrew  
 
PN6377.Y5 Yiddish 
 
 
PN6414 Proverbs-Ancient-Hebrew, Jewish 
 
PN6427.J3 English and American modern proverbs-By subject- Jews 
 
PN6519.J5 Modern Proverbs-Jewish 
 
 
PQ1-3999 FRENCH LITERATURE    
 
PQ100-771 Literary history and criticism-History of French literature  
      
PQ145.7.J4 Jews in literature 
 
PQ150.J4 Jewish authors 
 
PQ307.A57 Modern-20th century- Antisemitism 
 
PQ307.C58 Modern-20th century-Concentration camps 
  
PQ307.H59 Modern-20th century-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PQ637.J4 Prose fiction-Jews 
 
 
PQ1109.5.J48 Collections of French literature-Jewish authors 
 
 
PQ4001-5999 ITALIAN LITERATURE 
 
   
PQ4054.J4 Literary history and criticism -Jews 
 
PQ4063.5.J48 Literary history and criticism - Jewish authors 
 
PQ4203.5.J48 Collections of Italian literature-Jewish authors 
 
PQ4320.Y53 Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321-Translations-Yiddish 
 
PQ4429.H5 Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321- Criticism and interpretation-Hebrew 
 
PQ4498.8 Petrarca, Francesco, 1304-1374-Translations-Yiddish 
PQ6001-8929 SPANISH LITERATURE 
     
PQ6047.J4 History of Spanish literature-Jews in literature 
 
PQ6140.J48 Prose fiction-Jews 
 
PQ6173.5.J47 Collections of Spanish literature-Jewish authors 
 
 
PQ9000-9999 PORTUGUESE LITERATURE 
 
PQ9034.J4 History and criticism-Jewish authors 
 
 
PR1-9680 ENGLISH LITERATURE 
 
PR80.2-990 History of English literature 
 
PR120.J48 Jewish authors  
 
PR151.J5 Treatment of Jews 
 
PR317.J48 Medieval. Middle English (1066-1500)- Poetry-Jews as subjects 
  
PR438.S65 17th century-Solomon, King of Israel 
 
PR468.J49 19th century-Jews as subjects 
 
PR830.H6 The novel-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PR830.J4. The novel-Jews as subjects 
 
 
PR1110.J48 Collections of English literature-Jewish authors 
 
PR1178.J48 Collections of English literature-Poetry-Jewish authors 
 
PR1195.H3 Collections of English literature-Poetry-Hebrew poetry 
 
  
PR1928.J48 Chaucer, Geoffrey-Criticism and interpretation-Jews as subjects 
 
 
PR2775-2800.5 English renaissance (1500-1640)-The drama-Shakespeare, William-
Translations 
 
PR2795.Y5-2795.Y52 Yiddish 
 
PR2796.H4-2796.H42 Hebrew 
 
 
PR4362 19th century-Byron, George Gordon-Hebrew melodies 
 
PR9080-9680 English literature outside of Great Britain  
   
PR9510-9510.9 Israel 
 
 
PS1-3626 AMERICAN LITERATURE 
 
PS84.2-490 History of American literature 
 
PS153.J4  Jewish authors 
 
PS173.J4 Treatment of Jews 
 
PS310.H64 Poetry-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PS338.J4 Drama-Jews as subjects 
  
PS374.A73 Prose fiction-Arab-Israeli conflict 
 
PS374.H56 Prose fiction-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PS374.J48 Prose fiction-Jews as subjects 
 
 
PS501-689 Collections of American literature 
 
PS508.J4 Jewish authors 
 
PS591.J4 Poetry-Jewish authors 
 
PS595.H64 Poetry-Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PS628.J47 Drama-Jewish authors 
 
PS647.J4 Prose (General)-Jewish authors 
 
PS648.J4 Prose (General)-Jews as subjects   
 
 
PT1-4897 GERMAN LITERATURE 
   
PT83-873 History of German literature 
 
PT149.J4 Jews in literature 
 
PT169 Jewish authors 
 
PT509.C66 Poetry-Concentration camps 
   
PT749.H64 Prose fiction- Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PT749.J4 Prose fiction-Jews 
 
 
PT1109.J4 Collections-Jewish authors 
     
PT1110.J4 Collections-Jews as subject 
 
PT1231.J4 Poetry-Jews as subject 
 
PT1505.B49 Middle High German, ca. 1050-1450/1500-Bible-New Testament-Epistles-
Hebrews 
  
PT2030.Y53 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 1749-1832-Translations-Yiddish 
 
PT2034.H4 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 1749-1832-Translations-Hebrew 
 
PT2200.J4 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 1749-1832-Criticism and interpretation-
Treatment of Jews 
 
PT2274.J4 Grillparzer, Franz, 1791-1872-Criticism and interpretation-Treatment of Jews 
 
PT2318.Y5 Heine, Heinrich, 1797-1856-Translations-Yiddish 
 
PT2322.H4 Heine, Heinrich, 1797-1856-Translations-Hebrew 
 
PT2343.J8 Heine, Heinrich, 1797-1856 - Criticism, interpretation, etc.-Treatment of 
Judaism 
 
PT2418.J4 Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim, 1729-1781-Criticism and interpretation-Jews and 
Judaism 
 
PT2475.Y53 Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von, 1759-1805-Translations-Yiddish 
 
PT2477.H4 Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von, 1759-1805-Translations-Hebrew 
 
 
PT5001-5980 DUTCH LITERATURE 
 
PT5112.J4 History of Dutch literature-Jewish authors 
   
PT5532.J47 Collections of Dutch literature-Prose-Jews as subject 
 
 
PT7601-8260 DANISH LITERATURE 
 
PT7685.H64 History of Danish literature-Treatment of Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) 
 
PT7955.I74 Collections of Danish literature-Israel as subject 
 
 
 
PT9201-9999 SWEDISH LITERATURE 
 
PT9556.J48 Collections of Swedish literature-Jewish authors 
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SCIENCE 
 
 
 
Q1-390 SCIENCE (GENERAL)   
 
Q80.I7 Science (General)-Societies-Israel  
 
 
QB1-991 ASTRONOMY  
 
QB34 Jewish astronomy 
 
 
QE1-996.5 GEOLOGY 
 
QE318 Geographical divisions-Israel. Palestine 
 
 
QH1-278.5 NATURAL HISTORY (GENERAL)  
 
QH193.I8 Geographical distribution. Biogeography. Phylogeography-Israel. Palestine 
 
 
QK1-989 BOTANY 
 
QK378 Geographical distribution. Phytogeography  Topographical divisions-Israel. 
Palestine 
 
 
QL1-991 ZOOLOGY 
 
QL333 Geographical distribution Topographical divisions (Faunas)-Israel. Palestine 
 
 
 
  
R 
MEDICINE 
 
 
 
R1-920 MEDICINE (GENERAL)   
 
R135.3 History-Assyro-Babylonian medicine  
    
R135.5 History-Biblical and Talmudic medicine 
 
R644.P3 History-Palestine. Israel 
 
R694 Jews in medicine. Jewish physicians 
 
R713.81.P3 Directories-Palestine. Israel 
 
R725.57 Medical ethics. Medical etiquette-Religious aspects-Jewish ethics 
 
 
RA1-1270 PUBLIC ASPECTS OF MEDICINE  
 
RA448.5.J5 Public health. Hygiene. Preventive medicine-United States-Jews  
 
RA561 Public health. Hygiene. Preventive medicine-Jews  
 
 
RC1-1245 INTERNAL MEDICINE  
 
RC282.J4 Neoplasms. Tumors. Oncology-Jews  
 
RC451.4.C65 Psychiatry-Concentration camp inmates 
 
RC451.4.H62 Holocaust survivors. Children of holocaust survivors    
 
RC451.5.J4 Neurosciences-Psychiatry-Jews  
 
 
RD1-811 SURGERY 
 
RD590 Surgery by region, system, or organ-Penis-Foreskin. Circumcision. Phimosis 
 
 
  
S 
AGRICULTURE 
 
 
 
S1-972 AGRICULTURE (GENERAL) 
 
S425 History and conditions-Antiquity-Hebrews 
 
 
 SB1-1110 PLANT CULTURE 
 
SB449.5.J4 Floral decorations-Jewish festivals 
 
 
  
T 
TECHNOLOGY 
 
 
 
TX1-1110 HOME ECONOMICS 
 
TX724 Cookbooks-1800-Jewish. Israeli-General 
 
TX724.2.A-Z Cookbooks-1800-Jewish. Israeli-By style of cooking 
 
TX724.2.H86 Hungarian    
 
TX724.2.S47 Sephardic   
  
TX724.2.T75 Tripolitanian   
  
TX724.2.Y46 Yemenite    
 
 
TX739.2.A-Z Cooking-By holiday 
 
TX739.2.H35 Hanukkah    
 
TX739.2.P37 Passover   
  
TX739.2.R67 Rosh ha-Shanah    
 
 
  
Z 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. LIBRARY SCIENCE. 
INFORMATION RESOURCES (GENERAL) 
 
 
Z4-115.5 BOOKS (GENERAL). WRITING. PALEOGRAPHY 
 
Z42.3.J48 Writing-Autographs. Signatures-Autographs of classes of persons and ethnic 
groups, A-Z-Jews  
 
 Z74.7 Writing-Shorthand. Stenography. Phonography-Hebrew and Yiddish  
 
Z115.4 Manuscripts. Paleography-Hebrew 
 
 
Z664.2-718.85 LIBRARY SCIENCE. INFORMATION SCIENCE 
 
Z675.J4 Jewish Libraries 
 
Z688.J48 Special collections-Jews and Judaism. Hebrew and Yiddish literature 
 
Z695.1.J48 Cataloging-Hebrew and Yiddish literature 
 
Z697.J53 Classification and notation-Jews as subject 
 
 
Z1001-1121 GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
Z1039.J48 Books for Jews 
 
 
Z1201-4980 NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
Z3476-3480 Israel 
 
 
Z5051-7999 SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHY  
   
Z5784.J6 Jewish drama  
 
Z5814.J4 Jewish education 
 
Z5917.J4 Jewish fiction 
 
Z5956.J4 Jewish art 
 
Z6366-6375 Subject bibliography-Jews 
 
Z6366 Jews-General bibliography 
 
Z6367 Jews-Periodicals. Societies 
 
Z6368 Jews-Collected works (nonserial) 
 
Z6370 Jews-Religion-General bibliography 
 
 Z6371 Jews-Religion-Special topics 
 
Z6372 Jews-History-General bibliography 
 
Z6373 Jews-History-By region or country 
 
Z6374 Jews-Other special topics 
 
Z6374.A56 Antisemitism   
  
Z6374.B5 Biography. Genealogy    
 
Z6374.F34 Family    
 
Z6374.F6 Folklore   
  
Z6374.H6 Holocaust (1939-1945)   
  
Z6374.L4 Law   
  
Z6374.S4 Sephardim  
   
Z6374.S8 Statistics  
   
Z6374.W5 Wit and humor   
  
Z6374.Z5 Zionism   
  
Z6375 Jews-Catalogs 
 
Z6514.J48 Jewish literature 
 
Z6605.Y5 Manuscripts -Yiddish  
 
Z6611.J48 Manuscripts-Jews and Judaism 
 
Z6953.5.Y5 Periodicals, newspapers, and other serials- United States-Ethnic press. 
Foreign language press, A-Z-Yiddish 
 
Z7001-7124 Philology and linguistics 
 
Z7033.J48 Romance-Jews 
 
Z7038.Y53 Germanic-Yiddish 
 
Z7070 Hebrew 
  
Z7771.A-.Z Theology and religion-Bible-Versions 
 
Z7963.J4 Jewish women    
